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MACEDONIA
AND
THE MACEDONIANS
The Macedonian People and Macedonian National Consciousness

The development of nearly all European peoples and nations has been accompanied by numerous and various historical and political difficulties and upheavals. Even in the case of some of the most highly developed modern nations of the European and other continents, history has dictated situations which are not too different from those of the Macedonian people: tribes and ethnicities have become mixed, languages and names have been borrowed, territories and state boundaries have been altered, faiths and cultures have intertwined with each other…

Let us take the example of France and the French. The ancient Gaul covered the territory of what is today northern Italy, France, part of Switzerland, Luxembourg, Belgium and the Netherlands, and was populated by Gauls, a Roman name designating Celtic tribes. In the 1st century BC Julius Caesar conquered Gaul and it remained within the borders of the Roman Empire up to the end of the 5th century AD. This was a period during which a complex process of assimilation of the Gauls and Romans took place and when Vulgar Latin became the spoken language of the population. It was from this basis that later, influenced by the vernacular of some Germanic tribes, modern French developed. The present-day name of the French derives from the state of the Franks, a group of western Germanic tribes who lived around the River Rhine in what is today Germany and who, towards the late 5th century, conquered almost the whole of ancient Gaul and, by the end of the 8th century, most of Central and Western Europe. With the 843 Treaty of Verdun, however, the powerful and vast state of Charlemagne (Charles the Great, 768-814), composed of various peoples, split into three individual states: France, Germany and Italy. Following the 9th century the French gradually evolved as an ethnicity that constituted itself as the French nation in the late 18th century.

We can hence conclude that the modern French are the descendants of a Celtic tribe (that mingled with other tribes and peoples), speaking a Romance language and using a Germanic name. Can present-day Germans claim that the French were or are, perhaps, still Germans? Can the Italians, as the heirs of the old Roman Empire, assert that the French are Italians? And can anyone today refute the history and culture of the Belgians, Dutch and other former Gauls? Can anyone consider
the people of the Netherlands as being German because they, too, still call their language Duutsch (akin to Deutsch)?

Is there not a similar situation with the Russians who have taken the name of the present-day Ukrainians, and these, in their struggle for national affirmation in the 19th century, had to take the regional geographical designation as a national name in order to be constituted as a separate Slavic nation?

Did not the Turan-Mongol tribes of the ‘proto-Bulgarian’ khans conquer the territories of ‘the seven Slav tribes’ between Mount Stara Planina and the Danube, and create a single state with a Bulgarian name and a Slavonic language? Was not the Bulgarian people formed of the Turan-Mongol Bulgars and Lower Danube Slavs mixed with Vlachs, Thracians, etc., which in the 19th century constituted themselves as a separate Slavic nation?

On the other hand, the present-day Serbian nation draws its origins from mediaeval Serbia, even though this feudal Serbian state (not bearing even the Serbian name in the beginning) was conceived mainly on the territory of modern Montenegro and Kosovo. Even at the peak of its power it did not include the whole territory of present-day ‘Central Serbia’, whereas the modern capital of the Serbian nation, Belgrade, was to become ‘Serbian’ as late as the 15th century, and even then for only 23 years (1404-1427). In certain periods feudal Serbia controlled the territories of present-day Kosovo, Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia, part of Greece and even parts of Bulgaria and Bosnia, but can anyone today dispute the Serbian character of modern Serbia or of Belgrade?

Is not the development of the Greek nation highly illustrative? In various periods (after the age of ‘Hellenism’ and the conquest of the Greek poleis by Philip II, the King of the Macedonians), the borders of ‘Greece’ (in particular, later, those of the Byzantine Empire) encompassed almost all the peoples of the Balkan Peninsula, and even some outside it. The Greek language and the Greek alphabet from various phases of their development were used in all these territories, and the Greek name was also in use. But even though they have used a number of names in their history (as a result of their mediaeval state-constitutional traditions), the Greeks bore for a long time the Roman name Romaioi which was also used in our regions in the form of Rum-millet until the expulsion of the Turks in 1912, and the ethnonym ‘Hellene’ was long used by the Greeks themselves as denoting a pagan (‘non-Christian’). Can we now claim that the countries of the Balkans and the Middle East are populated by Greeks and that they should be annexed to the Greek state only because they were once part of the Byzantine Empire, because there are today remains of the ‘Greek’ culture or because up to the 19th century most of these territories were under the domination of the Greek Patriarchate of Constantinople, or because a large number of Greeks or at least Graecophiles lived in the major centres? Was it not the case that a Greek uprising was started in 1821
first in Wallachia and Moldavia, in what is today Romania? Or perhaps the modern Romanians are of Greek descent?

Hence, is it possible from a scholarly point of view, and can we still manipulate from a political point of view with the terms ‘Greek lands’, ‘Bulgarian lands’ or ‘Serbian lands’ as regards the territories which were once parts of mediaeval states bearing the present-day Greek, Bulgarian or Serbian names? These same territories in different periods used to have different masters and bear different names, and therefore Macedonia, for instance, cannot be a ‘Greek’, ‘Bulgarian’, ‘Serbian’ and ‘Turkish’ land at the same time. The feudal state paid no attention to the ethnic character of its subjects, but was only concerned with the greater wealth of the appropriate areas and with the expansion of its territory, on which its power and security depended.

Hence the only reliable and fair approach is to study the history of different peoples and cultures which were part of different states at different periods, and not to identify those peoples with the former feudal states whose borders often changed and were usually short-lived. Accordingly, we can speak of the history of the Greek, or the Bulgarian, or the Serbian people during their development over the centuries independently of whether these peoples sometimes found themselves within the state borders of other rulers. Following the same historical logic, we can speak of the historical development of the Macedonian people who very often had different rulers, but who developed an identity of their own, resulting in the birth of a more recent social and historical category, the nation.

The paths of this long process have not always been traced, but its result is already known to us.

After the downfall of ancient Macedonia and the partition of the Roman Empire, towards the early 7th century, the Slavs had already inhabited Macedonia, penetrating deeply into the borders of present-day Greece and Albania. They mingled with the natives from this part of the Byzantine Empire and gradually (owing to their geographical, economic, cultural, linguistic and even political individuality) started constituting themselves as a separate people with a Slavonic language and Macedonian-Slavic-Byzantine culture. The frequent changing of political masters and the long subjugation under Shariah Turkey did not create conditions for the establishment of a definite ethnic name for this people which could later be used as a designation for the nation. As a result, the completion of the process of development of this people seems to coincide with the early stages of the process of formation of the nation in Macedonia. The long duration and erratic character of the former process resulted in a highly complicated and long process of national consolidation among the Macedonians. Closely connected with this is also the relatively late development of the idea of the independent political constitution of the Macedonian people. As far as the Greeks, Serbs and Bulgarians
were concerned, their national development followed a more or less straight line, inheriting the names and the past of the corresponding mediaeval states and defining immediately the goals of political liberation and state-constitutional individualization. Among the Macedonians, however, these questions arose somewhat later, in different circumstances, in the absence of state-constitutional traditions under their own name, and even without a consistent ethnic name of their own, in circumstances of a complex mixture of ethnic, religious and social affiliations inherited from the mediaeval period and specific circumstances of development under Ottoman domination. At the time when the neighbouring peoples were fighting for or had already secured their political liberation, the Macedonians remained in the central part of the Ottoman Empire in the Balkans, without opportunities for true revival and without defined national ideals or concrete tasks, and became the target of various conflicting aspirations on the part of their neighbours in the period of their national romanticism. Hence the first questions to be raised in the 19th century by the more awakened Macedonians were: who are we, what are we, and where are we? It was first necessary to define the geographical and ethnographic borders vis-à-vis those of their neighbours. An ethnic ‘birth’ was necessary first; and only then could they raise the question of political liberation.

1. The emergence and development of the Macedonian people

With no ambitions to cover all the aspects of this problem — bearing in mind that there are still no generally accepted theoretical models in scholarship concerning the constitution of a people as a social and historical category — we shall concentrate on certain questions which seem more important to us and which have without doubt aroused great interest. This is even more important in view of the fact that some of these questions have already been analysed by certain historians from neighbouring nations, utterly ignoring the ethnic and cultural identity of the Macedonians. We shall pay particular attention to the period from the 7th to the 11th centuries, the time when certain significant processes relevant to the formation of the modern Macedonian people were completed or initiated.

Just like any other people, the Macedonian people was formed neither from a single tribe nor from a single ethnic entity in the broader sense of this term: during the centuries of development, it encompassed different ethnic groups that had lost their individuality, while leaving significant traces not only in history and archaeology, but also in the living spiritual and material culture of Macedonia. To believe that we are ‘pure’ Slavs means to follow the road of blind racism. True, it is very
likely that the large majority of the present-day Macedonian people are descendants of the Slavs, most of whom are assumed to have reached this part of the Balkan Peninsula from the 5th to the early 7th century, but (in spite of all pogroms) they certainly did not find this region utterly uninhabited. By absorbing parts of the peoples living there (ancient Macedonians, Illyrians, Thracians, Greeks, Romans, etc.), the Slavs also absorbed their culture, and in that amalgamation a people was gradually formed with perhaps predominantly Slavic ethnic elements, speaking a Slavonic language and with a Slavic-Byzantine culture.

Why, when and how has this people differentiated itself from the neighbouring Slav peoples?

An increasing number of Bulgarian scholars have been putting forward the thesis that the territory bordered by the Morava, the Danube, the Black Sea, Constantinople, the Aegean Sea, Central Greece and Albania up to the Šar Mountains was populated by a certain ‘Bulgarian group’ of Slav tribes, whose basic (and only!) characteristic was the language, and its “most characteristic feature” was the article! In his study entitled ‘The Bulgarian Nationality and the Work of Clement of Ohrid’ Prof. Dimit’r Angelov writes that all these Slav tribes, “regardless of some dialectal features, had a common language, and therefore they belong to one and the same group — the Bulgarian — in contrast to the tribes of the Serbo-Croatian group, which in the 7th century settled in the north-western regions of the Balkan Peninsula (parts of present-day Yugoslavia)”. Precisely because of the character of these Slavs, the entire period from the 7th to the 9th centuries was characterized “by a constant and increasingly strongly outlined tendency — namely the aspiration of the Bulgarian rulers gradually to include all the Slav tribes of the Bulgarian group within the territory of their own state”.

Whether these and similar theories and assumptions have a serious basis can be seen from the following historical facts.

Firstly, even if we allow the retroactive meaning of a certain term which appeared considerably later, it is not true that there was a tribal unity of the Slavs that settled in this vast area (except if referring to the general unity of all Slavs). Before their arrival in the Balkans, the Slav tribes of the Slavini (Sclavini) and

1 Dimit’r Angelov, „Bългар ска народност и делото на Климент Охридски“, Kliment Ohridski 916-1966. Сборник към статията 1050 години от смъртта му, BAN, София, 1966, 7. These views are also expressed in other papers by this author. We should mention his article „През първите сто години на българската езикова история“ in the journal Изкуството, III, 4-5, София, 1962, and they are expounded in greater detail in his book, published later, „Очерките на българската езиковна история“ (София, 1971), covering the period to the 11th century.
2 Dimit’r Angelov, „Bългар ска народност ...“, 12.
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Antians (Antes) lived separately. According to Emperor Mauricius (6th century), they had “the same way of life and the same customs”, and yet they were distinct Slav tribes and during their settlement they inhabited different territories in the Balkans. Whereas the Slavini settled Macedonia and parts of present-day Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria, the Antians settled mainly the territory of present-day Bulgaria. Even if we assume that the Slavinian (Sclavinian) and Antian tribes were of the very same stock, even if we neglect their subsequent historical fate in the Balkans, we shall have to admit that this ‘Bulgarian group’ must have involved the people living in a large part of what is today Serbia! In addition, it has to be underlined that the Bulgarian Slavs between the Danube and Mount Stara Planina mingled chiefly with the indigenous Thracians, Dacians, etc., and later with the newly-arrived Bulgars (a Turan-Mongol tribe that gave its name and state organization to the subsequently formed Bulgarian people).

Secondly, in the formation of peoples it is not the ethnic composition of the population which is primary, but the population’s historical development. The history of many European and non-European peoples can prove this. Likewise, this part of the Balkans saw the development of the Bulgarian, Serbian and Macedonian peoples.

Known facts on the Slav tribes in Bulgaria are more than scarce. Even though Bulgarian scholars speak of some tribal union which later concluded an alliance with the newly-arrived Bulgars, serious historical sources from that period do not confirm such assumptions. It is known with certainty that by 681 the Bulgars had already established a state organization controlling the Slavs from the Timok to the Black Sea and from the Danube to Stara Planina, which was recognized by the Byzantine Empire. It is also known, however, that as early as the late 6th century and the first half of the 7th century, on the territory between the rivers Volga and Dnieper there was an established tribal union of Turan-Mongol tribes calling themselves Bulgars, but that in 650 this state of Khan Kubrat broke down under the pressure of the Khazars, as a result of which Kubrat’s son Asparuh moved to the Balkans with a part of his people and there established his new state comprising (primarily) people of Slavic stock.6

---


6 The view of the Russian historian, Academician Nikolay Derzhavin, seems a rather interesting one; it is presented in the ‘abridged shorthand minutes’ of the lecture he delivered at the 6th Plenum of the Pan-Slavic Committee in Moscow, on October 16 and 17, 1943. It deals with a number of questions which concern and elucidate our subject. Derzhavin pays special attention to the Antians, their movement to the south of the Balkans and their relations with the Proto-Bulgarians, but he also expresses his views on the composition of Asparuh’s company in moving to what is today Bulgaria, which may be relevant for further research („Istorycheskie osnovy druzhby russkogo i bolgarskogo narodov“, Classics, № 11, Moskva, 1943, 30-31).
It must be noted, however, that this was not the only Bulgarian state at that time. Another Bulgarian tribe (the Kotrags) crossed the Don and arrived at the Volga where, together with the local tribes, they established another Bulgarian state which existed up to the 13th century, when it was destroyed by the Tartars. The fourth Bulgarian state (if we consider Kubrat’s Bulgaria as the first one!) was founded by Kubrat’s eldest son, Batbayan, in the territory lying between the River Kuban and the Sea of Azov. Even though it was soon subjugated by the Khazars, its remains could be found for several centuries after that.

Trying to prove not only that the Bulgarian Slavs mingled with the Turan-Mongol tribe, but that Bulgars came also to Macedonia, leaving there their own blood and their own name and culture, Bulgarian historians very often underline the significance of a certain company of Asparuh’s brother Kuber, who came to the Bitola and Salonika regions and remained there. Yet there are still no reliable sources supporting this. It is true, Bulgars are mentioned in connection with the attacks against Salonika in the 7th century, but only as one of the many allies of the Macedonian Slav tribes, such as the Avars or Kumans, most of which moved back. Even if we suppose that they remained in Macedonia, owing to their insignificant number they could not have changed the general ethnic character of the Macedonian people. There were also Bulgars across the Danube, even in some parts of Croatia, and it would really be difficult to put forward similar claims concerning the Bulgarian character of the people or territories there.

While the Bulgarian state of Asparuh and his heirs constantly expanded and grew stronger, gradually forming one people of the various ethnic elements of its population, as early as the beginning of the 7th century, i.e. before the foundation of the Bulgarian state, the Slavs in Macedonia had already established a tribal union and acted quite independently in the wars against the Byzantine Empire in the siege of Salonika. This tribal union, named Slavinia (Sclavinia), existed for about six decades and marked the beginning of the formation of the Macedonian people. But the military power of the Byzantine Empire, putting Macedonia under its control, prolonged the process of this formation, although individual Slav tribes continued their half-independent development.

It is important to note at this point that while the various ethnic groups in Bulgaria melted together under the name ‘Bulgars’, and that they are referred to in the sources only under that name, in Macedonia they blended using the name Glavini (Cælasini) or Class, and the older ethnic groups are not mentioned. The life and development in two states with different levels and characters of culture gradually differentiated the Macedonians from the Bulgarians. This situation continued for more than two and a half centuries, a period sufficient to bring about the formation of two ethnic individualities, which had absolutely no material or spiritual contacts during that period.
Thirdly, there were no aspirations — and there could not be any — on the part of the Bulgarian khans and princes towards the unification of “all Slav tribes of the Bulgarian group”, because for a long time those heading the Bulgarian state were non-Slav leaders who simply could not nourish aspirations for a Slavic-centred policy. Furthermore, it is well known from history that Bulgarian expansion took place to the north and the east rather than the south-west. It is interesting that the first territories to be conquered were those of present-day Romania, Serbia and parts of Bosnia-Herzegovina, and only later the territory of Macedonia, whose conquest lasted for nearly a century. How can these “aspirations” of the Bulgarian khans and princes be linked with the “Bulgarian Slavic group” only within the boundaries of “Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia” when it is a well-known fact that in the 9th and 10th centuries Bulgaria included the territories of Romania, parts of Ukraine and Hungary, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia (without Salonika) and parts of Bosnia and Croatia? These lands were not populated solely by Slavs, and they certainly cannot be included in the “Bulgarian group”. Moreover, strong resistance is mentioned in the sources on the part of the Slavs against Bulgarian conquests; there were fierce conflicts, for instance, between Krum or Omurtag and the subjugated Slavs. Military alliances were also concluded between Bulgaria and the Byzantine Empire and the Franks against the Slavs, and bloody military campaigns were fought by the Bulgarian leaders against the Slavs in Paeonia, Moravia, Thrace and Macedonia.

Fourthly, and no less importantly, the language of the Slavs of that “Bulgarian group” was not particularly different from the language of the other Slavs at that time, nor can we speak of some article form in those centuries, as this was the result of the subsequent development of the Macedonian and Bulgarian languages in the Balkan environment. To confirm this it is sufficient to mention that the language of the Macedonian Slavs from the Salonika region, which Cyril and Methodius took as the literary standard in the 9th century, was also fully understandable to the Greater-Moravian Slavs, and that the language or the written records, at least up to the 11th century, showed no article forms in either Macedonia or Bulgaria or Thrace. Attention must also be paid to the fact that the article form has never appeared (and will probably never appear) in the language of the Serbian Slavs who, however, were incorporated into the Bulgarian state much earlier and remained a part of it longer than Macedonia.

If one has to seek any differences between the Bulgarian and Macedonian peoples as early as that period, one should pay attention not only to the ethnic composition, but above all to the historical development as well as the individuality and character of the cultures of these lands. The independent life in two different environments (one pagan, the other Christian) created two different cultures: a Slavic-Bulgarian pagan culture in Bulgaria and a Macedonian-Slavic-Byzan-
tine Christian culture in Macedonia. This is so in spite of the fact that even today the Macedonian language is the closest to Bulgarian, in the same way that Slovenian is the closest to Croatian, Slovak to Czech and Ukrainian or Belorussian to Russian.

2. When did Macedonia come under Bulgarian rule and for how long did that rule last?

The first incursions of Bulgarians into Macedonia were recorded around 789 when a Bulgarian detachment entered the area around the River Struma, but had to withdraw immediately. In 805 Khan Krum annexed the lands of Banat, Transylvania and the region west of the River Timok together with Belgrade. In 809 he destroyed Sofia, and somewhat later he conquered it, but the whole of Macedonia continued to remain outside the Bulgarian borders. In 807 some Bulgarian detachments again penetrated into the Struma region, but were unable to remain there. There are also highly unreliable sources from which some assume that during the time of Khan Pressian (836-852) the khagan Izbul conquered the Western Rhodopes and the region between the rivers Struma and Mesta, and that in this period “the whole of Central Macedonia together with a part of Southern Albania” was conquered, as (allegedly) confirmed by a special accord towards the mid-9th century. Bulgarian scholars assume that, as there are no data relating to the conquest of Macedonia, this automatically means that the Macedonian Slavs were “voluntarily” annexed to Bulgaria. But known instances of resistance and rebellions against the Bulgarian conquerors confirm that the Macedonian Slavs were far from pleased with the new conquerors. What can be accepted with certainty is the fact that in 864, following the peace accord with the Byzantine Empire, Prince Boris (852-889) received a part of Macedonia as a reward for accepting Christianity from the Constantinopolitan Church.

Thus the struggle for the conquest of Macedonia by Bulgaria continued for nearly a century, but Bulgaria’s full control of the land lasted less than half a century. Following the attack of the Russian Prince Svyatoslav against Bulgaria in 968 and after the occupation of the whole of Danube Bulgaria in the following year, during the next few years battles were fought between the Russians and Byzantines, after which the Bulgarian state collapsed and was included within the Byzantine Empire.

In 969 there was an organized insurrection in Macedonia headed by the four sons of Prince Nicholas, which finally led to the establishment of the vast Empire

---

7 История на България, I, София, 1954, 93.
of Tsar Samuel (Samoil), whose centre and capital was Prespa and Ohrid. This first state of the Macedonian Slavs succeeded in expanding its territory over a large part of the Balkans, but kept it only up to 1018.

This marked the beginning of a new, two-century-long subjugation under the Byzantine Empire, disturbed by powerful insurrections and short-lived autonomies of some Macedonian feudal lords. Among the most significant in this period were the uprisings of Petar Deljan (1040) and Ïoròi Vojteh (1072) and the autonomous regional administrations of Dobromir Hrs (1185-1202) in the Strumica region and of Aleksij Slav (1207-1230) in the Melnik region. The Crusades incorporated Macedonia for a brief period into what was known as ‘the Latin Empire’, and the Bulgarian Tsar Kaloyan succeeded in occupying parts of it. Yet this Bulgarian reign of Macedonia, too, lasted for no more than two or three years, as following Kaloyan’s death (1207) Macedonia once again fell under Byzantine rule.

Of particular significance is the emergence of new independent feudal lords in Macedonia, among whom the most important was Strez (1207-1214) in central Macedonia. His rule saw a continuation of its statehood in some way, but after his death the Epirote despot Theodorus Comnenus took control of Macedonia. In 1230 the Bulgarian Tsar Ivan Asen II once again incorporated Macedonia into Bulgaria, but this reign, too, lasted for only 11 years; after his death (1241) Byzantine rule continued.

In 1282 the Serbian King Milutin began the struggle for Serbian control of Macedonia and this process was completed by Tsar Duuu in 1345. During the reign of the latter, for a certain period Macedonia even became the centre of the Serbian state, the seat of the Tsar and the Patriarch. It is important to note that Duuu retained the autonomy of the Archbishopric of Ohrid, even though he somewhat decreased its competencies. In addition, the regional feudal lords in Macedonia under Duuu enjoyed a special status and were granted a great degree of autonomy. As a result, following Duuu’s death (1355), the Dejanovci and Mrnaeoci families established fully independent feudal rule. Around 1365 Volkan proclaimed himself “the King of the Serbs and the Romaioi” and ruled independently until the year 1371, when in the battle near the River Marica, fighting against the Turks, he was killed together with his brother, the despot Jovan Uglen. Valkan’s son, known as King Mark (Marko), had to acknowledge Turkish rule after 1390, whereas Konstantin Dejan recognized the supreme authority of the Turks earlier and became a Turkish vassal, continuing, as it were, the semi-independence of that part of Macedonia. It was only after the battle near Rovine (1395), in which both of them were killed, that the Turks were able to establish full control not only of Macedonia, but almost of the whole of the Balkans. The long period which ensued (lasting up to 1912) was the darkest subjugation of the
Macedonian people, when Macedonia experienced stagnation and decline, although it was also a period of popular resistance expressed through mass insurrections.

Bearing in mind all these facts, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) The Slavic character of the main ethnic group is of considerable importance for the history of the Macedonian people, but we cannot and should not overlook the significance of the ancient Macedonians, who gave this people its territory, name, culture and blood. If the history of the Turan-Mongol Bulgars is considered as an inseparable part of the history of the modern Bulgarian people, why should not the Macedonians respect the past, glory and culture of their own land, their own name and part of their own blood? For, as Dimitar V. Makedonski said in 1871, “the earth did not gape open to swallow” those ancient Macedonians; they melted into the mass of the people.

(2) The people of Macedonia, in the course of some 13 centuries (after the arrival of the Slavs in the Balkans), mostly lived together in the same state, sharing the same economy and culture; Macedonia was nearly always incorporated as a whole into the different territories of neighbouring states and sustained common influences, which undoubtedly contributed to the formation of this people’s individuality.

(3) Under the feudal system, at least as far as the Balkan region is concerned, most of the states were not states of peoples but of territories; hence the borders of the Byzantine Empire, Bulgaria, Serbia, and even Turkey, comprised different peoples which later secured a completely independent popular and national development.

(4) During its history from the beginning of the 7th century up to 1912, the Macedonian people invariably came under the control of four principal powers: for more than four and a half centuries it was under Byzantine rule (7th-9th, 11th-13th); slightly more than a century under the Bulgarians (9th-10th, 13th); nearly a century under the Serbs (13th-14th), and five centuries under the Turks (14th-20th). Even if we exclude these five centuries when Macedonia was under Turkish domination, as were the neighbouring peoples, if we take only the period from the 7th to the 14th century, it follows that (during these eight centuries) Macedonia was under Bulgarian rule for no more than 110 years. Bearing in mind that other Balkan Slavic and non-Slavic peoples also came within the Bulgarian borders, that there were no means of mass communication, that the Macedonians had no contacts with the Bulgarians beyond Mount Stara Planina, and that the foreign military-administrative authorities could not exert any stronger influence on the broad masses of the Macedonian population — it can be safely assumed

8 D.V. Makedonski à, „Р о македонската въпросъ”, Македония, V, 7, Стара Загора, 16.II.1871.
that it was impossible that only the populations of Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia formed a single people, without those of the other regions of the state which came for even longer within the boundaries of Bulgaria. For example, the Romanians (they chose this name as late as 1862, following the unification of Wallachia and Moldavia, which became the national name of the unified Roman people!) were under Bulgarian rule uninterruptedly from the 7th to the 10th centuries, and even later they remained under the strong influence of the Bulgarian state. The Albanians, too, were under the authority of the Bulgarians at least as long as the Macedonians. But if these peoples were not ‘Slavic’, then why did the Serbs, Montenegrins and part of the Bosnians and Croats not become and remain Bulgarians?

(5) In the course of their history, the modern Macedonians formed their own state-political organizations more than once, but these were either not fully developed or remained restricted to smaller territories and were not recognized by others, or bore foreign names, as a result of which contemporary historians included them within pages dealing with other peoples. As early as the 7th century the Macedonian Slavs founded a state organization of their own which was of no lower level that the state organization of the tribal unions of the Serbs and Croats in the 9th and 10th centuries. The constant struggle and insurrections against the Byzantine Empire united the Macedonian Slavs as a community and resulted in that popular unity finding its expression in the first state established by the Slavs in Macedonia headed by Samuel, which, just like any other feudal state, later expanded its borders over a large part of the Balkans. That this state was basically a state of the Macedonian Slavs is confirmed by the historical fact that following its collapse (1018), Basil II made Macedonia a separate theme (thema), giving it the name which was probably used by both the state and its church.

In spite of the complications with the designation, it was in the state of Samuel that the Macedonian people began its affirmation as a people: it formed a state-political whole; it introduced an official standard literary Slavonic language with Ohrid as its cultural and literary centre; it created an autonomous church organization with the elevation of the Bishopric of Ohrid to the rank of patriarchate; it also grew as a single economic entity and its towns experienced great progress, developing the Slavic consciousness of its people, although under a dual appellation: under the popular name ‘Slavs’ and the state name ‘Bulgars’. The development of Macedonia in the following two centuries as a Byzantine administrative territory whose inhabitants were designated as ‘Bulgars’ increasingly replaced the popular name which was retained only in the language of traditional literature and in the vernacular of the neighbouring Albanians, resulting in the widespread use of the appellation ‘Bulgars’, which in the meantime disappeared in the Danube Region theme (or at least it is not mentioned in the surviving written sources from
these centuries). The fall of Macedonia under Serbian rule brought about further obfuscation of the popular name. The result of the long Ottoman subjugation and the specific political, social and religious position of the Macedonian people (when the usual terms of address were ‘raya’, ‘kaurin’ (non-Moslem), ‘Christian’, etc.) was a process of obliteration of the ethnic designation, which took place very slowly and was not completed, as in the 19th century it was superseded by a new process in the nation’s formation, which in turn created new problems as a result of the aforementioned historical development of the Macedonian people.

It is also important to mention that the Balkan ‘Slavic’ Orthodox peoples constituted themselves and managed to survive the mediaeval period and right up to the 19th century thanks, to a considerable degree, to the church organizations of their own which guided their spiritual and educational life, regulated the judicial and family relations and united the people under the symbol of their own name. The Archbishopric of Ohrid as an autonomous church organization in Macedonia for eight whole centuries, although retaining the Bulgarian name in its title, maintained a sense of the popular and territorial unity of Macedonia.

There is no doubt that, for instance, the Serbian people was able to fully constitute itself and survive only after the establishment of its own church. It was only thanks to the expansion of the jurisdiction of this church to the territories of Šumadija, Belgrade and Vojvodina that the Serbian people — and, subsequently, the Serbian nation — was able to form its state within the present-day borders. The same refers to Bulgaria, which as early as the second half of the 9th century gained its own church organization, losing it in the 10th century to restore it in the 13th century, and losing it once again in the next century after the country’s conquest by the Turks. But precisely because of the emergence in the mediaeval period of two autonomous churches bearing the Bulgarian name amidst the Slavic world in the Balkans (whose existence was interrupted in the 14th and 18th centuries), during the age of national revival, in the 19th century, a struggle began for the appropriation of the mediaeval past “under its own name”, resulting in the well-known conflicts and complications which have lingered to this day. How great the significance of the church was in this period can be seen by the establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate in 1870, whose eparchies were also taken as the basis for drawing the ethnographic borders of the Bulgarian people, creating political aspirations which have remained alive up to the present day.

If three peoples and three nations (Russians, Ukrainians and Belorussians) developed from the core of the ‘Russian’ Church, if two peoples and two nations (Serbs and Montenegrins) emerged in their historical development from the ‘Serbian’ Church, why should not two peoples and two modern nations (Bulgarians and Macedonians) develop from the population under the jurisdiction of the
Ohrid and Trnovo (Turnovo) Churches in the mediaeval period when the entire historical evolution dictated precisely such development?

3. Some basic components of the culture of the Macedonian Slavs

Krste P. Misirkov was the first to pose the question of the independent Macedonian culture as early as 1903, but 20 years later, in 1923, when Macedonia’s subjugators used all methods and means for genocide and denationalization of the Macedonian people, Misirkov once again felt responsible to declare before the whole world:

There used to be and there still is an independent Macedonian culture, and it has been the strongest weapon in helping the Macedonians to preserve their present-day cultural matrix and survive all the reversals in the history of their fatherland: not Byzantium nor Bulgaria nor Serbia, nor Turkey, could make changes in the character of the Macedonians of such a nature as to destroy their individuality and estrange them from their Slavic forefathers.

And since these claims were refuted by both Sofia and Belgrade, Krste Misirkov offered a more elaborate answer to the question “Is there indeed a Macedonian national culture and Macedonian national history?” He wrote:

Fortunately enough, we can give an affirmative answer: yes, there is a Macedonian culture and Macedonian national history, distinct from those of the Serbs and Bulgarians, even though they have so far not been the object of extensive and impartial study: the Serbs and Bulgarians have one-sidedly and with a strong bias chosen from Macedonian culture what glorifies their own national name, ignoring questions of capital importance only because they do not concern them or contradict the national aspirations of the choosers and their compatriots.

Unfortunately, the independent study of Macedonian history is only beginning now, carried out by those same Macedonians who towards the end of the past century started disbelieving Belgrade and Sofia scholars, who had almost unanimously declared that during the Middle Ages the Slavs were a disorganized people, without national [sic!] consciousness, who were saved from Greek assimilation only thanks to the establishment of the state of the Turan Bulgars, and later of the state of the Nemanja dynasty…

We, Macedonians, believe this to be an erroneous idea as a result of which the Bulgarians and Serbs have wrongly understood not only the history of the Macedo-

9 The terms denationalization and denationalize are used throughout this book with the meaning of ‘obliterating the national (i.e. ethnic) character of a people with the purpose of assimilation’ (translator’s note).

10 К. Ми сирковъ, „Makedonska kul t ur a”, Пи п и в, I, 2, Соф и я, 21.Н.1923, 2.
niams and Macedonia in the Middle Ages, but also the very history of the Serbs and Bulgarians.

Offering an answer to the question of the significance of Macedonian national culture and Macedonian national history, Misirkov concluded:

The sum total of the centuries-long efforts towards cultural growth and national self-preservation of the Macedonians, starting 400-500 years prior to the emergence of the Serbian state of the Nemanja dynasty and continuing during its rise and decline, together with the similar efforts on our part to win church and political freedom in the 19th century, constitutes our Macedonian national culture, our Macedonian history.11

With justified reason Misirkov concentrates on those “saints” and heroes, Macedonians “by birth and deeds”, such as Cyril and Methodius, Clement and Naum, Tsar Samuel, Strez, King Volkaın and King Mark, as well as on the Archbishopric of Ohrid, on “the pleiad of Macedonian writers in the Middle Ages and in the 19th century” and on the pleiad of legendary heroes killed in the struggle for freedom in the past 30 years. Accepting this basic idea of Misirkov’s, we believe that the formation of the Macedonian people cannot be understood if we do not consider some of the basic components of Macedonian culture since the mediaeval period which has been either usurped or obscured up to the present day.

(a) When were the Macedonian Slavs converted to Christianity?

The question of the Christianization of the Macedonian Slavs12 is undoubtedly one of the most important where Macedonian culture is concerned. The first and rarely categorical answer to this question can be found as early as the end of the 9th or beginning of the 10th century, in the oration of Černorizec Hrabar, and the first analysis of this problem among the Macedonians was made a millennium later by Krste P. Misirkov in his book Za makedonckite raboti (On Macedonian Matters, 1903). As these documents are used in the analysis of other components of culture, we shall here quote them in greater detail. Černorizec Hrabar writes:

In the past, however, the heathen Slavs had yet no books, but read and told fortunes using lines and notches. And when they received Christianity they had to write Slavonic words with Roman and Greek letters, without a standard. But how could you write *dobro*, *bog* or *živ* or *ykh* or *crotch* or *oluch* or *milota* or *bredy* or *konst* or *nads* or *aznad* or *nads* and other words similar to them? And thus it continued for many years…

11 К. Ми сир ков, „Македонска кул тур а“, Мi пь, ННН, 7155, С о ф i я, 19.IV.1924, 1.
12 For more details see: Д-р Би ане Ри ст овски, Македонски от народ и македонскат а нас и я, 1, Мi сл а, Скопье, 1983, 88-116.
Then man-loving God... had mercy on the Slav people and sent Saint Constantine the Philosopher, called Cyril, a righteous and true man, who created 38 letters for them, some after the example of Greek letters, and others after Slavonic speech.\(^\text{13}\)

If Чеморизец Храбар (St Naum?), as an authority and contemporary, appears as a witness to the emergence of Macedonian literacy and culture, and simultaneously as the author of its first periodization, Krste Misirkov is its first theoretician, understanding and expounding the laws of this process. Writing about the alphabet and orthography of a new literary standard, he also deals with that initial process when a foreign script may be used for writing in one’s own language, saying:

But if his own language contains sounds which are not present in the language from which the alphabet is borrowed, the borrower of the foreign alphabet will make certain modifications and amendments to it to mark the differences in the sounds between the two languages. This borrowed and reconstructed alphabet is handed down from generation to generation and is thus changed and adapted to the features of the borrowers’ language. So, gradually and imperceptibly the alphabets of less cultured peoples are made in the contact with more cultured ones. But this gradual process is justified only if two neighbouring peoples are in politically unequal circumstances, namely if one of them, i.e. the more cultured one, rules, and the other one, the less cultured one, is subjugated, or at least deprived of full political freedom... Thus Christianity and literacy took root among us, the Macedonians, earlier than among any other Slav people. They spread over the centuries, moving gradually in an upward direction. Hence history says nothing about the conversion of our people to Christianity. But literacy always comes along with Christianity. By hushing up our adoption of Christianity, the process of the formation of our literacy is also hushed up.

Accordingly, our spiritual revival and the enlightenment in this land, and even the development of our literacy, owing to the geographical and historical circumstances, took a different course in the first millennium AD from that of the other Orthodox Slavs. In this land the process was gradual and imperceptible, while among the others it was swift and comparatively clearly defined.\(^\text{14}\)

These two extensive and very important quotations may successfully lead us to the clarification of the puzzles of that distant age when some process crucial to the development of Macedonian literacy and culture and also to the Macedonian people in general was completed. They illustrate what the process was and how it was carried out, but not when it took place. For instance, they do not mention \textbf{when the Macedonian Slavs were converted to Christianity}.

There is no doubt in Misirkov’s assumption that the adoption of Christianity in Macedonia took place slowly, silently and continually, because the people were subjugated and lived within the frontiers of stronger and culturally more developed

\(^{13}\) Иван Дуличев, Из стара българска книга на, София, 1940, 65-66.

\(^{14}\) К.Р. Мисирков, За македонски е работи, София, 1903, 142-143.
rulers. This process, however, could have started sometime in the 6th or 7th century and been completed by the 9th century at the latest. It was certainly aided by the fact that the native Macedonian Christian population in this part of the Balkans continued to develop unhampered in the Slavic environment and in the Byzantine state, thus exerting influence on the Slavs as well. On the other hand, the constant wars and uprisings and the disobedient heathen Slavs made the Byzantine administrators use the strongest means at the time for neutralizing and attracting them: Christianity. That Christianity in Macedonia developed uninterruptedly since the missionary activity of St Paul is also confirmed, in addition to the archaeological finds and the Bible, by some historical sources.

Whereas Christianity was fiercely persecuted in pagan Bulgaria, in the Byzantine province of the Macedonian Slavs there was not only a numerous Byzantine Christian administration, but Christian education was spread among the Slav masses, as a result of which the tribes increasingly melted into each other and mingled with the indigenous Macedonian population; instead of the former tribal princes, regional administrators were instituted. This, in turn, created the preconditions for the establishment of a single ethnic mass which gradually built its individuality as a people.

These conclusions are also supported by the fact that the Slavonic educator Methodius himself was for ten whole years, up to the year 850, the administrative head of the Bregalnica region, while his brother Constantine at the same time, in the same region, still converted Slavs to Christianity; he had created “Slavonic letters” for them and wrote “books in the Slavonic language”. And that the Christian faith was widespread or perhaps the conversion to Christianity in Macedonia was already completed (although the hagiographies of Clement say that there were still heathens) is indirectly confirmed by the following two arguments. Following the Church Council of Constantinople in 870, when the Bulgarian Church was recognized and Joseph, a Greek, was appointed Archbishop, eight dioceses were recognized or created, of which only two were in original Bulgaria — to the far north, in Silistra (Durostorum) and Ovech (Provadija) — while all the other six remained in Byzantine territories and were gradually (chiefly in the 9th century) annexed to Bulgaria: Philippopolis (Plovdiv), which lay within the theme Macedonia and developed within the sphere of Byzantine culture with continuous Christian life; Sreded (Sofia), which came within Bulgaria’s borders as late as 809; present-day Serbia — Belgrade and Morava (somewhere around the mouth of the River Morava), which were conquered by

---

the Bulgarian state in the early 9th century (but before the capturing of Sofia), while two dioceses were recognized on the territory of the newly-conquered Macedonia: Ohrid, and the Bregalnica region. It is also known that at the ‘False Council’ of Patriarch Photius in 879 one of those taking part was Bishop Theoctistus of Tiberiopolis, whose seat is believed to have been in Strumica. These data confirm that preconditions had been created earlier for a widespread spiritual activity in the territory of Macedonia, as illustrated by the facts in the charters of Basil II of 1019, 1020 and 1025, written immediately after the destruction of the state of the Macedonian Slavs, and testifying to the much more developed spiritual life in Macedonia as compared with Bulgaria. These documents point to the existence of the following dioceses in the Devol komitat: Ohrid, Kostur, Glavinica, Meglen and Bitola, while the komitat covering the region between the rivers Vardar and Mesta involved the dioceses of Strumica, Morozdvizd, Velbuzd and Sredec, whose south-western gravitation was beyond any doubt at the time.

Accordingly, even on the basis of these few facts we can conclude that the conversion to Christianity in Macedonia was completed by the 9th century, a process which took place gradually and without shocks, before Macedonia found itself within the borders of Bulgaria, while the conversion of the Bulgarian people to Christianity was carried out only after 865, using force and bloody reprisals, events which were reflected in written records and documents concerning the relations between Byzantium, Bulgaria and Rome. On the other hand, this is an illustration of the character of the culture in these two regions: while a pagan Bulgarian-Slavic culture with Thracian elements was created in Bulgaria, a Christian Macedonian-Slavic-Byzantine culture (with elements of all the native peoples and ethnic groups) developed in Macedonia, which undoubtedly, as testified to by Chernorizec Hrabar (and confirmed by Misirkov), gave rise to the development of literacy.

(b) When did Slavonic literacy develop in Macedonia?

Literacy appeared largely as a result of Macedonia’s conversion to Christianity. Hrabar recorded this fact, and it is also mentioned by Misirkov. There are no concrete data as to the time when this took place, although we can fully accept the periodization of Chernorizec Hrabar: by the early 10th century literacy in Macedonia had already passed through three stages.

---

16 Błaże Ri stovski, „Nekoi praznawa okol u pojavata na hr i stri janst vot o i pi smenost a kaj Sl oven te vo Makedoni ja”, in: Ki pi l Col uski : Ci prozi um 1100-odzi um na od srp t a na Ki pi l Col uski , kni ga 2, 23-25 mju 1969, Škopje-Š t ip, MANU, Škopje, 1970, 319-337.
The first stage was the period when the Slavs were still not converted to Christianity and when they “read and told fortunes using lines and notches”. This was probably the period before they arrived in the Balkans and immediately after their arrival. It is difficult to say how long this stage lasted, because there are shepherds even today in some areas of Macedonia who cut various lines (рабош) on their sticks, using them for taking notes and counting. We believe that Hrabar is right when he says that this “literacy” was used at the time when the Slavs were still heathens, and yet we do not know when exactly their conversion to Christianity started, nor do we know for how long this process lasted.

The second stage involved a considerably higher form of the Slavonic written culture, when foreign scripts — Latin and Greek, as scripts of a more developed culture — were used for writing in the Slavonic language. This process started with the conversion to Christianity, but even though we do not know when it began or for how long it lasted, its conclusion is nevertheless marked by the ‘invention’ of the Slavonic alphabet by Constantine (Cyril) the Slav. The practice of using the script of a more cultured environment for a Slavonic language is not unknown even up to recent times, but it was not only the privilege of the Slavs: for a long time the Greeks themselves wrote using the Phoenician script, the Armenians used the Syrian script, and until the creation of their own alphabet, the Georgians wrote in the Armenian script. The fact that these foreign symbols were used for writing Slavonic texts in the period of conversion to Christianity points to the fact that some church literature in the Slavonic language had already been created, and that conversion to Christianity in Macedonia was carried out in the vernacular language.

This course of development is not impossible. The Byzantines saw their interest in converting the Slavs to Christianity, as this would provide opportunities for holding them in subjection within their empire, particularly at a time when Rome was making efforts to retain and expand its influence in the Balkans, and especially among the Slavs. On the other hand, it is very interesting that in all the hagiographies of Cyril, Methodius, Clement and Naum the dispute concerning the three languages takes place between the Slavonic educators and the Latin clergy, not the Greeks, with the exception of the oration of Chernorizec Hrabar, which could also be a reflection of the position of the Greek clergy in the Bulgarian state. The Greeks certainly fought to secure domination against the Slav clergy who had already been established, particularly within the Ohrid literary school. In principle, the Constantinopolitan Church was not against the introduction of vernaculars in the preaching of Christianity, even though there was, in certain periods, a tendency for the texts which dealt with the essence of Christianity, texts of strictly dogmatic character (the Gospel, Acts of the Apostles, Symbol of Faith, etc.), to be in Hebrew, Greek or Latin, because, it was believed, there was a danger of inaccurate
translation, or incorrect interpretation of the Christian doctrine. In the Byzantine Empire itself, church books were translated into Gothic in the 4th century, in Armenian in the 5th century, and from Armenian into Georgian. As early as the 4th century, however, the Goths were proclaimed heretics. At this point let us mention that the other churches preaching in vernaculars were proclaimed as adherents to various heresies and schisms: the Syrian Chaldean church was Nestorian, the Syrian Jacobite, the Coptic and Armenian churches Monophysitic, and the Gothic church was Arian. The position of the Constantinopolitan Church in the 9th century was clearly defined by the famous statesman and patriarch Photius, who in his work *On the Franks and Other Latins* accused the Latins of adhering to the principle of trilingualism and expressed the view that God could be worshipped in other languages as well, and not only in Hebrew, Greek or Latin.

We can hence conclude that the Macedonian Slavs, after receiving Christianity, were given the basic books in their own language, thus also receiving the Christian culture of the contemporary civilized Graeco-Roman world. That this is close to the truth is confirmed by the excerpts already quoted from the hagiographies and from Hrabar’s oration, to which we can add that part of the letter of the Greater-Moravian Prince Rostislav where, among other things, he writes:

> For our people who have given up heathendom and received Christianity we do not have such a teacher who will preach the true Christian faith in our own language, so that when other lands see it they may follow us. Therefore, O ruler, send us such a bishop and teacher!

This quotation points to the possibility that Rostislav already knew that there were Christianized Slavs within the borders of the Byzantine Empire and that they had teachers and priests using the Slavonic vernacular. Is it possible that, as is described in the hagiographies, Cyril and Methodius were able in such a short time (half a year) to create the alphabet, translate and copy the principal church books, and prepare other teachers to go to Moravia, if there had not been an already established written tradition, a fixed terminology and a well-developed style of use of the vernacular? Both the alphabet and language of Cyril and Methodius testify to the existence of a fully established literary language and a perfect script which corresponded to the phonetics of the Slavonic dialect in the Salonika region. This can by no means be an accidental result of the circumstances of the time.

Accordingly, there is no doubt that Christianity in Macedonia was preached and spread prior to 864 (when the Bulgars started receiving Christianity) and that the Macedonian Slavs had an already well-developed Slavonic written culture.

---

17 Къю М. Кьон, Чертнорі зеі Храбър, ВАН, Соф і я, 1967, 83.
18 Ал. Теодоровъ-Бал апъ, Кирилъ и Методиъ, Соф і я, 1920.
The only question that remains to be answered is: **what script did that literature use?**

First of all, the old dispute as to what alphabet Constantine (Cyril) created is still very much alive. The majority of scholars, however, believe that it can be safely assumed that it was Glagolitic. But two other very important questions automatically arise here: **how did Cyrillic develop and when was Glagolitic created?**

From what has been said so far it is obvious that the first alphabet for the Slavs in Macedonia was created long before the mission of Cyril and Methodius to Moravia, that it was built mainly on the basis of the Greek alphabet and that it was probably closest to modern Cyrillic. Černorizec Hrabar himself writes that this alphabet was used for Slavonic sounds, but that it could not suitably render Slavonic phonetics, as a result of which Constantine (Cyril) designed an alphabet in accordance with the phonetics of these Slavs. This allows the possibility that Cyrillic, “without a standard” (i.e. without the symbols for the characteristic Slavonic sounds, as quoted by Hrabar) was used in Macedonia even before 862.

At this point we are faced with the question: **when did this process start?** This is indeed only a single component in the whole process of conversion to Christianity and civilization of the Macedonian Slavs. Many scholars do not consider it a mere fantasy that such Slavonic literacy existed as early as the 7th century. Relying mainly on the Salonika Legend, the Ascension of Cyril the Philosopher, the Life of the Tiberiopolis Martyrs, a record in the Kastamonia monastery on Mount Athos, two surviving chronicles and other written records, the Bulgarian scholar Jordan Ivanov in 1906 concluded that for a whole 200 years before Cyril and Methodius “there was a man who tried to give an alphabet to the Slavs in Northern Macedonia” and that that man was Cyril of Cappadocia who worked in Syria and Egypt.19 A similar view was put forward somewhat later by his younger colleague Emil Georgiev, who believes that Cyrillic was created earlier than 863, and that its creation was a continuous and gradual process. Georgiev writes: “Even before Cyril, the Slavs used to have books written in Cyrillic, but they were of local significance and did not spread to a wider area, and besides, which is more important, they were not accepted by the official church.”20 In another text on this question, published in 1966, Georgiev states his views even more precisely:

Jordan Ivanov allowed the possibility that the alphabet of Cyril of Cappadocia was Glagolitic. Yet it is considered a proven fact that Glagolitic was the work of Constantine-Cyril the Slav. Hence it cannot be excluded that Cyril of Cappadocia may have taken part in the creation of Cyrillic, which was created before Glagolitic...  

---

19 Йордан Иванов, Съверна Македония, Соф. и я, 1906, 70.  
20 Емил Георгиев, Славянската ри свърковност до Кирил и Методий, Соф. и я, 1952, 84.
and in which the Semitic symbols III, II, and Ъ were used; coming from the east, Cyril of Cappadocia could have introduced these symbols into Cyrillic. These same symbols, as they were not Greek and did not provoke the discontent of the Roman Catholic Church, were later introduced by Cyril of Cappadocia into his alphabet — the Glagolitic — adapting them in style and form to the rest of the Glagolitic letters.21

We can thus conclude that the Slavonic language written in Greek script was used in Macedonia; that it was only a cultural, and not literary language, as it was not the language of a specific state or specific church, and that this situation continued “for many years”. The first recognized Slavonic language and the first Slavonic alphabet (for precisely these reasons) reached that degree only when they became the alphabet and the language of the Greater-Moravian state and its church, even though they were built on the basis of the vernacular of southern Macedonian Slavs.

The third stage in the development of literacy and Christianity in Macedonia, as underlined by Hrabar as well, started at the moment when Cyril and Methodius designed the Slavonic alphabet and translated the religious books into the language of the Salonika Slavs, which had already been established as a literary one.

Scholars have long been debating these questions: when, why and what alphabet did they create?

The hagiographies usually state that it was only after Rostislav’s letter to Michael III that work on the preparation of the mission to Greater Moravia started, meaning that the alphabet was created at that time. The same sources give indirect indications that Cyril and Methodius worked even earlier on this task. We have already pointed out that even before the brothers went on their state and diplomatic missions among the Arabs and Khazars, Methodius had been the stratege of the Bregalnica region for ten years, that his brother Constantine came there, converting many Slavs to Christianity, creating an alphabet and writing books for them. It is also mentioned that in 851, almost simultaneously, the two brothers went to a monastery on Olympus (Asia Minor) where they “talked to the books” for nearly ten years. Černorizec Hrabar writes that Constantine designed the alphabet in 855, no doubt after many years of work. Even though there are arguments disputing this, if we accept this date, it seems that in the Bregalnica region Constantine spread Christianity and Slavonic literacy using Greek and Roman symbols, i.e. a Cyrillic alphabet “without a system”. Perhaps it is for this reason that this alphabet bears his name up to the present day, if it is not connected with the name of Cyril of Cappadocia.

---

21 Prof. dr-Emil Georgiev, Literaturna i zostrena borbi v srednovekovna Bâlgariya, BAN, Sofiya, 1966, 315.
The hagiographies also state that in 859/860, when Cyril and Methodius departed on their new mission among the Khazars, their work in the Polychron monastery was continued by their disciples, which is not only a confirmation that the alphabet was already prepared, books were translated and copies made, but also that the brothers had their own disciples who were actually those companions on their journey to Moravia. As a result, Rostislav knew what to ask for and where to ask, and Michael III was able to send people with the necessary qualifications, who would nevertheless know how to protect properly Byzantine state and church interests in Central Europe.

At this point let us answer the question concerning the character of the Salonika brothers’ mission to Moravia.

There is certainly no doubt that, being Byzantine state-political and church dignitaries of the highest rank, Cyril and Methodius did not depart only on a formal church-religious mission; it was a purely state, political and strategic mission, and they remained, until the end of their lives, faithful to the highly complex task they had undertaken. The result of that mission, however, was of invaluable significance for the entire Slavic world and in particular for Slavonic literacy and culture, although later it did have negative repercussions on the Byzantine Empire’s aspirations in the Balkans.

(c) What political and strategic moments dictated this Byzantine mission and what were relations with Bulgaria like?

The moment of sending the mission was determined by purely political and military-strategic factors. By the year 861 the relations between Moravia and the Germans had been strained for a long time and were characterized by permanent wars and tension. Nearly always Bulgaria was the ally of the former state of the Franks, and later of that of the Germans, actually fighting against the Slavs in Moravia. This traditional Germanophile policy of Bulgaria since those early centuries was also the result of the constant military conflicts with Byzantium, at whose expense Bulgaria expanded its territories. In 862 Louis the German sent his own mission to the Bulgarian Prince Boris to negotiate a war against Slavic Greater Moravia, and perhaps proposing to him the conversion of the Bulgarian state to Christianity through the Roman rites. At the same time, in order to thwart the new war and hamper the Germano-Bulgarian military alliance, knowing of the attitude of the Byzantine Empire towards Bulgaria, the Greater-Moravian Prince Rostislav sent a mission to Constantinople and asked for direct military assistance in political alliance with Byzantium, as well as preachers and teachers in the Slavonic language, to protect Greater Moravia from the subversive actions carried out by
the German Roman clergy, who supported the Germano-Bulgarian alliance. The result of all these military, strategic, political and other combinations was the mission of Cyril and Methodius to Greater Moravia in 862/863. To understand better the anti-Bulgarian character of Cyril and Methodius’s mission it is sufficient to mention that in 863 the Bulgarian Prince Boris, together with Louis the German, waged a war against Greater Moravia and against Louis’s disloyal son Carloman, while in early 864 the Byzantine Empire attacked Bulgaria and compelled Boris to break up his alliance with the Germans, and, among other things, to receive Christianity through Constantinople.

(d) What was the language of Cyril and Methodius: Old Bulgarian or Old Macedonian?

Slavistics most often designates the language of Cyril and Methodius as ‘Old Slavonic’ or ‘Old Church Slavonic’, but in the works of the majority of Bulgarian scholars and a number of German and other Slavists we can also find the term ‘Old Bulgarian’. More recently we have seen the designation ‘Old Macedonian’ being increasingly used, although it is of a fairly limited character, as even we in Macedonia nearly always use the designation ‘Old Slavonic’. At the beginning of this century, in the works of Krste P. Misirkov (1903 and 1905) and in the journal Makedonskij Golos (Makedonski Glas), 1913-1914, we can find the designation ‘Old Macedonian’, but this term was soon suppressed with the suppression of Macedonian scholarly thought.

We do not consider the term ‘Old Slavonic’ to be incorrect, as it, too, originates from the Slavic name borne by the Slavs in Macedonia, but it is likely that the designation ‘Old Macedonian’ will be increasingly used in the future, in contrast to ‘Middle Macedonian’ (15th-18th centuries) and ‘New Macedonian’ (19th-20th centuries).

But is the term ‘Old Bulgarian’ justified?

There is no doubt that the language of all the Slavs in the 9th century was similar and comprehensible to all of them, but it is also beyond any doubt that even then there were individual variants and tribal dialectal differences which have been retained to a large degree up to the present day. Yet to claim that only the Macedonian and Bulgarian Slavs had one and the same language which was already different at the time from the languages of all nearby peoples (in present-day borders), means to lose the sense of reality. It is true that Bulgaria was predominantly populated by the Slavic tribes of the Antians, and Macedonia and a part of Serbia with the Slavini (Sclavini), but it was the historical development of the peoples following their arrival in the Balkans — bearing in mind all the
elements examined above — that subsequently determined the development of the language, which adopted a large number of Balkanisms, particularly prevalent among the Macedonians and Bulgarians. The second half of the 9th century already saw the creation of Old Bulgarian literacy and the initial formation of the Old Bulgarian language, but this can by no means refer to the language of Cyril and Methodius, even though this language was indirectly introduced into Bulgaria, exerting a decisive influence on Bulgarian culture. Mutual relations, such as these between Macedonia and Bulgaria, were also to remain unknown and unstudied in the subsequent period.

In a written record from the 7th century (‘The Miracles of St Demetrius’), in connection with an attack of the Avars and an insignificant group of Bulgars as allies of the Macedonian Slavs in the siege of the city of Salonika, a counsellor to the Bulgarian Kuber is mentioned as speaking Greek and the languages of the Romans, Slavs and Bulgars.22 This indirect and highly unreliable piece of information is today used for assuming that the language of the ‘Proto-Bulgarians’ was “fairly spread” in both north-eastern Bulgaria and southern Macedonia as early as the 7th century, neglecting the fact that even here a strict ethnic differentiation is made between the Bulgars and the Slavs (i.e. Macedonian Slavs) and that it was quite possible that the counsellor spoke all these languages, as a man can speak several languages, but is it possible to assume that the people in Macedonia could have learnt or needed to learn or even master the language of the ‘Proto-Bulgarians’ during the brief and insignificant visit of Kuber’s company to the territory of Macedonia?

On the other hand, with what right can the Slavs from the Salonika region be called ‘Bulgars’ or ‘Bulgarian Slavs’ bearing in mind that they had never come into longer contact with the Bulgars and that they constituted an inseparable part of the people of the Macedonian Slavs which subsequently formed the Macedonian nation?

Accordingly, in the third period of the development of Macedonian written culture, the Slavonic script, the Slavonic language and Slavonic translations and original literature were created on the basis of the Macedonian language and were carried to Greater Moravia and later brought back. Although it is very likely that Cyril’s script was Glagolitic, designed perhaps specially for the needs of the Moravian Slavs, but on the basis of the Old Macedonian vernacular from the Salonika region (as the Cyrillic script already used might have been too reminiscent of the Greek alphabet, creating political difficulties in the implementation of the mission in the realm of Roman influence), this does not imply that the older Cyrillic literacy did not continue to develop in Macedonia; it was later adopted

The time in which Ченоризец Храбар lived, which is not mentioned in his periodization, and the period up to the 14th century, constitutes the fourth stage of the development of written culture in Macedonia, when Cyril and Methodius’s disciples Clement and Naum established the Ohrid Literary School, which, to quote Блаже Конеши, “stands out by its clearly outlined physiognomy”, with characteristics of the Glagolitic traditions of Cyril and Methodius which can be found in Macedonia as late as the 14th century. It is important to mention that following 886 an exceptionally rich cultural, educational and spiritual life developed in Macedonia, which undoubtedly had many common elements and intertwinement with the Bulgarian centre at Pliska and later in Preslav and Trnovo. At the same time, however, it built numerous independent traditions, which certainly contributed to the formation of the Macedonian people and Macedonian culture: the establishment, in Macedonia, of what is considered the first Slavonic university; the first Slavonic bishop in the entire Bulgarian state (and probably the only one in the Slavic world at the time); the construction of a large number of churches and monasteries, and a whole complex of related subjects, among which the development of the arts and architecture deserves particular mention.

From what has been established so far concerning this early period, we know that Clement’s Literary School in Ohrid used exclusively the Glagolitic script as an alphabet designed by Cyril and Methodius, although it is very likely that Clement added several new symbols for certain sounds; he used their translations and preserved and developed their language — in contrast to the Preslav Literary School, which developed on the basis of the Cyrillic alphabet and made modifications in the language in accordance with the characteristics of the Bulgarian vernaculars of the time, also carrying out modifications of the translations and church books or making new translations. It is also important to mention that Clement, less than a year after his arrival in the Bulgarian capital, left it and came to Macedonia, as did Naum a few years later. Even though the sources — which are, however, of a considerably later date — offer explanations of these facts (exploited extensively by Bulgarian scholars), it seems that this question will preoccupy serious researchers of these problems for a long time to come.

There is practically no doubt that both Clement and Naum were from Macedonia. The following facts confirm this assumption.

It is known that in the 11th to 13th centuries Macedonia was a Byzantine administrative region (theme) which bore the name ‘Bulgaria’. The surviving

23 Блаже Конеши, „Охридската книжовна школа“, Lit eraturen zбор, III. 1, Skopje, 1956, 17-18.
sources do not confirm whether the terms ‘Bulgar’ or ‘Bulgarian’ were used to refer to north-eastern Bulgaria, but underline that these designations were quite normal in this period for the inhabitants of Macedonia. And as the names *Bultapa* and *Moesia* were identified with each other, a new distinction was beginning to be made between these two territories: ‘Upper Bulgaria’ and ‘Lower Bulgaria’, i.e. ‘Upper Moesia’ and ‘Lower Moesia’. This is reflected in the various hagiographies from that period of Byzantine domination in Macedonia, where we can come across the following interesting details.

The Shorter [version of the] Life of Clement written by the Archbishop of Ohrid Demetrius Homatian in the first decades of the 13th century says that Clement “devotedly studied the Holy Scriptures, translated, with the help of God, into the local Bulgarian dialect of Cyril, a true godly-wise and apostolic father, and he was from the beginning, together with Methodius, the eminent teacher of piety and Orthodox faith of the Moesian people”.[24] As in Clement’s time the church was still not divided into the Catholic Church (Rome) and the Orthodox Church (Constantinople), these commentaries are obviously made by Homatian in the 13th century. That the terms ‘Moesi’ and ‘Moesian’ was not a synonym for the general designations ‘Slavs’ and ‘Slavic’ is also shown by other references. For example, Homatian continues by writing that Clement since “his young age” had already “become the driving force of the leaders and a leader of the entire Moesian people in piety”.[25] “This great father of ours and the beacon of Bulgaria,” says the hagiography, “was by birth from the European Moesians, usually known among the people as Bulgars”.[26] The Second Life of Naum asserts that “Naum originated from Moesia”,[27] while the other hagiography points out that he was “a friend and fellow-sufferer of Clement’s”. If we add the assertion of Theophylact of Ohrid (the Archbishop of Ohrid, two centuries after Clement’s death) that Clement knew the life of Methodius “like no one else,…. as since his early and young years he has accompanied him”, we can draw the conclusion that both Cyril and Methodius, and Clement and Naum, came from the same land, Moesia, i.e. from the theme subsequently called ‘Bulgaria’, i.e. present-day Macedonia; it was from this same Moesian (i.e. Bulgarian, i.e. Macedonian) people that they came, travelling the same road to Moravia. Perhaps all this, in addition to some of the older political
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24 A̱leksandr Milev, Житие и на св. Климент Обриiskи, София, 1961, 127.
25 Тамъ, 128.
26 Тамъ, 127.
27 Петър Петров, „Климент Обриiskи и неговата епоха“, в: Климент Обриiskи ... София, 1966, 42. See also: Български стратис и архи епископи в Македония, Сбирани и обяснени от проф. Йордан Ивановъ. В тога, допълнено и здани е, БАН, София, 1931, 312.
28 Петър Петров, op. cit., 42; Петър Йордан Ивановъ, op. cit., 360.
associations concerning the Moravian mission, was one of the reasons for their abandonment of the Bulgarian capital.

The high level, the deep foundations and the broad sway of Christian Slavonic culture in Macedonia can also be seen in the fact that the Slavonic written and literary tradition in Macedonia never ceased to exist, even though this land was occupied by numerous and different conquerors, whereas in the only recently Christianized Bulgaria it died down immediately after the fall of the Bulgarian Empire (11th-12th c.) and was briefly restored during the Second Bulgarian Empire (13th-14th c.). It was directly dependent on the existence of church independence: whereas in Macedonia this tradition existed and developed uninterruptedly up to 1767, in Bulgaria it appeared twice, only to disappear soon.

Let us mention another detail. The famous Council of Simeon in 893 in Preslav\(^{29}\) is believed to have adopted the following four principal decisions: (1) the capital of Bulgaria was moved from Pliska to Preslav; (2) Simeon was proclaimed the Prince of Bulgaria; (3) Slav priests were instituted in place of the former Greek clergy, and (4) Slavonic was introduced as the official state and literary language instead of the former Greek language, and Cyrillic was adopted as the official script after specific symbols for the characteristic Slavonic sounds had been added.

Here we must point to some not insignificant differences which are confirmed by these decisions: whereas in Bulgaria the church was controlled by the Greek clergy who used the Greek language (both in church services and administration up to the year 893), in Macedonia, even before the time of Cyril and Methodius, Slavonic was used in written records, and after the coming of Clement in 886 to the Ohrid region, on the basis of the Slavonic language and the Glagolitic script, a large number of teachers and native priests were educated, firmly taking the church into their own hands. This was particularly reflected somewhat later, after the elevation of the Bishopric of Ohrid to the rank of patriarchate by Samuel, and even after the downfall of his state.

The further development of Macedonian culture was characterized by huge oscillations, but also by an uninterrupted line which was ultimately to lead to its full affirmation. The cultural individuality of Macedonia in the period of the new Byzantine bondage and during the reign of the Serbian state did not lose its character, and developed even further. It became an important part of the overall culture of the Orthodox Balkan Slavs.

\(^{29}\) Петър Петров, „Iсторически основи на Кирил и Методийовото дело“, in: Хиляда и сто години славенска писменост 863-1963, София, 1963, 90; Блаже Кoneksiки, op. cit.
4. The name of the Macedonian people

Since we know that we took the Macedonian name as the name of our nation as late as the middle of the 19th century, two questions are of paramount importance: **what was the Macedonian people called up to that period, and how come that they took the Macedonian name?** Both questions are of crucial significance for the formation of the Macedonian people and the emergence and development of the Macedonian nation.

From the existing historical sources it can be seen that the names of the native peoples in this part of the Balkans were lost after the arrival of the Slavs. The inhabitants of the Bulgarian state accepted the Bulgarian name, and in the written sources we can find them only under that designation, whereas the inhabitants of Macedonia are mentioned under the names Clanini (Glashini) or Clans. By the 9th century specific tribal Slavic names were in use in Macedonia, but later, after its division into regional (and not tribal) administrative units, these names disappeared almost completely. It is interesting to note one fact which is often not mentioned, namely that up to the 10th century we find the Slavic name as designating almost exclusively the Macedonian Slavs; the claims that there was some kind of ‘mixing’ of the Slavic and Bulgarian names as both referring to the ‘Bulgarian people’ are absolutely incorrect. Dimitr Angelov acknowledges that in Bulgaria after 681, “in the course of time, even before their conversion to Christianity, there had been a certain intermingling between the religions of the Slavs and Proto-Bulgarians, an intermingling which could also be seen in the field of material culture”. The author considers that “certain customs, beliefs, cults”, even before the conversion of Bulgaria to Christianity, were “spread not only among the Proto-Bulgarians, but also among the Slavs, and they represented, as it were, one common spiritual possession of these two ethnic elements”.

The aforementioned Bulgarian scholar confirms this, writing: “When Slavonic literacy was created and our first literary works appeared, the influence of the

---

Proto-Bulgarian (Turan) language was quite negligible, and there remained almost no traces of it to influence the language of our writers towards the end of the 9th and beginning of the 10th century.\textsuperscript{31} And because the language of the Thracians and their name in Bulgaria totally disappeared, with the exception of certain toponyms, some conclude that the process of the creation of the Bulgarian people within the borders of the Bulgarian state (perhaps even before its conversion to Christianity) was completed. Motivated solely by their desire to amalgamate the Macedonian and Bulgarian peoples, Bulgarian scholars claim that, for instance, the Byzantine historian Theophanes (8th c.-818) still mentioned “‘Bulgars’ and ‘Slavs’ separately as two components of the Slavo-Bulgarian state in this period”.\textsuperscript{32} The document Theophanes has left us explicitly states: “This year [i.e. 688, BlaÔe Ristovski] Justinian started a campaign against Slavinia and Bulgaria [i.e. two distinct and different regions, B.R.]. He repelled the Bulgars who intercepted him at that time [moving from Constantinople towards Bulgaria and Macedonia, B.R.], and attacking them as far as Salonika, he captured a great multitude of Slavs”\textsuperscript{33} (from Macedonia!). Thus Theophanes clearly differentiates between the Bulgars (subjects of the Bulgarian state, recognized by Byzantium, who had already been accepted as the Bulgarian people) and the Slavini (Sclavini) who lived in Macedonia, called Slavinia (Sclavinia) at the time. The same source quotes that “the lord of Bulgaria sent a twelve-thousand-strong army and noblemen to enslave Berzitia [part of Macedonia, B.R.] and make it a part of Bulgaria”, but that the Byzantine emperor found out about this plan and destroyed the Bulgarian troops. Accordingly, Theophanes is consistent in differentiating between the Bulgars and the Macedonian Slavs.

Bulgarian scholars also claim that the Byzantine sources from the 7th and 8th centuries “often speak of individual Slavic tribes”, quoting the Greek word *ethnoi* (the plural form) and mentioning the names of the tribes [Brzac (Brsjaks, Brzaks, Berziti), Rinhini (Rinhins), etc.], but that in the second half of the 9th century, i.e. when Macedonia, too, was incorporated into Bulgaria, “the word *ethnos* in the singular form appeared more and more often in use, meaning ‘people’ and designating the entire population of Bulgaria”.\textsuperscript{34} These conclusions, however, are incorrect.

Firstly, individual Slavic tribes are mentioned only when referring to Slavic tribes in Macedonia, as confirmed by the quotation of the names of Brsjaks and

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.}, 11-12.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.}, 15.
\textsuperscript{33} Гръцки призр. за др жълскат а и ст от р а, III, 1960, 265.
\textsuperscript{34} Дитир Ангел ов, \textit{op. cit.}, 14.
Rinhins. Secondly, at that time these tribes were still not part of the Bulgarian state. Thirdly, and most importantly, the designations *ethnoi* and *ethnos* in the Greek sources are used side by side even before the settlement of the Slavs in the Balkans, and continued to be used indiscriminately in the following period: “the Slavic people” (John of Ephesus, 584); “the people of the Slavs” (Theophylact Simokata, early 7th c.), and the designation “Slav people” for the Macedonian Slavs can be found as early as the 7th century in many sources, while, for instance, the Miracles of St Demetrius of Salonika, where the allied attackers of Salonika in 622 are even specifically mentioned (“countless army of all the Slavs, Bulgars and other countless peoples”) speak simultaneously of the whole “Slav people” and of “the tribes of the aforementioned Slavs, namely Strymons and Rinhins, as well as Sagudats”, of “the princes of the Dragovit tribe”, etc. All this unequivocally shows that it is difficult to draw conclusions with full reliability upon mediaeval sources as regards the categories ‘tribe’ and ‘people’, and that the assumptions of Bulgarian scholars suggesting a unity in terms of ethnicity and name of the people in Bulgaria and Macedonia cannot be taken seriously.

From what has been said above we can see that the first name of the Macedonian people was *Slavini (Sclavini)* or *Slavs*, this form being retained up to the 11th century, independently of the imposition of other, foreign names through administrative means. It is interesting that the Slavic name referring to the Macedonians has been preserved in the neighbouring Albanian language up to the present day.

Although the Macedonian people later received different names, there is no doubt that the Bulgarian name has left the most permanent and significant mark. For this reason, we shall elaborate this question in greater detail.

As we have already pointed out, the first contacts of the Macedonian Slavs with the Bulgaro-Slavs were made as late as the second half of the 9th century, after the departure of Cyril and Methodius to Moravia, when the multiethnic Bulgarian state incorporated Macedonia. On the other hand, the Braničevo and Srem regions, together with present-day Belgrade, came within Bulgaria’s frontiers half a century earlier than Macedonia. So why was the Bulgarian name retained the longest in Macedonia, and not in Belgrade (which is now the centre of the distinct Serbian nation)?
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35 This is mentioned by Prof. A. Burmov in the quoted work, *Xριστομάτιον ὁ ποιήτης* (*Christomatis: Poeta*), I, 425. Here we must underline that most of the tribal names of the Slavs in Macedonia which can be found chiefly in Byzantine sources were most probably received from the Byzantines, generally according to the place of settlement: the Strymons were given their name according to the River Strymon, the Rinhins according to the River Rinhos, etc. We still do not have reliable information whether they themselves used these names. It is interesting that, of all these, only the names of the Mijaks and Brsjaks have been retained to this day, the etymological origins of which appear not to have such roots.
Even though all the ethnic entities which were formerly part of the Bulgarian state later changed numerous masters, they nevertheless, in the course of time, established states under their own names, which in turn founded church organizations under their own names, being the basis for their designations when they subsequently developed as nations. Hence the Bulgarian name was retained among these peoples as long as the frontiers of that Bulgarian state and church lasted.

Macedonian history is different in this respect from the history of the other Balkan Orthodox Slavs. It is true that the Macedonian Slavs succeeded in establishing a strong state towards the late 10th and early 11th century, but its founder was crowned with the Bulgarian imperial crown and received the Bulgarian name for his state, as even earlier the Macedonians had been Bulgarian subjects for some time; he elevated the Bishopric of Ohrid to the rank of patriarchate, so that during their existence, both the church and the state bore Bulgarian appellations. This phenomenon was quite usual in the mediaeval period and in all feudal states: for instance, the most powerful European emperors — those of the Byzantines and Franks — proclaimed themselves successors to the Roman crown and proudly called themselves Romans!

Of crucial importance for the strengthening of the Bulgarian name in Macedonia, however, was another factor which we have already mentioned: following the downfall of Samuel’s state, the Byzantine emperor Basil II, in accordance with the usual practice in the empire, divided the newly-conquered territories into themes, and thus Macedonia, as the centre of the destroyed ‘Bulgarian’ state, became a theme bearing the name ‘Bulgaria’. At the same time he gave the name ‘Paristrion’ (the Danube region) to the territory of Bulgaria; the Thracian coast became known as the ‘Strymon’ theme, and the region between Adrianople and Constantinople as the ‘Thrace’ theme. It is of particular significance to mention that as early as 802 the continental part of present-day Thrace, with its centre at modern Plovdiv, can be found as a theme bearing the name ‘Macedonia’. In addition, Basil II immediately demoted the Patriarchate of Ohrid to the rank of archbishopric, but left it as an autocephalous church which, nevertheless, until its abolition in the 18th century, retained the Bulgarian appellation in its title. Highly illustrative in this respect is the report concerning the patriarchal thrones and their subordinate dioceses made by Archimandrite Nilus Doxopater by order of the Sicilian King Roger II in 1143. This is what it says with regard to the autocephalous Archbishopric of Ohrid: “The Bulgarian Church is like the Cypriot Church: independent and subordinate to none of the supreme thrones, but autonomously governed and consecrated by its own bishops. In the
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beginning it was not called Bulgarian, but later, as it came under the control of the Bulgars, it received the Bulgarian name. It also remained independent when it freed itself from the Bulgarian hand and did not join the Constantinopolitan Church."37 Somewhat later the Archbishopric of Ohrid was made subordinate only and directly to the Oecumenical Patriarchate in Constantinople, its former eparchies were curtailed and its jurisdiction was reduced mainly to the territory of Macedonia.

The long Byzantine domination in Macedonia (over two centuries, 11th-13th c.), together with the administrative division and conservatism of church traditions described above, was accompanied by a highly developed economic and, in particular, cultural life of the Macedonian Slavs. It is a period from which a large number of cultural and historical written records — in the Slavonic and Greek languages — have been preserved. In all these documents Macedonia is invariably referred to as the theme Балкан, and the former Slavini (Sclavini) are now described under the administrative appellation Балкан, while the Macedonian language is called Бугар. The same applies to the various hagiographies and orations connected with Clement and Naum, where the nomenclature is in full accord with the administrative division. This is understandable as the majority of historical texts were written by Greeks.38 Using these appellations as ‘arguments’, Bulgarian scholars stress the “Bulgarian character” of Macedonia and use the designations which were the result of a situation in the 12th and 13th centuries to draw conclusions relating to issues from earlier periods. At the same time they forget that during the same period, when we can find Macedonia referred to under the Bulgarian name, the Bulgarian name is absent in the written records relating to Bulgaria and the Bulgars! It is curious (which has long been and still is the cause of dispute between Bulgarian and Romanian historians) that even the founders of the ‘Second Bulgarian Empire’, the brothers Ivan and Peter Asen (1185-1197), did not use the Bulgarian name. Instead, the sources mention ‘Wallachians’, ‘Moesi’, Scythians, etc.39 As late as the early 13th century, Ivan and Peter Asen’s heir, Kaloyan

38 With the exception of Haralampie Polenaković’s chapter entitled „Климент Охридски — жито и дејност” (in: Кирил и Методий Охридски, Skopje, 1966, 5-68) and Branko Panov’s article „Климент Охридски” (Историја, III, 1, Skopje, 1967, 32-53), we have yet no detailed account of these hagiographies that are full of contradictory and very interesting data. Written considerably later, mostly by Greeks within and outside Macedonia, they present sufficient reasons calling for a critical survey which will provide important information — both for us and for others.
(1197-1207), proclaiming himself “the Emperor of the whole of Bulgaria and Wallachia” and demanding recognition from the Roman Pope, in his letters writes, among other things, that he found in old books that in the past the Bulgars used to have glorious empires and emperors, whose “legitimate” heir he is. Yet he succeeded in conquering and controlling a part of Macedonia and Serbia for only two or three years, and this (like the subsequent short-lived incursion of Asen II) could not leave very great imprint on the overall development of Macedonia.

The not so brief rule of Serbian feudal lords in Macedonia could not erase the Bulgarian name as the Archbishopric of Ohrid constantly used it not only in the eparchies of Macedonia, but also in those outside its present-day borders. Hence it is not surprising that, for instance, Evliya Çelebi found Bulgars in the 17th century in Belgrade and other places which were under the jurisdiction of the Ohrid Church. Only after the establishment of the independent Serbian Church were conditions created for the formation of the Serbian people, because the state and the church symbolized the boundaries of an individual people in feudalism, which was later used in the delineation of national borders. Up to the present day we still do not have an objective scholarly work examining the character and mutual relations between the three independent Orthodox Slavic churches in the Balkans, but they undoubtedly developed into churches of the three Slavic Orthodox peoples: the Archbishopric of Ohrid (as the oldest church, with the longest continuity of development) for the Macedonian people, the Patriarchate of Peh for the Serbian people, and the Patriarchate of Trnovo for the Bulgarian people. Regardless of the degree of overlapping in their titles and organizational territories, they nevertheless led to the development of three closely related and yet individual cultures.

The complications in these relations arose only after the national delineation of the 19th century, when a people’s designation was considered of prime importance.

The arrival of the Turks led to the suppression of popular names, as the subjugated peoples were classified in accordance with their religion and social position (Christians and ray), but the Bulgarian name was still retained and propagated in the churches and monasteries under the jurisdiction of the Archbishopric of Ohrid. With the strengthening of Russia (particularly in the 18th and early 19th century) and with the arousal of interest in the Slavic world and in the Old Slavonic language and its original homeland, the Bulgarian name once again started to be used through inertia for Macedonia as well, because

40 Gođišnik Sofijskogo Universiteta, Istoričeskij, 1942, 21-66.
the researchers found it in old documents written in the Slavonic and other languages. Therefore it was not surprising that in the *Dictionary of Four Languages* (1802) of the Moskopole teacher Daniil the Macedonian language appeared under the Bulgarian name and that Hristofoř Žekarovivič from Dojran on occasion declared himself to be a Bulgarian, amongst other things. It is in this light that we must understand the statements of some Macedonians before Vuk Karadažić, in the early 19th century, that they were Bulgarians, as well as the writings of the first literary figures of our more recent history that their language was “Slavo-Bulgarian”. The title of Kiril Pejšanovič’s *Ogleđalo* (Mirror), where he says that the book is written “in the ordinary and non-literary Bulgarian language of lower Moesia” is a good example of this.

Such or similar statements are to be found among all our writers and cultural workers from the first half of the 19th century, and even later. This, however, should not be explained as the result of Bulgarian propaganda, as we can speak of such propaganda only after the late 1850s, in the 1860s and especially in the 1870s, when the process of Bulgarian national revival was more or less completed and when the rise of national romanticism demanded the restoration of the former borders of Simeon’s Bulgaria. Up to this period it can be assumed that the same name was used for two peoples who were no closer than the Czechs and Slovaks, or the Russians, Ukrainians and Belorussians, and who during their history had much less in common than the peoples mentioned above. Just as the Slovaks, Slovenes, Belorussians and Ukrainians took their present-day national names only after the process of becoming nationally aware in the 19th century — without any links to the mediaeval period — so too the Macedonian people, in this same 19th century, raised their historical and geographical name to the degree of national name, formally attesting its independent existence.

Thus the Bulgarian name was used continually in Macedonia, but without awareness on the part of the people of any ethnic or cultural unity with the Bulgarians, from whom they were separated both geographically and historically as well as economically and commercially. This does not imply that other names were not used for this purpose during that long period; numerous examples can be given of the use of the Slavonic, Serbian, Greek and, certainly, the Macedonian name for the designation of the people. But it was not until the historical conditions were fully mature that the Macedonian name developed as a national name as well, this time regionally, culturally and historically defined and sufficiently clearly distinguishable from the national names of the neighbouring peoples and territories which had become established earlier.
(a) Why did the Macedonian name appear as late as the 19th century?

The present-day Macedonian name originates not only from the geographical term Macedonia, but also from the name of an ancient people, Macedonians, because in the acceptance of this name by both foreigners and the Macedonian Slavs, the latter were considered not only successors to the territory of the Macedonian state of Philip II and Alexander the Great, but also descendants of the ancient Macedonians, who were proclaimed the oldest Slavs in the Balkans. Yet all this was a development of the ensuing centuries, largely following the 16th century. This view first appeared and developed mostly outside Macedonia, and was only later accepted by the Macedonian Slavs themselves. Of course, during the settlement of the Slavs they already had their Slavic name and hence it was not by chance that when they established semi-state communities of their own they were called Slavinias. No one ever thought, nor it was possible to think, of a full correspondence between the borders of the Slavic settlers and the former borders of the state of the ancient Macedonians. On the contrary, the Slavs spread all over the area, coming as far as Peloponnesus. In the course of time, the broad but not very well delineated ethnic boundaries gradually narrowed, mainly in favour of the Greeks and later of Albanians. The course of history thus formed an ethnic community which gradually developed into an individual Slavic people and later into the individual Slavic Macedonian nation.

As early as 1903, on the basis of original studies and logical conclusions, Misirkov established that “our first popular name was the name Slav”. Our ancestors used this name at least up to the 11th century, even though foreigners used the Bulgarian name for them as early as the 10th century. We should certainly not overlook the fact, and it was not by chance, that St Clement of Ohrid never signed his works as ‘Bulgarian bishop’ (even though he could have done so, as he worked within the frontiers of the then vast Bulgarian state and should have been subordinated to the Archbishop of Bulgaria), but he most often signed them as ‘Classie bishop’. Later, however, the Slavic name utterly disappeared as an exclusive popular name for the Macedonian Slavs, acquiring a broader, all-Slavonic meaning. This is the reason why we cannot find it as a designation for the people even during the process of the birth and development of the Macedonian nation, especially in view of the fact that it had already been used by the Slovaks and Slovenes.

Misirkov is right when he concludes that “the Greeks also gave us, the Macedonians, the name Bulgars. But this renaming,” continues Misirkov, “was

41 K.P. Misirkov, Za таќедонскi t e работ i, София, 1903, 116.
not the only one. The Serbs, too, renamed us as Serbs.” As we have already explained in detail how the Bulgarian borders expanded to include Macedonia and how the Bulgarian name was introduced and became established in a certain period, let us now examine the use of the Serbian name. Once again we can quote Misirkov to illustrate our point:

The Serbs were the principal military power opposing the Byzantines. Our ancestors were their allies. The Byzantines called all their opponents Serbs, i.e. both the Serbs and us. Little by little they renamed us from Bulgars into Serbs. The same was also the result of the recognition of Dušan’s sovereignty over Macedonia and of the role of our leading men in his state. We became Serbs to the external world; then we appeared as Serbian subjects and later the name Serb came to designate a Macedonian, not a Greek, Vlach or Arnaut.

[...]

So, before the arrival of the Turks in our land we were renamed three times: 1. Slavs, 2. Bulgars, 3. Serbs.

Under Ottoman rule, as “the Turks did not recognize ethnicities in their state, they called us an ‘infidel’ [kaurin] people and ‘raya’, terms based on our low status before the Turks, on the religious differences between us and themselves and on our social position.” But Misirkov notes that “apart from the Turks, after losing our freedom, the Greeks became our ‘educators’ and masters”, who, in addition to identifying us with themselves as ‘Christians’, thanks to the state-constitutional and church traditions with ‘Bulgarian’ designations, restored the Bulgarian name for us and formally identified us with the Bulgarians. At that time the inhabitants of Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina were no longer designated as Bulgarians, because in these states the names of other states had already become established, and — which is particularly important - they had long since ceased to come under the jurisdiction of the Archbishopric of Ohrid, and mainly gravitated around the church of the mediaeval Serbian state, as a result of which Belgrade no longer bore Bulgarian characteristics. In this way we were once again nominally identified with the Bulgarians, although the Macedonians themselves had almost no links with, and not even an idea of, the Bulgarian people or Bulgarian culture. As a result, in the 19th century there was resistance against Bulgarian penetration into Macedonia, when our people called themselves “pure Bulgarians” and used the name Šopi for the Bulgarians, as the Macedonians knew no other peoples living much further than the land of the Šopi. Yet because the Bulgarians

---

42 Ibid., 117.
43 Ibid., 120-121.
44 Ibid., 122.
45 Ibid.
succeeded in proclaiming their historical and national programme earlier, because their revival started earlier and was also completed earlier, our people, refusing to accept the proclaimed ‘unity’ of Macedonia, Thrace, Bulgaria and parts of Serbia, and making a strong distinction between themselves and the Bulgarians, rejected the Bulgarian and accepted the already well-developed Macedonian name.

(b) Why was it the Macedonian name that was accepted?

When the Slavs settled in Macedonia, the Macedonian name was considered rather vague, although many traditions and legends were still alive among the local population. It is also important to mention that there is a written records dating from as early as 802 in which West Thrace is designated as the theme of Macedonia. The Macedonian name became more and more established with Plovdiv as its centre. In addition, starting from 867 and during the following two centuries, the Byzantine Empire was ruled by the Macedonian dynasty whose founder was Emperor Basil I the Macedonian (867-887), born in the vicinity of Adrianople. The naming of Thrace as the theme Macedonia was also not incidental, as the ancient Macedonian state was originally organized along the lower course of the River Marica, and only later, during the time of Philip II, did it incorporate the territory of present-day Macedonia with its seat at Pella. Bulgarian control and the long-standing Byzantine administrative organization of Macedonia as the theme ‘Bulgaria’ developed side by side with the existence of the theme ‘Macedonia’ in Thrace.

Serbian and Turkish conquests and the fall of the Byzantine Empire created a new situation. The development of humanism and the Renaissance in Western Europe and the cult of the ancient world and classical culture exalted the glory of the ancient state of Philip II and Alexander the Great (of Macedon).

At the same time, particularly with the development of navigation, cartography began to grow rapidly. On the basis of the maps and ‘geography’ of the Alexandrian geographer and astronomer Ptolemy (2nd century) and on the basis of the ‘traveling maps’ which were engraved in the squares of Roman towns in the 3rd and 4th centuries, where the borders of Macedonia were fairly accurately delineated, from the 12th century onwards, copies started to be made, and after the 15th century (when Gutenberg invented the printing press), there began the printing of various maps which spread and disseminated knowledge about the world and history. In 1490 Ptolemy’s maps were redrawn and printed, and, towards the mid-16th century, the founder of modern scientific cartography, Gerhardus Mercator (1512-1594), made the first more accurate map of Macedonia, printed in Duisburg in 1589 and reprinted separately in Amsterdam in 1628, showing the towns of
Salonika, Prilep, Stobi, Skopje, etc. With the progress of scholarship and technology, these maps spread even farther and became a part of the body of material studied in Europe. The name and borders of Macedonia became more and more established in the mind of the civilized world. By the 19th century a large number of such maps had been printed, which had undoubtedly reached Macedonian merchants and literate people maintaining contacts with Western Europe. The contribution of merchants from Dubrovnik, who were among the most numerous in Macedonia, was certainly the greatest.

At the same time various copies and reprinted editions of the mediaeval romance of Alexander the Great spread more and more widely. The ancient glory of the Macedonian state and culture stirred the imagination not only of the Europeans but also of the inhabitants of Macedonia. More and more songs about Alexander the Great began to be sung and more and more legends describing his campaigns were retold. This led to the emergence in this region of what is known as Damaskin literature. Our ‘literate’ people accepted all this. The former geographical borders, now defined with the development of cartography, gradually acquired ethnographic characteristics and a consciousness of the Macedonian origin of the Slavs in Macedonia began to be formed.

We can use the development of Slavic heraldry as a good illustration for and a proof of this extremely significant process. No doubt under the direct influence of the Italian Renaissance and European heraldic literature among the Balkan Catholic Slavs, the idea of the unity of all Balkan Slavs and of resistance against the subjugators — Turkey and Austria — began increasingly to develop. As a result, the first coats of arms of the individual Slavic lands and peoples on the Balkan Peninsula were created.

All this evolved under the wing of what was known as the Illyrian Movement, which was strongest in Dubrovnik, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Croatia, when the term Illyrian was identified with Balkano-Slavic. Of about 70 Macedonian coats of arms discovered so far by Dr Aleksandar Matkovski, the oldest dates from 1595. Up to that time Europe knew only the boundaries of Macedonia, most often considering it as a ‘Greek land’. Yet with the appearance of the coats of arms of South-Slavic peoples, including those of the Macedonian people, the Slavic character of this part of European Turkey was represented for the first time. This completed the picture of the boundaries of Macedonia and the character of its population. Hence Leopold I in 1690 addressed “the Macedonian people”, and the documents of the Russian Imperial Office from the 18th century mention the following: “The Orthodox peoples, the Serbs, Macedonians, Bulgarians and Wallachians, want to serve Her Imperial Majesty with blood and arms...
peaceful times that corpus of Serbs, Macedonians and Bulgarians, Orthodox peoples of the same stock as ours...”

It is also important to mention that, as Dr. Matkovski points out, “the Macedonian coat of arms appeared at the same time, at the same place and was produced by the same people as the Serbian and Bulgarian coats of arms and those of the other South Slavs”. The inclusion of the Macedonian coat of arms in the common coat of arms of the South Slav peoples confirmed the separate character, individuality and equality of the Macedonian people with regard to the rest of the South Slav peoples.

All this spread in Macedonia itself, although with difficulty and slowly. Perhaps the statements of Athanasius, the Archbishop of Ohrid, are of particular significance in this respect. The trend gained in strength especially after 1601, when Mavro Orbini from Dubrovnik published his important work И Р е гий о д е й л и С л а в и (The Empire of the Slavs), where the Macedonian coat of arms was printed for the first time; a text on the Macedonian people was printed below. Yet this South Slav ideology experienced its greatest expansion after the publication of the Г е м м а т о г р а ф и я by Hristofor Žefarović from Dojran in 1741; it was prepared on the basis of Orbini’s work, but was printed in the Slavonic language and Cyrillic script. The Macedonian coat of arms is given here side by side with the Serbian, Bulgarian and other South Slavic coats of arms, and below it is said that Macedonia lost “her honour” under the Turks, yet nevertheless she holds it dearly. The Г е м м а т о г р а ф и я spread throughout Macedonia and had an immeasurable influence on the strengthening of the Macedonian ethnic, historical and national consciousness. It was not by chance that the Macedonians who took part in the First Serbian Uprising put a lion on their banner with the inscription ‘Macedonia’. Nor is it a coincidence that we find the same symbol on the banner of the 1876 Razlovci Uprising and even on the flags of some detachments in the 1903 Ilinden Uprising. It is even less coincidental that the portal of the Rila Monastery (1834-1860) includes the Macedonian coat of arms, in addition to the Serbian, Bulgarian and Bosnian ones, as representing four mediaeval states and four independent Orthodox Slavic churches, i.e. four individual and neighbouring Slavic peoples. The significance of this fact is even greater if we bear in mind that the masters who

46 For more details concerning these questions see: Al eksandar Mat kovski, Македонскиот род на Успорота, Мисиа, Скопје, 1985. Starting from 1751, the Macedonians were registered as a distinct people vis-à-vis the Orthodox Serbs, Bulgarians, Romanians and Greeks, and were entered in the registration form as “из македонското национало” (“of the Macedonian nation”, pp. 177, 184-187, 259).

47 D-r Al eksandar Mat kovski, „Стариот македонски грб“, Нова Македонија, Скопје, 10.III.1968, 9. The same author later published a separate book entitled Фрбовиот е на Македонија (При лош па македонски кат е на Медонија), Скопје, 1970, where he made a detailed analysis of all the Macedonian coats of arms with reproductions in colour, shedding a different light on the entire problem.
painted the icons and did the woodcarving belonged to the then famous three schools — those of Samokov, Bansko and Debar.

But here too, as in some other cases, there are certain complications. Even though the lion represents a number of lands as a symbol in heraldry (Russia, Bulgaria, Romania, Austria, Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro, and even the Serbian reigning family of Brankovih), there was a mixing of the characteristic signs between the Bulgarian and Macedonian coats of arms which was a consequence of the old confusion resulting from the use of the Bulgarian name. Macedonian symbols were increasingly suppressed with the emergence and development of the Bulgarian revival, when Bulgarian champions announced their intention of establishing a greater Bulgarian state within the borders of Simeon’s Empire. Although these developments had more impact within Macedonia than outside its borders, the awakened representatives of our revival emphasized the Macedonian ethnic individuality and the Macedonian name, starting a long and extremely difficult struggle for Macedonian national affirmation.

Accordingly, from the historical facts concerning the development of the Balkan Slavs, given here in the most general manner, we can conclude that the Macedonian people started to be formed as early as the period between the 7th and 10th centuries, but that owing to the concurrence of historical events, this process was not fully completed until the 19th century, when the struggle of the Macedonians for the affirmation of the new social and historical category — the nation — began. The apparent evanescence of the Macedonian people after the 11th century was mainly of a formal character; it was the result of a nominal confusion with the surrounding peoples, which was resolved only after the emergence of the nation. In spite of all historical conquests and border changes, inhabiting this territory, sharing the same historical destiny, living a common geopolitical, economic and cultural life, with distinct characteristics in its language and literacy, the Macedonian people — as a distinct ethnic entity and culture — has built its individuality with proven vitality and self-preservation. This is shown by the ultimate strengthening of the Macedonian national name. There is also the fact that the Macedonians looked for and found a way of expressing their historical evolution which was not too different from the evolution of the other ‘non-historical’ nations in the Slavic world such as the Slovenes, Slovaks, Ukrainians, Belorussians and Lusatians. This does not mean that we should overlook the considerable ethnic and historical closeness between the Macedonian and surrounding Slavic peoples, but this is, however, no greater than the closeness between the Czechs and Slovaks, between the Ukrainians, Belorussians and Russians, or between the Slovenes and Croats.
5. The national revival of the Serbs, Greeks and Bulgarians and conditions for the development of Macedonian national consciousness

Not only in the past but even today Bulgarian scholars like to claim that “the cradle of Bulgarianism” was in Macedonia and that “the Bulgarian revival” started here. In order to understand better why this is a wrong assumption and also to understand the Macedonian revival, we shall briefly examine the revival of the Serbs, Greeks and Bulgarians in connection and interdependence with which the Macedonian revival developed.

A general characteristic of all these neighbouring peoples (which were more or less in the same position as Macedonia was within the frontiers of the Ottoman Empire) was that cultural and national revival among all of them began and developed first in colonies outside Turkish (Ottoman) territory, where the necessary conditions had been created for the unimpeded progress of educational, cultural and spiritual life and the affirmation of national thought. As a result of the central position it occupied in European Turkey, the Macedonian people did not have that advantage. When it tried to establish such colonies in the neighbouring, already liberated, states new historical circumstances had been created there in which aggressive aspirations towards Macedonia were already strong and any expression of Macedonian national thought was most closely followed and nipped in the bud.

The Serbian revival and the Serbian nation appeared and developed not “in the then illiterate Serbia”, as Ђ. Jovanović says, but in what was then southern Hungary, or present-day Vojvodina, where the Serbs had almost complete cultural, spiritual and political autonomy. The towns there were highly developed both economically and culturally and, in the second half of the 18th century, some of them (Novi Sad, Sombor, Subotica, Timişoara) were proclaimed “free royal towns” with full rights to self-rule.

Even though there was a certain Serbian population in Vojvodina as early as the 13th and 14th centuries, it grew considerably in the 15th century, after the flight of many Orthodox Bosnian and Serbian feudal lords into the Hungarian Kingdom, and in particular with the great migration following the 1690 Austro-Turkish War, when some 60-70 thousand people fled there, most of whom were craftsmen, merchants and priests, headed by the Serbian Patriarch Arsenius III Čarnojević. The ensuing Austro-Turkish wars in the period 1699-1739 fixed the Austro-Turkish frontier extending along the rivers Danube and Sava, and passing near the fortifications of Belgrade. The Serbian population in this territory developed in an entirely different way from the Serbian people under the Turks. Even Emperor
Leopold I (1690-1691) issued special ‘Privileges’ for the Serbian settlers, according to which they were placed under the protection of the Emperor and enjoyed free confession of faith, church autonomy and the right to elect their own Orthodox metropolitan, who was in fact a political representative of the Serbs in Austria and who, among other things, acted as a judge in civilian lawsuits, punished those found guilty, confirmed the statutes of guilds, appointed Serbian officers, etc. Greatly contributing to the national and political development of the Serbs in Vojvodina were also the popular-church councils which resolved important issues ranging from the election of a metropolitan, the opening of schools and organization of church administration, to protecting the people from the pressure of the authorities and feudal lords. Following the introduction of Maria Theresa’s reforms, after the establishment of the Illyrian Court Commission (1745) and the Illyrian Court Office (1747), as well as the Regulament (1770) and Declaratorium (1779), political autonomy was considerably restricted, but full rights of the people to autonomy in religion and schooling were retained, which helped the process of national revival and the affirmation of the Serbian nation. The popular uprisings of the Vojvodina Serbs, the actions of Pera Segedinac, etc., greatly contributed to the development of political consciousness and indirectly prepared for the Serbian Uprising of 1804, which led to the establishment of the free Serbian state and ultimately accomplished the process of Serbian cultural, social and economic revival. All this, however, took place outside that part of Serbia which came within the frontiers of Turkey.

Accordingly, the Serbian revival and the Serbian nation were conceived in the 18th century within the borders of Austria (and Hungary). The nation finally became established in the early 19th century in Serbia itself.

* * *

The evolution of the Greek revival was not essentially different. Greek education was directly controlled by the Patriarchate of Constantinople and the Phanariotes in the Turkish capital. In addition to Constantinople, there were Greek schools on Mount Athos, in Jannina (Ioánnina) and other towns in the Balkans, where the Balkan ‘upper class’ studied the Greek language and proudly adopted Greek culture. There were also Greek schools supported by the free principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia, in Bucharest and Jassy. Many Greek scholars and thinkers earned fame in the world, but neither Constantinople nor Jannina were to become the centre of Greek revival. In Greece, just as in the case of Serbia, the main characteristic of the revival was the introduction of the vernacular as a literary standard instead of the archaic Byzantine Greek standard. In the 1760s, Iosipos
Myssiodakas (c. 1730-1800), influenced by the French Encyclopaedists, came out in favour of opening schools instead of churches (Dositej Obradovih later promulgated the same ideology). The most glorified Greek learned man in the 18th century, Eugenios Voulgaris (1716-1806), founded the Mount Athos Academy, which became known throughout the Balkans and grew into a symbol of the struggle for education, although he was soon forced to leave Greece, finding support in Russia. AdamIntios Korais (1748-1833) takes a special place in the cultural and national revival of the Greeks; at first he looked to France to liberate the Greek people, and later he stood at the head of the popular educational movement which developed chiefly outside Greece — in Vienna, Bucharest and Jassy — and on some Greek islands.

Of crucial significance, however, for the development of the Greek revival and national awakening was the increasingly important role of Russia in the settlement of Balkan questions, as a result of which many Greeks were warmly accepted at the Russian Court as well as at the courts of the Danubian principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia. The political content of the Megali Idea was based on Catherine the Great’s idea of “the re-institution of the ancient Greek Empire”. The ideas of the French Revolution were most practically reflected in the activity of Rhigas Velestinlis (1757-1798). He wrote his Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Constitution of a Balkan Republic, and prepared a large historical “map of Hellas” which was in fact a map of the whole of the Balkans. Although he propagated liberty, fraternity and equality for all the peoples living in this territory, at the beginning of his Declaration, Velestinlis underlines that under this Balkan Republic he understands “the people, descendants of the Greeks, inhabiting Rumelia, Asia Minor, the Mediterranean islands, Wallachia-Moldavia and all others groaning under the most unbearable tyranny of the most abominable Ottoman despotism”.48 This Megali Idea was also reflected in his ‘Combat March’ which became the ode of the Greek national liberation movement in the early 19th century. All his works mention only Greeks, Bulgarians, Albanians, Vlachs, Armenians and Turks, and there are no Macedonians. This is understandable as the Greeks even then believed that the ancient Macedonians had been Greeks, and hence Macedonia was a Greek land.

48 For more details in connection with Rhigas Velestinlis and his Declaration, his map and his march, see: A. Duskalakis, Les oeuvres de Rhigas Velestinlis, Paris, 1937; N. Botzaris, Biskons Balkaniques dans la préparation de la Révolution épeaque (1789-1821), Genève-Paris, 1962; G. A. Aršt, „К вопр о су об и деаномовздоасти в и В еликоа Ф ранцузскоа р еволюц и и на бал кан с ки е народн их (Неи звест- ния текст консти т икуи и, „ Военног о гимн ’Ри гаса В ели и и са”), Французск ий е ж е ё д и н и к, 1963, Моск в а, 1964; Н и кол а Тодоров, Ф и л и к и е т е р и и и бъл гарит е, BAN, София, 1965, 108-120.
The successful end of the Serbian Uprising (1804) and the Russo-Turkish War (1806-1812) created conditions for the easier development of the national liberation movements of the peoples living in European Turkey, whose centres became Romania and Russia, where, among other things, armed units composed of various peoples were created, chiefly under Greek command.

Despite the fact that the Greek ethnic entity was mainly protected and developed through the church, which enjoyed uninterrupted evolution and hence had no problems in the process of development of the Greek nation, Greek national liberation thought was for the first time and most strongly expressed in the anonymous book entitled *Lawful Rule, or Thoughts of Freedom*, published in Italy in 1806. We should also mention that, as well as other national and liberation movements in the Balkans, the Greek movement was conceived and developed chiefly abroad, and not internally. As in the case of the Macedonians, the main role in the awakening of Greek national liberation thought was played by various societies founded abroad. The first to appear was The Hotel of Those Who Speak Greek, in 1809 in Paris; it was followed by the Greek-Dacian Literary Society founded in 1810/1811 in Bucharest, and 1813 saw the establishment of the Society of Lovers of the Muses, the first to develop such a cultural and educational activity inside Turkey. In addition, this process was aided by the publication of printed mouthpieces: *Ερμίς ο Λογίας* appeared in Vienna in 1811, and three years later the daily *Greek Telegraph* began to be printed in the same city.

The great powers, however, still refused to recognize officially the Greek nation. The following example is highly illustrative. When at the 1814 Berlin Congress the prominent Greek leaders who lived in Russia, Kapodistrias and Ypsilanti, submitted a request for the liberation of Greece, the proposal was not even accepted for discussion, and von Metternich said: "[T]here is no Greek people and the Turkish state does not recognize any nationalities other than the Turkish one."49 This was precisely the reason for the foundation, in the same year, in Odessa, of the *Φιλική Εταιρεία* (*Φιλικὴ Χεταιρία*) secret revolutionary organization, which successfully organized the Greeks in their colonies in Romania, Russia, Bulgaria and Greece itself; in 1821 it started the Greek Uprising in Wallachia and Moldavia, transferring it to Greece, and in 1827 ultimately succeeded in winning national freedom for its homeland.

Thus the Greek revival, too, developed outside Turkey, and one of the basic characteristics of its ideology was the *Megali Idea*, according to which the Macedonian people were considered “descendants of the Greeks”. Subsequently this idea was to be fully developed by the liberated state of Greece and used in the struggle against the development of Macedonian national thought.

49 Nikolà Todorov, *op. cit.*, 42.
Bulgarian national awakening took place considerably earlier than that of the Macedonians, owing not so much to economic development as to the unique geopolitical circumstances in which Bulgaria found itself in the 18th and 19th centuries. Of prime importance for the national awakening of the Bulgarian people were the Russian aspirations towards the Bosphorus. From the second half of the 18th century onwards, Russian troops crossed the Turkish frontier several times, establishing a Russo-Bulgarian military-administrative authority on the territory of Bulgaria. This was the crucial element instigating popular action whose ultimate aim was the liberation of the land from Ottoman domination. Moreover, after the withdrawal of the Russian troops from Bulgarian territory, hundreds of thousands of the most awakened and ardent Bulgarians crossed the Danube, settling in the border regions and enlarging the existing Bulgarian colonies founded by refugees fleeing from the ravages of the Turkish irregular soldiery. These Bulgarian colonies, which developed in full national and political freedom and among which Bulgarian patriotism was systematically encouraged for use in the imminent battles with Turkey, became the decisive military, moral, political and material force in the future struggle for political liberation and “national unification of the Bulgarian people” within the borders of Simeon’s mediaeval empire. The Bulgarians in Wallachia, Moldavia, Bessarabia and Southern Russia had their own military (as part of the Russian army), their own system of schools and boarding schools, their own churches and monasteries, their own scholarly and literary societies, revolutionary committees and other national bodies that nourished national, political, educational and spiritual activities, generously supported by the Russian government.

Accordingly, the Bulgarian educational, cultural, national and political revival, too, started and developed outside Bulgaria, just as in the case of the Serbs and Greeks: the first books and newspapers in the Bulgarian language were printed abroad, financed mainly by external sources, and it was abroad again that the revolutionary detachments were formed; these were later fully armed and transferred to the territory of Bulgaria, with the purpose of preparing the ground for revolutionary activity. It is interesting to note here that, like the Greek Etaireia committees, in the subsequent years, Vasil Levski’s committees were intended only for the territory of Bulgaria, and not Macedonia!

It should also be noted that the elementary schools and boarding schools later received children sent from both Bulgaria and Macedonia. Over 200 students from Bulgaria, and also from Macedonia, were enrolled from 1854 to 1857 in various Russian schools and faculties through the Board of Odessa Bulgarians in Odessa.
alone. And how many were enrolled through the mediation of the Slavic Charitable Committee in Moscow from 1858 onwards?

Russian scholars and journalists took part in the awakening of the Bulgarian spirit by placing Macedonia at the centre of the Bulgarian ethnographic element and outlining the borders of the future San Stefano myth. In 1829 in Moscow the first printed history of Bulgaria appeared, by Yuri Venelin, in which Macedonia was presented as the largest of the three parts of “Bulgaria”. Aprilov and Palauzov were brought up as national activists using Venelin’s numerous books (published by the Russian Academy of Sciences) as a guide, and the most glorious figures of more recent Bulgarian history — Rakovski, Karavelov, Levski, Botev and Karadža — grew in the spirit of the same ardent national romanticism. Macedonian intellectuals were also recruited in this environment on an ongoing basis; there they were brought up and instructed in the same spirit, and later became disseminators of conscious Bulgarianism among the masses of the people.

We should also mention the activity of the powerful Bulgarian colony in Constantinople, which managed to exert a considerable influence on the local Macedonian migrant workers, and took ‘Bulgarian matters’ into their own hands, carrying out widespread legal national activity among the ‘Bulgarian’ people in Turkey, particularly with the help of its well-developed journalistic and publishing activity.

Accordingly, the Bulgarian revival and the Bulgarian nation, too, developed outside the borders of Bulgaria. But this development was considered a continuation of the past designated by the Bulgarian name; the national ideology was built on these foundations and was later consciously and persistently spread among the Bulgarian masses in Turkey. The books, textbooks and periodicals which were printed abroad became the basis for the education in the schools that began to be used in Bulgaria following 1835.

---

50 Blaśki, Ri stovski, „P r i l o g k on makedonskata l i t e r a t u r a i a i st o r i j a, Makedonski ot jazik vo l i t e r a t u r a na upotreba i literaturna upotreba na Makedonci te na t u f i jazici”, С o o p r e m e n o s t, HIVE, 4, 1964, 404-405.

51 In addition to the two editions of his voluminous work Древни и ньне болгарската политика народописна история, политическа и религиозна история (1829 and 1856), Yuri Venelin published many other booklets in Moscow dealing with these problems. Of particular interest among them are the data he quotes in his publication entitled „О зародине новой болгарской литературы прилож. к съвременни международн. отношения” (1838, where on page 7 the author writes that he managed to collect information that 750,000 Bulgarians lived in Bulgaria, 600,000 in Thrace, 195,000 in various other areas, whereas as many as 1,000,000 Bulgarians lived in Macedonia alone. The degree to which he and the general public were uninformed is best illustrated by his assumptions that Karlovci, Prizren, Koprivštica, Kalofer, the Rila Monastery and other places were part of Macedonia.

There is no doubt, however, that the various churches which were officially recognized by the Turkish authorities as Bulgarian also played an important part in the development of Bulgarian national consciousness. Thus, for example, as early as 1850 the Sultan recognized the Protestant Bulgarian Church in Constantinople, and 15 years later an individual Bulgarian Uniate Church, headed by Archbishop Josif (Joseph) Sokolski, was also instituted. Moreover, there was a pro-Bulgarian catholic mission which developed extensive activities in Bulgaria, but also exerted its influence in Macedonia. Nor should we overlook the protection which was offered to the adherents of the individual churches by the sponsors of religious propaganda, as in this way a millet was provided which guaranteed protection from Turkish violence and Greek self-will. We must also point to an extremely important moment which played a crucial role in the development of this “gathering of the Bulgarian people”: as early as 1847 the foundations were laid in Constantinople of the Bulgarian Church in Phener, instituted by the Bulgarian champions living in Constantinople, who inspired it with the Bulgarian national idea. In spite of some resistance it encountered in Macedonia, the Bulgarian Church gradually became a factor with which the Porte had to reckon, and it spread its influence in Macedonia as well, laying the foundations of the Bulgarian Exarchate which was recognized in 1870 and whose eparchies were considered to delineate, for both the Turkish authorities and foreign observers, the ‘ethnographic borders’ of the ‘Bulgarian people’. Furthermore, in addition to the numerous societies and committees abroad, various national institutions began to be established in Turkey as well, acquiring to a certain degree the character of authorities. Thus, for instance, even before the establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate, the Bulgarian Reading Club was founded in Constantinople (1866), which started the publication of its mouthpiece Ëitalište (Reading Club), printing articles by many Macedonian activists as well. The Bulgarian Charitable Society Possevište (Education) was formed soon after (1868); its only task and goal was to direct the ‘Bulgarian cause’ in Macedonia and Thrace. The same role was later assigned to the Macedonian Society (1872), established as a counterpart to the Greek Macedonian associations, i.e. as an institution of the already fully established Bulgarian propaganda in Macedonia.

As in Shariah Turkey faith was a substitute for ethnicity, the Bulgarian Exarchate appeared as the most important implementer of this propaganda; it enjoyed

---

53 For more details on this matter see: Blaže Ri stovski, „Uni jat st vot o vo Makedoni ja“, Razši edii, II, 9, Skopje, 1960, 908-936; II, 10, 1005-1029; III, 1, 72-90 and III, 2, 158-189.

54 Blaže Ri stovski, „Uni jat st vot o vo Makedoni ja. III. Makedoni st i ško-separ at i st i ško to dvi žewe od 1873/74 godi na i nat amouni ot r azvi tok na uni jat st vot o do deneska“, Razši edii, III, 1, 1960, 78-79.
all the legal rights to administer not only the churches and monasteries in the subordinate eparchies, but also the educational institutions: it appointed and dismissed teachers and opened and closed schools where the instruction was carried out in the Bulgarian language, using the Bulgarian name and the Bulgarian national ideology, as they were actually recognized by the Turkish authorities. In this way, Bulgaria (which was still not liberated) exerted its authority over the spiritual and educational life in Macedonia, especially if we bear in mind that the Exarchate gradually succeeded in taking over the majority of church-school communities, also exerting control over the administrative local authorities and thus acquiring the right to interfere in the Turkish councils, defending the interest of its adherents. Thus Bulgaria’s liberation by the Russian troops did not result in any important changes for Macedonia, except in creating new and efficient methods and means which helped the strengthening of Bulgarian propaganda. Its ‘trade agents’ and the School Department of the Exarchate constituted a real authority which acted almost independently of the Ottoman administrative and political authorities in Macedonia.

If we bear in mind the fact that at that period (up to 1878) only neighbouring Bulgaria and Macedonia remained within the frontiers of Turkey as entirely Orthodox Slavic territories (which, moreover, still had some unresolved historical problems), we can understand the relative success of the Bulgarian national idea in some circles of the Macedonian middle class, which also found economic interest in the advancement of that propaganda. This element alone is sufficient to explain the motives for the expansion of the national propaganda of the rest of Macedonia’s neighbours; it was responsible for the paralysis of any thought of an independent national existence and development of the Macedonian people.

From what has been described above we can see that (even though they stood higher, culturally and economically, than the Serbs and Bulgarians and not much lower than the Greeks) the Macedonians did not have the historical and geopolitical preconditions which had led the revival movements of their neighbours to ultimate national affirmation. Remaining in the central part of the Ottoman Empire, without organized colonies of its own abroad, and even without a single and definite regionally specific name for its people, Macedonia developed in an entirely different way from its neighbours. Theories on the ethnic character of the Macedonians began to be expounded outside Macedonia (without the participation of the Macedonians themselves) as late as the mid-19th century. Until then the Macedonian population was mainly designated as Bulgarian in the Orthodox world, increasingly as Macedonian in the Catholic world, and as far as Turkey was
concerned it was described chiefly by its religious and social characteristics such as ‘Christian’, ‘heathen’, ‘Orthodox’, ‘raya’ and very rarely, ‘Slavic’.

As for the expansion of the Bulgarian name in the first half of the 19th century we cannot overlook the three very important arguments put forward by Misirkov in his journal *Vardar* (1905), which actually brought the Macedonian problem onto the international scene: “(1) the reform of the orthography and literary language among the Serbs; (2) the inquiry into the question of the homeland of the Old Slavonic language — the language of the translations of Ss Cyril and Methodius in connection with the development and study of the Slavic entity; (3) the travels across the Balkan Peninsula up to the last Russo-Turkish War, partly with scientific aims and partly with the aim of analysing the revival of the Slavs, which was ascribed to the activity of the Pan-Slavists, who were the cause of uneasiness for many in Europe.”

All this encouraged the Bulgarian aspirations to create ‘Bulgarians’ in Macedonia, which met with resistance on the part of the more awakened Macedonians, encouraging the process of the birth and affirmation of Macedonian national consciousness.

The Macedonian national awakening, however, coincided with the initial actions of external religious and national propaganda in Macedonia, which considerably postponed the completion of the process of Macedonian national revival.

**What in fact constituted the Macedonian Revival?**

The Macedonian Revival, just like the revival of many other peoples, can be divided into two periods: one involving the period of enlightenment and cultural growth, which could be called the cultural revival, beginning in the early 19th century and continuing up to the mid-century, and the second period, which started with the resistance of the Macedonian people against foreign encroachments in Macedonia, with clearly defined Macedonian national characteristics, starting towards the mid-19th century and lasting up to the establishment of the free state of the Macedonians.

We cannot speak of a true national revival until the emergence of a clearly defined ideology using the Macedonian name.

The large number of Macedonian activists up to the 1850s and 1860s, despite all their merits and the use of a ‘pure’ or ‘blended’ Macedonian language in their literature, remain above all cultural revivalists, as they appeared chiefly under

---

the Bulgarian name and had no clearly defined and affirmed national programme of their own involving a national ideology. What is particularly important is that the revival of the Macedonians was not carried out on the basis of the former Slavic past, i.e. what had been born in the process of the formation of the Macedonian people was not ‘reborn’ (as there was a confusion surrounding its name), but our revival was founded on the past and the glory of ancient Macedonia and the ancient Macedonians, who were proclaimed “the oldest Slavs on the Balkan Peninsula”. For this reason we can find Alexander the Great (Alexander of Macedon) as the symbol of the Macedonian national struggle among all our early national revivalists. The impossibility of proving the Slavic character of the ancient Macedonians actually complicated and prolonged the process of Macedonian national affirmation, but this process continued even after historical evidence had been studied, because a regionally specific name had already been chosen, a name which was different from all other surrounding peoples and which could secure national unity and win freedom for its people.

56 Dragan Tankovski, Razvitieto na makedonskata nasija, Skopje, 1966, 163-181.
The Reasons for the Return of Clement of Ohrid from the Bulgarian Capital to Macedonia

On the basis of existing sources and the extensive literature available, we have already tried to summarize some facts57 demonstrating that prior to the Moravian mission and prior to the expansion of the Bulgarian state into this area, in the course of at least two centuries, a Slavic-Macedonian-Byzantine culture gradually developed in the territory of Macedonia — a Christian civilization and culture — which differed considerably from the Proto-Bulgarian-Slavic and chiefly pagan culture created within the domains of Bulgarian khans and princes.

1.

We shall now try to answer the question of why Clement and Naum abandoned the Bulgarian capital and went to the most distant area of the then vast Bulgarian state, to Macedonia?

The studies dealing with this question mainly rely on what is said in the surviving hagiographies of these two Ohrid saints, in particular those of Clement, which are more extensive and detailed. Yet, even we accept that Clement’s hagiographies were written by the Ohrid archbishops Theophylact58 and Homa-

57 Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , „Nekoi  pr aš awa okol u pojavat a na hr i st i janst vot o i pi smenost a kaj Si o ve ni t e vo Makedoni ja”, in: Cí trozi unt 1100-годи шни на од српт t a na Ki ri l  Col wnsksk, kn. 2, Skopje, 1970, 319-337; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski, Makedonski ot narod i makedonskat a naci ja. Pri l ozi za razwi t oke t na makedonskata c kult u na makedonskata c kult u na mi sl a, I, Skopje, 1983, 15-116.

Before the end of the 11th century, Clement, Naum, Sava and Angelarius were also figures of great importance in Macedonia. They are particularly known for their activities in Slavic literature and culture, and their hagiographies have been influential in the development of the Slavic Orthodox tradition.

Regardless of whether Clement, Naum, Sava and Angelarius (as far as Sava and Laurentius, and even Gorazd, a Moravian, are concerned, we do not know very much) set off for Macedonia on their return from Moravia, as some believe, or for Bulgaria, as many have written, they arrived almost without clothes in Macedonia.

In connection with Archbishop Homatian of Ohrid and his Shorter Life of Clement of Ohrid (The Ohrid Legend) see: I van DuàÌev, ,,Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski  i  negovot o del o v nauÌnat a kni Ô ni na…", 424-428; I van DuàÌev, ,,Kr at kot o Kl i m ent ovo õ i te ot Di m i tri ë  Hom at i an", in: Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski …, 161-164; Aleksandër Mîlev, Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski  …, 121-131; Aleksandër Mîlev, Dvet e xrrî o jî i n…, 155-160; P r o f . d-r Em i l  G eor gi ev, Li t erat ura na i zost reni  borbi …, 38-40.

In addition to Cyril and Methodius, Clement became the third Slavic saint of the Archbishopric (Patriarchate) of Ohrid as early as the 10th-11th centuries (Bl aÔ e Koneski, ,,Kanoni zacija na sl ovenski sveti vo Ohr i dskat a cr kva", P i l o g i, I, 1-2, MANU, Skopje, 1976, 65); Boçi dar Raàkov, ,,Ranni kalendar ni vesti za Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski ", in: Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski …, 321-325.

60 If the author of the Longer Life is Theophylact of Ohrid, it was written either at the end of the 11th century or by 1107-1108 at the latest, when this archbishop died. Homatian could have written the Shorter Life probably between 1216 and 1234. Historical circumstances at the time of Clement (AD 916) were very different from those at the time of Theophylact, when Macedonia (after Samuel) once again came under the domination of Byzantium, and even more different at the time of Homatian, when the Latins ruled in Constantinople, and the Archbishopric of Ohrid strove towards full autonomy and independence from Constantinople (Cvetan G o zdanov, ,,Najst ar i t e port reti na Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski ", in: Kl i m ent  Ohr i dski …, 1986, 246).

61 The final break occurred in 1054, after the discrediting letter from the Ohrid Archbishop Leon and the Constantinopolitan Patriarch Michael Cerularius to Pope Leo III and the sending of papal legates for the trial of the two signatory prelates (Mar i nï  Dr i novï , S ï Ìi ñeni ò, 1911, 60-61). At the council held in Dalmatia in 1060, church services using Slavonic books written by “some heretic called Methodius” were banned (idem., 47).

62 We can date the Longer Life (in 5 copies) as late as the 15th (or, at the earliest, the 14th) and 16th centuries, whereas the earliest copies of the Shorter Life can be found in the 13th and 14th centuries.

63 We must also bear in mind that at the time Macedonia was still designated as the theme Balkan, and that the two archbishops were Greeks who had Greek interests in mind, although Homatian wrote the text in circumstances of an increasing Latin influence in the Orthodox East. We can also assume that they used older (and probably also Slavonic) sources in writing their hagiographies.

64 We can date the Longer Life (in 5 copies) as late as the 15th (or, at the earliest, the 14th) and 16th centuries, whereas the earliest copies of the Shorter Life can be found in the 13th and 14th centuries.

65 T ë ò be Sp, Radojî vi h, ,,O Konst antinu-Ìí rî i  M e tôdi ë  jû o pocevi ma sl ovenske pî s-Îí menosti ", in: Cîn pâç i um 1100-tôi uñi na od snmp t a na Kl i pî l  Col ânski , I, Skopje, 1970, 213.
Belgrade, which at the time formed part of Bulgaria. It is very difficult to believe, taking into consideration the descriptions in the hagiographies, that they could have brought any books and translations from their already well-developed church and educational activity in Moravia and Pannonia, even though this does not mean that such books and copies had not already been brought to these Balkan areas — through Kocel’s Principality, through the Roman missionaries in the Slavic regions or, finally, through Methodius himself during his visit to Constantinople in 881. We must not, however, overlook the fact that these men could have made translations with some Moravianisms even after their arrival in Bulgaria, or Macedonia, in an already canonized church language, which they had used for more than two decades.

67 Even in Moravia, the hounded disciples “were dragged naked across thorn fields”; they crossed the Moravian-Bulgarian border “with no food and clothing” and arrived in Belgrade, crossing the Danube on “three tree trunks tied with linden bast fibre” (Aleksandar Milev, Žiti a t a..., 91, 95 and 97) and were barely able to carry any manuscripts or books (Ivan Snegarov, „Čer nor i zec Hrabir”, in: Hilıda i stogodišnja pis t venost 863-1963, BAN, Sofi, 1963, 318).

68 This must have been much easier, if we take into consideration not only the closeness between Moravia and Pannonia but also the affiliation of Illyria (Illyricum) to the Roman Church, and in particular considering the fact that “Macedonia has been loyal for a long time to the Apostolic Seat”, “as late as the early 13th century” [Leszek Moszyski, „Zywy po jedenastu wiekach. W 1100 rocznica nauczyła i pierwszego arcybiskupa Słowian, wspólpatrona Europy — święty Metodego”, Gwiazda Morza, No. 7 (36), Gdańsk, 31.III and 7.IV.1985], although it came within the borders of different (mostly Orthodox) states.

69 As the Pope probably consecrated the Slavonic books as early as 869, they could be freely transferred by the Roman missionaries not only to the western regions of what, much later, was to become Yugoslavia, but must have reached even Macedonia, which was regarded as being under Roman juridiction. We must also not forget the fact that it was the Roman clergy who laid the foundations of the Bulgarian Church at that time (866-870).

70 During the visit of Archbishop Methodius and his followers to Constantinople (881-882) they must have brought some Slavonic manuscripts with them which were later to become the basic written literature for the circle frequented by the young Simeon. Considering all the circumstances and relations in Europe and the Balkans, it is indeed difficult to suppose that Methodius could have met Prince Boris (V.N. Zlatarski, „Veľ{k} Morava a Bulharsko v 13. storočí”, in: Riua Bel’komopassf, Praha, 1933, 275-288), but there is no doubt that Constantinople was not delighted with the fact that Methodius was ordained bishop and instituted as archbishop by the Pope, and in particular with the fact that he was given “certain church rights over the Illyrian territories considered to be Byzantine” (Kliment Ohrdski, Sobranji štiri knjige, III. Prost rani žit i na Ki ril i Met odii, P odgot vi i za pečat, Bonno St. Angelovi i Hristo Kodov, Sofi, 1973, 210), a view put forward, for instance, by František Dvornik (Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome au IX e siècle, Paris, 1926, 271-272).

71 Glagolitic was preserved in Macedonia up to the 13th century, when the Constantinopolitan Church finally and entirely placed this province under its juridiction together with “the Old-Macedonian centre of literacy in Ohrid” (Leszek Moszyski, op. cit., 5).
Furthermore, after being brought to the court of the Bulgarian Prince Boris, the newcomers were placed in some kind of isolation. If, thanks to the haloes which they had according to the hagiographies, they could visit the homes of some Bulgarian noblemen only with a special permit from the Prince, it is clear that their freedom of movement was restricted. The hagiographer says that from Moravia they departed for Bulgaria, as they hoped that “Bulgaria would give them peace of mind.” Obviously, their hope was unjustified.

The available sources do not say in which capital Boris received the newcomers (Pliska or Preslav), but in all probability it was Pliska. In any case, it was still an unfriendly environment, still inhabited by a large number of Proto-Bulgarian noblemen, where the Proto-Bulgarian language was spoken, whereas the Greek language and the Greek alphabet were still in official use in the Bulgarian Church, established a short time earlier, (as well as in the Bulgarian state itself), and even a Greek archbishop stood at the head of that Bulgarian Church. Radojhr is
probably right in his conclusion, making the good point that when Boris accepted Christianity and worked on the organization of the church in Bulgaria, he thought “only of the Proto-Bulgars”, and hence not a single one of Boris’s 106 questions to the Pope (in connection with the acceptance of Christianity and the organization of the Bulgarian Church) was related to the Slavs.

It is quite understandable that in such an environment there was no place for Glagolitic, but not even perhaps for the Slavonic language which they spoke. But is it possible, as suggested by VondrIk, Ilinsky and others, that the main reason for the departure of Clement, and later of Naum, from the Bulgarian capital could have been the question of the alphabet alone?

The hagiographies say that Clement was sent by Boris to Kutmiøevica to be a teacher (even though he was given a house and rest homes). The region of Kutmiøevica is described as having 10-12 eparchies and comprising almost the whole of Macedonia, but nothing is mentioned as to whom Clement was assigned to teach. Points out that “the source of Cyrillic is not the Greek uncial script of the 9th century, but the Greek uncial script of an earlier date: since the earliest records, the Cyrillic script has clearly borne the characteristics of the Greek uncial script of the 7th century”, even though he allows the possibility that “the Greek uncial script of the 9th century exerted a great influence on the Cyrillic script”, and that this was owing to the increasingly strong translation activity in Greek at the time.
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76 ÒorŸe Sp. R adoji Ìi Ú, op. cit., 213.
77 Ivi.
78 This is true regardless of the fact that some traces of Glagolitic have been found at Preslav (Kr. Mi at ev, „Si m eonovata ca rka v P r e s l a v v i n e n i t h e m e t a l t h “, Б дл й ар-ск и п р еч ен о, I, Sof iа, 1929, 112; I van Gоš ev, Ct а ро б л й арск и э л ап о л а с н и к и и к п и о п о т н и н и о т IX и XI в., Sof iа, 1963; I van Gоš ev, „Rа z в и т и е н а п е р с к и т е к и р и л о м е т о- 
д и в е с к и б ук в е н з н ач и т. н а р. к и р и л и ц а”, in: Х I и в д а i с т о г и в н и и с в и а н и к а р и с т е н о с т ..., 274-286). Thus, even Emil Georgiev (Hеw d о н с и в н и к а т а р п и с т е н о с т... в н и Б дл й ар и 14-15) admits the force of V. VondrIk’s view that “Clement, as a sign of protest, moved to Macedonia”.
79 V. VondrIk, „S t у д и е з о б о р у ц и в к е в с л о в а н с к о е п и с е м н и к т в и“, В о д в е н и ц а, 20, Praha, 1903, 124.
80 G. A. I lÅ in s k и à, „G д е , к о г д а , к е м  и с к а к о о е к а б л й аг о ли ч а б ы л а з а м е н е н а , к и р и л и ц а м“,
81 Dvornik (op. cit., 255) also believe that the question of the alphabet was one of the main reasons for Clement’s departure from the Bulgarian capital. He points out that Chernorizec Hrabar, too, wrote his polemic text in or after 893 and that it was not directed against Greek influence and the Greek opponents of Slavonic literacy, but represented a defence of the Glagolitic script against Simeon and the Cyrillic he had “composed”. Dvornik (257) also writes that the priest Gregory in Preslav made a new translation of some books of the Old Testament which was actually “a revision of Methodius’s translation”, i.e. a “Bulgarianization of the Macedonian and Moravian Expressions used in the original translation”. Mihail Vojnov („P р о м е н а т а в б д а р о-в и зан и а с к и т е о т н о с е н а п р и с а м е о н“). Њ и в е с т и н а И н ст и т у т а з а И с т о р и ј а, 18, Sof iа, 1967, 151) also lucidly remarks that for the author of O п и с м е н е н о е the protection of the Slavs and the Slavic world took first place and that as far as he was concerned “both the Byzantine emperor and the Bulgarian prince were still heads of the states where they, the Slavs, lived”.
82 А l ексан дар М и л е в, І ж и т и я ..., 100; Gеог и Б ал а в ч и ч, Ki т е м е н ы, еп и ск о р о и с л о в н и к и и 
сл о я б л а т а т о п о ст а р и с л о в н и к и п р е в о д о в, Sof iа, 1898, ННН-НННII; Ki п и о-мет о и е с к а
subordinated to in terms of organization, and why only to Administrator Dometa (Dobeta),\textsuperscript{83} as the state administrator. Were there not metropolitanates and metropolitans, or bishoprics and bishops?\textsuperscript{84} Even when Clement was appointed bishop in 893 by the prince (an act which was indeed canonically impossible), he entirely accepted the Velika Bishopric as late as the year 900, after seven whole years,\textsuperscript{85} and once again he was subordinated to no one from the appropriate Bulgarian church authorities. During the whole period he was in Macedonia, Clement never and on no account communicated with the legally appointed head of the Bulgarian Church — the Greek archbishop in the capital — but always and only directly with the prince.\textsuperscript{86} Even when Clement submitted his resignation, he again went directly to the prince (who refused to accept it), and not to the archbishop, as one might expect considering the hierarchy.

Furthermore, while in 893 Simeon introduced the Slavonic language into official use by decree, and Cyrillic (already “composed”) became the state script,\textsuperscript{87}
Clement continued to spread Glagolitic in Ohrid and created an enormous written literature for the time with an imposing number of disciples and followers, consecrating readers, priests, deacons and subdeacons, and building a special church centre\textsuperscript{88} which a century later, under Samuel’s empire, developed into the Archbishopric of Ohrid (with the mediation of Rome) as an individual and independent Slavonic Orthodox Church, which was active in the course of the following several centuries.

Here we must not overlook the fact that at the time, when there were five (or seven) bishoprics in the entire Bulgarian state, only two (or three) of them were located outside Macedonia. In fact, in the centres where ethnic Bulgars lived Christianity was still poorly developed, the church was still inadequately organized — and under Greek control at that — and education was still very limited and was mainly carried out in the Greek language. As a result these two environments were fundamentally polarized, which became even more apparent in the ensuing period.\textsuperscript{89} Of course, it would be far from the historical truth to look for, or discover, two already established and different peoples or nationalities; these were simply two ethno-cultural entities, still in the process of formation, which became differentiated in the course of subsequent historical development.

It is indeed not essential whether Clement modified Glagolitic by inventing several designs of letters (or added several letters or signs),\textsuperscript{90} nor is it essential for our analysis that Samuel was later to accept Cyrillic as the inherited \textbf{state script}, tolerating Glagolitic as the \textbf{sacral script} (as was also the case in Moravia), although the ‘more difficult’ Glagolitic was later, gradually but steadily, fully superseded by Cyrillic. It should be noted, however, that extensive and varied

---

\textsuperscript{88} L. Mosz\'owski (\textit{op. cit.,} 5) designates it as “the Old Macedonian centre of literacy in Ohrid”, whereas Mili\'o\'vos Pavlov\'ij, (\textit{Struktura i stil' svi sokog ranga u staromakedonskom krijevnom jezi\'ku konst ant i nai Met odi ja Sol unski h\textsuperscript{h}}, in: \textit{K p i l C o l unski\textsuperscript{c}}, 2, 281-288) calls the language of Cyril and Methodius “Old Macedonian” or “Slavonic-Old-Macedonian translation”.

\textsuperscript{89} The polarization was based on the antecedent development of these two regions in the Balkans, when the predominantly Christianized Slavs in Macedonia (within its contemporary boundaries) still came within the state frontiers of the Byzantine Empire, and pagan Bulgaria lived as an independent state for the course of nearly two centuries (see: Bla\'e Bla\'e\'evski, \textit{,,Nekoi pr\'a\'a\'v\'a okol\'u pojav\'a\' na hri\'istja na and pi\'e\'stena kaj Sloveni t\'e vo Makedoni ja\textsuperscript{a}}, in: \textit{C t\'e\'pr\'oz\'i\' ut\'i\' i\' 100\' 00\'i\' un\'i\' na od sm\'t t\' a na Ki p i l C o l unski\textsuperscript{c}}, kn. 2, Skopje, 1970, 319-332).

\textsuperscript{90} This is indicated only in the Shorter Life (Al eksan\'d\'ar M\'ilev, \textit{\'J i t t i\' i u\ldots}, 130). For more details concerning this question see: Geor\'i Bal asven\'c, \textit{op. cit.,} LVIII-LXVIII; Vasi\'t\'a S1. Ki sel kovic, \textit{C a\'nunski t\'e ppr\'osset i\' el i\' Ki p i l\' u\'i Met odi\' u\', 152-161; Pet\'a Hr. Pet\'rov, \,,I\' o\'st\' o\'ri\'e\' c\'e\'ski t\'e o\'s\'t\' e\'n\' o\'s\'n\' o\' s\' n\'a Ki r i l o-met odi\' evo\' t o do\'ba\textsuperscript{a}}, in: \textit{X i l\' o-\'a\' di\'a i\' s\' t o\' di\' u\'i\', 89; Al eksan\'d\'ar M\'ilev, \textit{D\'net e\' pr\'e\'c\'e\'ski j\'e\' t i\' i u\ldots, 159; Eni\'l Geor\'i\' ev, S\'c\'t\' o\'n\' u\' e\' na\'a\' n\'a\'i\' n\'a\' p\'r\'o\'b\' e\' t\' i\' k\'a\ldots, 62-63.
literary and cultural activity developed in Macedonia at the time of Clement — to be found mainly in the churches and monasteries as the main centres.91

It is significant that in the year 893, when Simeon replaced his blinded brother Vladimir92 on the throne, he convened a council and appointed Clement bishop (he did not ordain him to that rank), and sent Naum to Clement (or perhaps Clement took him himself) to carry out his work. The available sources do not clarify Naum’s status in Moravia, Pliska or Ohrid.93 We do not even know (as we do not know in Clement’s case either) when he received the name under which we know him today, and when and what schēma he received. The sources are unreliable or even contradict each other.

At this same period Simeon moved the capital from Pliska to Preslav and created a Slavonicized centre that built and affirmed the famous Preslav Literary School as the Bulgarian cultural and literary centre, separate from and independent of the Ohrid Literary School.94 This situation is reflected in the text entitled О писменеh by Ћерноризец Hrabar, which is considered by some to be the pseudonym of Naum of Ohrid himself,95 but is certainly the expression of the Ohrid Literary

91 All Clement’s 3,500 disciples were in Macedonia, and even the churches and monasteries were most numerous in Macedonia (Кирил-Методиевски енциклопедиj, 1, 292). In connection with the alphabets, precious information can be found in Blaga Aleksova’s work Епископите на Брегалнице првите славенски црковни и културно-просветни центрове во Македониjа, Прilep, 1989, presenting the newly-discovered graphemes and letters of both the Glagolitic and Cyrillic.

92 The hagiographer mentions the death of Vladimir after his four-year reign in Bulgaria (Александър Милев, Ки и н..., 104), but he does not mention that he was forcibly deposed by his father and blinded and replaced by his younger brother, Simeon. In fact four important events took place in 893: the capital was moved from Pliska to Preslav, Simeon became the Prince of Bulgaria, the Byzantine clergy began to be replaced by Slav clergymen, and Slavonic became the official language of the state using the Cyrillic alphabet as a compromise solution (П етър Христов, op. cit., 9). The capital was moved with the purpose, among other things, of isolating the Proto-Bulgar aristocracy and upholding the new rule after Vladimir’s deposition.

93 Naum of Ohrid is treated only as presbyter and under the name he also retained as a monk. Ivan Snegarov (“„Нероги и зре Храбр”, в: Храбр, 1, 207-222) allows for the possibility that, upon entering the monastic order, he accepted “a new name which, however, did not replace his former name, and hence the hagiographer does not mention it”. Yet if, like Cyril and Clement, Naum too chose celibacy and built himself a monastery, whose abbot he probably also was, we must assume that he had entered the monastic order earlier. Even Clement, as a bishop, could not have lived for ten years among monks without being a monk, and therefore the hypothesis seems acceptable to us that he had entered the monastic order as early as his youth, perhaps on Olympus, together with Methodius (Душан Глюмач, „Нешто за животот на Наум Охридски”, в: Наум Охридски, Охрид, 1985, 21-22).

94 Блашко Кожевски, „Огледало на храбростата“ в: Ки и н..., 133-141; Emil Gеоргиев, „Съответствия и проблеми около жизни и деянията на Кирил Охридски“, в: Ки и н..., 55-58.

School and the status the Macedonian eparchies enjoyed within the frontiers of Bulgaria amidst the aggravated misunderstandings and struggle for domination between the Eastern and the Western Church.96

2.

Only those data which have suited, or at least not contradicted, the conceptions of the selectors have been singled out in the various interpretations of the hagiographies and sources. This is best illustrated by the distrust shown concerning some parts of the Shorter Life of Clement.

Theophylact and Homatian certainly did not write their texts without some sources available to them.97 But they used only what suited the understanding and needs of the historical moment. Obviously, during the selection some data were omitted, and others reformulated. Hence interpretation and a search for the truth are possible only in a broader historical context and by using various comparative contemporary materials.

The ordination of the Slavic enlighteners and their disciples by the Pope in Rome in 869 is an important event for our study. Thus, for example, the Life of Cyril says: "And the Pope, having received the Slavonic books, consecrated them and left them in the Church of Saint Mary (the Virgin), which is called the ‘Crib’. Then the Pope commanded the two bishops, Formosus and Gauderich, to consecrate the Slav disciples. And when they had consecrated them, they immediately held a liturgy in the Church of the Holy Apostle Peter using the Slavonic language…"98

96 The dispute in the Bulgarian state between the ‘Hellenists’ and ‘Slavists’ was largely a dispute between adherents to the Glagolitic and Cyrillic scripts, which also had regional characteristics. The Roman Church was most probably also involved in the dispute. These ‘disputes’ continued without interruption and, in a way, have persisted up to the present day. For a certain period following the Crusades there were no significant activities of the Roman Church in Macedonia, but after the Council of Trent (1545-1563) it restored its activity and catholic archbishops were regularly appointed in Ohrid and Skopje regardless of the number of believers (Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Uni jat st vot o vo Makedoni ja, I. Bel eš ki za kat ol i ce zmot i uni jat st vot o vo Makedoni ja do pol ovi na na IIH vek”, Razgl edi , ááá, S of i ááá, 9, Skopje, 1960, 908-936; see also: N . I .  M ile v ï, ,,Kat ol i š kat a propaganda vï  Bï l gari ò prõzï  Hœ á á  võkï . I st ori Ìesko i zsl edvane sï  pri l oÔ eni ò , S of i ò, 1914; Jovan Radowi Ú , Ri mska kuri ja i izol osnovane zem q e od Hœ á do Há veka, S ANU, CLV, Beogr ad, 1950).

97 Almost all researchers agree that Theophylact had a hagiography of Clement written by a contemporary of Clement’s at hand, as confirmed in paragraph 58 of the Longer Life (Al eksandër Mi l ev, „Ji t i j a...“ , 102-103). In addition to older sources, Homatian no doubt had access to Theophylact’s Longer Life.

98 Kl i ment O r i dski , , Cъбрани съчиненi а, III, S of i á, 1973, 140.
In the Life of Methodius, however, the Pope is still Nicholas I, and thus it says there: “He blessed their teaching, placing the Slavonic books on the altar of the [shrine of the] Holy Apostle Peter and consecrated his beatitude Methodius into a spiritual dignitary… But the Pope… commanded a bishop who was infected with the trilingual disease to ordain three of the Slav disciples priests and two readers.”

The Longer Life of Clement says: “Then the Pope ordained into the priesthood some of the companions of the holy men, of whom the teachers testified that they had sufficient knowledge in Slavonic letters and were adorned by a pious life, and gave others the offices of deacon or subdeacon. And the Pope personally ordained the great Methodius Moravian Bishop in Pannonia, although he declined resolutely and refused to accept it…”

Each of the three sources interprets the same event in Rome in a different way. They only agree on the fact that the disciples, too, were consecrated. Everything else is interpreted differently. But the differences are even more pronounced in the Second Life of Naum: Pope Adrian received the Slavonic teachers and their disciples with great honours, and once “the divine liturgy” was sung, “he gave Constantine the Philosopher the tonsure of monasticism and named him Cyril, and he ordained Methodius Archbishop of Moravia and the whole of Pannonia. After the completion of the liturgy of all the books, translated from Greek into the Bulgarian language, he showed them to all, because the books themselves unfolded and revealed themselves… Hence he also ordained Clement and Naum, together with the others, priests and deacons, and ordered that all the ceremonies be performed, both the evening and morning, written in Bulgarian, within the great shrine of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and indeed all this took place…”

After all these versions comes the Shorter Life of Clement, written by Homatian, which expressly states: “When the blessed Cyril moved into his better life — thenceforward conferring his apostolic services and the advancement of the talent entrusted (Matthew XXV, 15-30) to Adrian, the Pope at Rome, and Methodius was appointed Archbishop of Moravia and Bulgaria by this same Pope — then Clement, too, was raised to the bishop’s throne when he was appointed by Methodius as the bishop of the whole of Illyria and of the Bulgarian people who ruled the land.”

---

99 Ibid., 199. Dvornik (op. cit., 147) concludes that the brothers Cyril and Methodius actually did not depart for Rome but for Constantinople, taking with them “one or more of their disciples as candidates who wanted to be consecrated as bishops”.

100 Aleksandur Mitev, Жит. 74-75.

101 Ivan Dujev, Из стара българска хроника, В. Трънкови, София, 1940, 62-63. The use of Bulgarian designations in this hagiography is the result of the concepts of its copier of a later date.

102 Aleksandur Mitev, Жит. 128. The majority of researchers agree that Constantine had the office of a priest even before the Moravian mission, but there is an interesting piece of information
The widely accepted view is that the latter source does not reflect the historical truth, because at that time Methodius was still not appointed archbishop, nor was Clement appointed bishop, but that he was “proposed” by Simeon as “the Bishop of Drembica and Velika”.

given by a chronicler from around 1038, where he says that St Procopius knew the Slavonic script invented by “sanctissimo Quirillo episcopo” (Emi Geor ĝ ev, Ki ri l i Met odi à osno-vopol oÔ ni ci na sl avònski t e l i t erat uri, Sof i ș, 1956, 111). Of special significance is Methodius’s ordination as bishop and his appointment as the Archbishop of Moravia and Pannonia. Pope John VIII, in his letter to Methodius dated June 14, 879 — in which he invites Methodius to come to Rome to answer the accusations that he taught improperly and used the Slavonic language in liturgy — uses the following words: “To the most worthy Methodius, Archbishop of the Pannonian Church (Peter Ratkoš Pamene k dejîm Bel’ kej Moravy. Ótbdê oppaenê a rozâenî ñeçanî, Bratislava, 1968, 174). In his letter to the Greater-Moravian prince Svatopluk (Svätopluk, Svetošpolok), bearing the same date, the Pope demands from the prince the sending of “Methodius, your archbishop, instituted and sent to you by our predecessor, i.e. Pope Adrian” (ibid., 175). If we bear in mind that Pope John VIII came to the Apostolic Seat in 872, we must assume that Methodius had become archbishop earlier, but after the death of Pope Nicholas I (November 13, 867). In all probability Methodius was ordained bishop by Pope Adrian towards the end of 869, after which he was sent “as the papal legate among all the Slavic tribes in Moravia, Slovakia and Pannonia” (Klim e n t Oh ri dû, Sîbrani sîneni, III, 207). This can also be inferred from Chapter VIII of the Life of Methodius, where Pope Adrian II dispatches a special letter to Rostislav, Svatopluk and Kocel, saying that he has decided to send Methodius “ordaining him together with his disciples” (ibid., 200) which is not too different from the letter written by John VIII to the Freising Bishop Anno in the year 873 (ibid., 207). The Italian Legend says that when Cyril and Methodius received the invitation from Pope Nicholas I to go to Rome, they “set off immediately and took with them some of their disciples whom they considered worthy of the bishop’s office” (Âlekîsandîr Miîev, Ki tî n,...., 150). F. Grivec, however, believes that the disciples who were brought to Rome were not deemed worthy of the bishop’s office and were ordained only priests and deacons, but he also allows for the possibility that the brothers took candidates for those ranks (“Vitae Constantinii et Methodii”, Acta Academiae Belehradensis Olomucii, 1941, 38). If such candidates were indeed presented, is not the most acceptable hypothesis that Clement and Naum were among the first, bearing in mind, in particular, that Clement bore the name of the Roman pope whose relics had been brought to Rome on the first visit? So, if Methodius was ordained bishop during his first visit to Rome (869), and was appointed archbishop on his second visit (869 or 870), is it not possible that during his third visit to Rome, Clement was appointed by Methodius “Bishop of the whole of Illyria” and “of the Bulgarian people who ruled the land”? In this respect, the bull of Pope John VIII to Prince Svatopluk, dated June 880, is of considerable significance; there he informs him of the arrival of Archbishop Methodius in Rome and the new confirmation of his privileges as archbishop, as well as of the ordination of Wiching as “the Bishop of the Holy Church of Nitra” (whom Svatopluk had sent), and writes the following: “Et volumus, ut pariter cum ipsius archiepiscopi consenso et providencia et alterum nobis apto tempore utilem presbiterum vel diaconem dirigas, quem simuliter in alia ecclesia, in qua episcopalum curam noveris esse necessarium, ordinemus episcopum, ut cum his duobus a nobis ordinatis episcopi prefatus archiepiscopus vester iuxta decretum apostolicum per alia loca, in quibus episcopi honorifice debent et possunt existere, postmodum valeat ordinare” (Peter Ratkoumop. cit. 432-433). Whether a second candidate was sent to Rome as well, and whether he was also ordained bishop, is still unknown to us. But if such a candidate was sent and perhaps ordained, is it not possible that Methodius could have given Clement this honour and appointed him “Bishop of the whole of Illyria” at the moment of his departure for Constantinople (881)? Is this not possible even if we exclude the possibility of Clement being ordained bishop (of the Slavs in Illyria under the jurisdiction of the Roman Church) at the moment when the Roman envoys Euthymios and Theognostos departed for Constantinople, where they arrived on December 11, 868, and Bulgaria accepted the Greek clergy as late as 870 (Franţiuńk Dvornîk, Byzantské misie u Głowavých, 160-161).
It is extremely difficult, however, to accept that Constantine was admitted to the monastic order only shortly before his death in Rome, and that Methodius was ordained priest by the Pope as late as that, especially if we take into consideration Rostislav’s request from Emperor Michael (in the Life of Cyril): “send us such a bishop and teacher…” Besides, who ordained these dignitaries: the bishops Formosus and Gauderich, only one of them (Formosus), or Pope Adrian (or even Nicholas) himself? The next question is: how many and who of the disciples were ordained in the year 869 in Rome? And finally, was Methodius ordained bishop only or also appointed Archbishop of Moravia?

The authors of the sources quoted must have asked themselves these and many other questions (if these versions indeed represent the authors’ authentic texts at all). But there is no doubt that the social, military, political, ethnic, religious and historical interests at the moment of writing (or copying) these texts were of crucial significance for the final formulation of the different accounts and testimonies concerning historical events and persons at the time of Clement. Hence the account given in the Shorter Life of Clement regarding the bishop’s office given to Clement by the Pope in Rome, in the light of other relevant facts, seems largely authentic to us. It can also resolve the mystery around Clement’s return to Macedonia.

3.

When was Methodius appointed archbishop by the Pope?

If we allow the possibility that Methodius was first ordained bishop and later appointed archbishop (which is quite possible and logical), then we can assume that it was Clement who was first ordained to the office of priest. But we do not know his secular name, since he is presented under that name from the beginning.

---

103 Kliment Ohridski, Сборани списани, III, 159. Dvornik writes (op. cit., 155) that, according to Byzantine practice, the monk, on receiving the solemn schëma, had to adopt a new name beginning with the same letter as his Christian name; hence Constantine took the name ‘Cyril’.

104 Kliment Ohridski, op. cit., 136.

105 In his letter to Bishop Paul of Ancona, written prior to May 14, 873, Pope John VIII writes, among other things, that the Apostolic Seat had full authority “not only in Italy and other western states, but also on the territory of the whole of Illyria”, and hence “if Alvin and Hermannrich want nonetheless to bring our Methodius to trial, tell them, says the Pope, that „Vos sine canonicia sententia dampnastis episcopum ab apostolica sede missum, carceri mancipantes et colaphis affligentes et a sacro ministerio separantes et a sede tribus annis pellentes. Apostolicam sedem per ipsum triennium plurimis missis et epistolis proclamantem non estis ad iudicium convenire dignati, quod profecto semper subterfugere curasti…” (Peter Ratkou, op. cit., 431). If we subtract the three years of the banishment of Methodius from the bishop’s throne, it appears that he was ordained bishop sometime in the spring of 870, and if we suppose that he had perhaps held that throne for some time, it is possible that Methodius was ordained bishop as early as 869, whereas soon afterwards (on his second visit of Rome) he was appointed archbishop as well.
Bearing in mind that the brothers from Salonika (together with their disciples, including Clement) brought the relics of the Roman Pope Clement on their first visit to Rome, and that Clement took the exact name of the former Pope, we should allow for the possibility that he was ordained, if not at Olympus, at least as early as 869. Once Methodius became the Archbishop of the Moravian Church, he must have had bishops heading the subordinate dioceses of that church. If we take into consideration the account occurring three times in the Longer Life of St Clement of Ohrid that Gorazd and Clement were the speakers on behalf of Methodius’s disciples in the disputes with Wiching’s and Svatoopluk’s opponents, we must accept that they were Methodius’s bishops: Gorazd as (most probably) a Moravian, and Clement as a man who had accompanied him all his life in the various Byzantine missions remaining his faithful companion and fellow combatant to the end. As a matter of fact, there is proof that Clement had the bishop’s office even in Moravia in Du Cange’s list ‘The Archbishops of Bulgaria’, where Clement is (incorrectly) mentioned as one of the archbishops, but as previously appointed “Bishop of Tiberiopolis or Velika”. Let us also quote the account written in the Čtodikon of Tsar Boril (1211) that Clement was “the bishop of Greater Moravia”. Both documents are isolated testimonies of a later date, but they must have been based on certain older sources.

If we have already accepted that Clement was ordained bishop by the Pope in Rome, then we must also pose the question of his eparchy (diocese). What was its territory? Scholars have written a great deal on this question, and yet only a few
of them have examined the possibility that Clement’s diocese might have come under the jurisdiction of the Apostolic Seat. According to the conclusions of the Photian Church Council of Constantinople, when the Bulgarian Church was established (879-880), eastern and western Illyria were still under the jurisdiction of Rome, regardless of whether they came under the authority of Byzantium or Bulgaria. As a result, a large part of Macedonia (including Ohrid) came within this territory, within that “one third of the Bulgarian Empire, i.e. from Salonika to Ierikho and Kanina or (and) Thassipiat”, which was later given to Clement to oversee it. Thus it is quite possible that Bishop Clement was appointed by Archbishop Methodius “as the Bishop of the whole of Illyria and of the Bulgarian people who ruled the land”, because at that time Macedonia had already come

---

112 In all probability František Dvornik (op. cit., 146-152) is not far from the truth when he supposes that in 866 Cyril and Methodius decided to leave Greater Moravia and go to Constantinople to try to secure, once again through the mediation of Byzantium, a bishop who would be independent of the Frankish church hierarchy in Rostislav’s state. This was the result of the rejection of Rostislav’s proposal for the ordination of a bishop by Pope Nicholas I. Therefore the brothers, together with their disciples, went through Pannonia to Venice and Southern Italy (which was then under the jurisdiction of Constantinople), as they could not travel via the territory of hostile Bulgaria, which at the time inclined towards Louis the German, and he had already sent the Passau bishop Hermanrich with a group of missionaries to the Bulgarian capital. Dvornik believes that in those circumstances Rostislav once again came closer to Constantinople and requested a bishop who would establish an independent church. It was at that moment that Cyril and Methodius “chose from their disciples one or several candidates whom they wanted to propose for ordination as bishops”. In order to prevent that, Pope Nicholas I, as soon as he heard that Rostislav’s missionaries were waiting for a ship to Venice, invited them to Rome (in the winter of 867). Owing to these purely political reasons, they came to Rome at the moment when Pope Nicholas I died, and the new pope, Adrian II, was enthroned at the time when changes were taking place in Constantinople — the death of Emperor Michael III and the fall of Patriarch Photius; in this way Cyril and Methodius’s mission in Rome acquired a quite different, friendly character. Hence it is not surprising that the Pope consecrated the Slavonic books (even though such books were supposed to be read in the churches in Latin), and moreover, he ordained Methodius (after the death of his brother, Cyril) as the Moravian Bishop, and Clement and the rest to other ranks. On his return via Kocel’s Principality, Methodius was summoned back to Rome and appointed Archbishop. As the Life of Cyril says that the Pope ordered the bishops Formosus and Gauderich to consecrate the Slav disciples (and we know that one bishop was enough for the consecration of a priest), we can assume that a bishop was also ordained. On the other hand, that Clement of Ohrid continued to follow the tradition of the Roman Church is confirmed by the fact that, in addition to the Joint Sermon on the Apostles Peter and Paul, he wrote a special Oration in Praise of the Apostle Paul (Kl i m e n t O h rid s k i, S ï brani sï Ìi neni ò, to m v to ri. O b ra b o tili B . St. A n g e lo v , K . M . K u e v , H r. K o d o v , K l. I v a n o v a , So f i, 1977, 416-417), thus respecting the tradition of the Roman Church for a separate celebration of the days of the two apostles.
under the control of the Bulgarian state, and Rome considered it to be under its jurisdiction with regard to ecclesiastical questions.

Is it not thus logical to assume that after his arrival at Pliska, being a Moravian bishop of the Roman Church — in conditions when the church in Bulgaria was held by Greek priests and prelates, when the Greek language and the Greek alphabet were used, and Glagolitic was not accepted at the Bulgarian court — Bishop Clement came back in 886 not only (and probably) to his own people and his own homeland, but also to his own diocese? Is it not possible that Naum, who was perhaps indeed his brother in blood,¹¹⁴ did the same at the moment when Simeon carried out such decisive and significant changes in the state and the church?

Another element supporting this is the fact that after his arrival in Macedonia, Clement never (as might have been expected) requested anything from his superior Bulgarian Archbishop, but always and for every purpose addressed his requests to the Bulgarian Prince.¹¹⁵ Clement recognized the authority of the Bulgarian state, but refused to recognize the authority of the Bulgarian church hierarchy. We find no contacts whatsoever with Greek bishops who were also active in this part of Macedonia.¹¹⁶ The thesis that Clement’s diocese came outside the competencies of the Bulgarian Church is also supported by the views that there were “two fully isolated church territories, even two separate and differentiated church individualities”,¹¹⁷ even though it was still not the time of the final and official schism between the Eastern and Western Churches. Therefore R. Ljubinković is perhaps right when he concludes: “Whereas the Preslav prelate, together with his Synod, administered the territory of his own church: two thirds of Boris’s state”, the

¹¹⁵The question is still insufficiently explained as to how Clement could have founded a monastery as a ‘teacher’, giving it the same name — St Panteleimon — as Prince Boris’s Monastery in Preslav. For this monastery see: Dimi Koco, „Климентов манастир Свети Пантелеimon и епископат при", in: Книга за Климент Охридски, 129-171.
¹¹⁶There were such eparchial centres in Ohrid, Bregulnica, Skopje, Niš, Belgrade, Sredec, etc. (Климент имен Охридски, 1, 291). If, according to František Dvorník (op. cit., 171), it was possible for Agathon to be appointed a Greek archbishop in Serbia (in the town of Morava), within the borders of the Bulgarian state — independent of the Bulgarian Archbishop and subordinated only to the Patriarch of Constantinople — why could not it have been possible for Clement to be a bishop in Macedonia (which was considered to come under the jurisdiction of the Roman Church), independent of the Bulgarian Archbishop, spiritually subordinated directly to the Pope and maintaining contacts only with the Prince as the head of the state in which he was active?
¹¹⁷Radi voje Џуби нкови х, „Ордо епископорум у Парис гг. 880 и архи еретска помен-лица у Си ноди кону кар а Вожил", in: Климент имен Охридски, 1, 142, zab. 40.
ruler, as the symbol of supreme state authority and state unity, also organized the religious and church life on that territory [= one third of Bulgaria] which did not come under the jurisdiction of his primacy.\textsuperscript{118} But, Ljubinković continues, “in order to do that, the ruler must have the appropriate authorization of the interested and competent church institution. It is known that Illyria was a territory under the jurisdiction of the Apostolic Seat.” The conclusion is that there must have been open or tacit consent on the part of the Apostolic Seat.\textsuperscript{119} This is indeed confirmed by the relations between Rome and Constantinople at the time.

Closely connected with our question is the ‘resignation’ Clement submitted to the Bulgarian Prince (and not to the Bulgarian Archbishop). The reasons for this act are completely altered in the hagiography.\textsuperscript{120} It could be logically assumed that such an act on the part of Clement might reflect his dissatisfaction with the military actions conducted by Simeon in the territory under the jurisdiction of Clement, i.e. Rome,\textsuperscript{121} but it could also be linked with Clement’s dissatisfaction with the policy of the Bulgarian Prince Vladimir, who tried to negotiate with the German delegates and return Bulgaria to paganism.\textsuperscript{122} Both events were utterly unacceptable to Bishop Clement. The dethronement and blinding of Vladimir (by his father Boris) and the coming of the young Constantinopolitan student Simeon to the Bulgarian throne created a new situation with new conditions which might also have been acceptable to the Ohrid bishop, especially when Naum, too, abandoned the Bulgarian capital to join Clement in Ohrid.\textsuperscript{123}

\textsuperscript{118}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{119}Ibid. This was so even though, in the view of Marija Pantelić (,,O Kijevskim i Sinajskim listihima”, \textit{Člano}, 35, Zagreb, 1985, 5), “the territory of Western Illyria (between Dalmatia and Macedonia with its seat at Salonika) was severed from Rome and annexed to the Patriarchate of Constantinople” as early as the middle of the 8th century.

\textsuperscript{120}Aleksandar Mićev, \textit{Žiti i n...}, 112-114.

\textsuperscript{121}Blaže Koneski (,,Ohridska kniževna škola”, in: \textit{Kniževni časopis}, 86), relying on I. Pastuhov’s writings (\textit{Bulgarska istoriya}, I, Sofia, 1942, 238-239), believes that the reason for the resignation of the aged Clement was the military actions undertaken by Simeon in the area of Salonika and Dyrrachium, as they “upset both the people and its shepherd” in the eparchy. But in the same place Koneski continues by quoting Emil Georgiev’s view (\textit{Наслов на славянската писменост в Солун на Карпаторги и писмеността на Златарския ред”, S of i a, 1942, 44-45) concerning the alphabet as the main reason for the departure of “Cyril and Methodius’s disciples” for Macedonia.

\textsuperscript{122}In 888-889 Prince Boris ceded his throne to his son Vladimir and retreated to a monastery (“St Pantaleimon”), but his son began to renounce Christianity, relying above all, in the words of Dvornik (\textit{op. cit.}, 253), on the boyars of Turi origin, “all of whom were still pagans”, and this began to be felt in Clement’s eparchy as well, as a result of which the latter stood on the side of Boris in Vladimir’s deposition and the enthronement of Simeon (893), when his episcopal title was officially recognized and the Velika Bishopric was assigned to him for administration, after which he took his brother Naum with him to Ohrid. (Archbishop Theophylact later used older sources and data very selectively.)

\textsuperscript{123}It is a highly curious fact that neither of the two hagiographies of Clement mention anything of Naum of Ohrid, nor do they connect him in any way with Clement’s activity. It is indeed strange how the hagiographer missed the opportunity of describing Naum’s funeral and Clement’s outstanding partici-
Thus we can assume that the main reason for Clement’s return (and indeed that of Naum) to Macedonia lies in the ordination of Clement as a bishop by the Pope and the appointment of the Archbishop Methodius as the prelate of the territory which came under the state authority of the Bulgarian Prince, but under the church jurisdiction of the Roman Pope. Only in this way can the alphabet be accepted as an additional reason and the language as the motive for the abandonment of the Bulgarian capital and church seat, and Clement’s (and Naum’s) return to Ohrid.124
The Tradition of Cyril and Methodius in Macedonian Cultural and National Development in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century and the First Half of the Twentieth Century

The national awakening of the Slavic peoples and the development of Slavonic studies as a scholarly discipline and Slavophilism and Pan-Slavism as policies gave a significant impetus to the cult of Cyril and Methodius and their disciples and followers. The revival of this cult was most strongly expressed in the largest Slav state, Russia, free since its victorious war against Napoleon in the early 19th century. The movement of Pan-Slavism developed as a reaction to Pan-Germanism, and the number of its adherents in other Slavic countries and peoples increased. The interest in the study of Old Church Slavonic written records and in the Old Slavonic language led to the study of their history and the homeland of Slavonic literacy. The study of the lives and work of Cyril, Methodius, Clement and Naum posed the question of 9th-century Macedonia before the scholarly world, and this in turn increased the interest in the contemporary circumstances of the Slavs in what was at that time a Turkish province. Various travellers and researchers came to Macedonia, finding (and taking away) a large number of old manuscripts from the early period of Slavonic literacy. The history, culture, art, language and literacy of the Macedonians became the object not only of scholarly study but also of politics. This had a positive effect on the awakening and strengthening of Slavic consciousness among the Macedonian people and stimulated the struggle for emancipation and affirmation. Cyril and Methodius and their disciples became the emblem of that Slavic consciousness, the symbol of the Slavic awakening and its romantic ideas related to the historical cultural heritage of Macedonia.

There is no doubt that the tradition of Cyril and Methodius continued uninteruptedly and was the longest and most developed in the homeland of Cyril and Methodius and Clement and Naum, concentrated in the three leading centres of Salonika, Ohrid and Mount Athos. If Salonika gave birth to Cyril and Methodius, Ohrid was to produce the first Slavic bishop, who developed the first Slavonic university and established the Archbishopric of Ohrid, which, as an autocephalous church, was probably the first to carry out a canonization of the Slavic saints. Through the synaxarium of Slavonic manuscripts they started to be used in the
service of all the churches under the jurisdiction of this spiritual institution — their full continuity was also maintained by the radiant light of the Mount Athos Slavonic Orthodox monasteries during the centuries of subjugation. The Ohrid Literary School with its large number of manuscripts, which were also read and copied in other centres of Macedonia, preserving and spreading the tradition of Cyril and Methodius’s mission, was also well received in places far from the Slavonic Balkans. The large number of churches and monasteries in Macedonia with compositions showing the Slavonic Holy Seven Saints (Cedmovslenici) and other artistic representations, in particular the churches and relics of the most prominent disciples and followers of Cyril and Methodius, cherished by the Archbishopric of Ohrid near Lake Ohrid, produced and supported strong traditions which became even more invigorated during the period of national revival and in the fierce struggle for cultural and national affirmation.

125 Blaže, Koneski, „Kanoni zaci ja na slovenski svetci vo Ohridskata crkva“, Prilozi, MANU, Oddel eni za lingvistika i literatura urna nauka, I, I-2, Skopje, 1976, 63-72; Vasil S. Ki selkov, „Kiril omestodi evski at kul t v Bul gar ia", in: K l i m e n t o vo t ro em e i Met o d i j vo S R, 1972, 339-340. This canonization of the Slavic saints was accepted and supported by the Roman Church (especially after the fall of Constantinople to the Crusaders in 1204), but not by the Patriarchate of Constantinople (op. cit., 342-349).

126 Blaže, Koneski, „Ohridskata kni ova škol a“, L i terat uren zbor, áá, 1, Skopje, 1956, 1-19.

127 An interesting illustration in this respect is the ensemble of frescoes in Cyril’s Church in Kiev in (12th century) composed solely of saints from Macedonia (Cyril and Methodius, Clement of Ohrid, John of Macedonia, Joseph of Salonika, etc.) which used to be called Македонски à zal for centuries, although now in this part of the church there is a sign reading Балкански à zal, and the guide interprets it to the visitors as Бол гарски à zal. These Kiev frescoes have still not been fully published, just as the entire monument has still not been studied or made accessible to the scholarly public (D-r Kosta Balabanov, „Киевска Rusija i kul tur ni t e cent ri vo Makedonija vo HI-HII vek. Kul t o t na slovenski e prosvetite li Kir ili i Met odi j i ni vnite uchenici“, Гл азни к на УНЕСКО, HHHV, Skopje, Ap ril 1982, 39-40; N.B. Sal ako, Жи вопи с t древней Rusi XI-XIII века. Мозаи ки – фрески – и коня, Leni ngrad, 1982, 105-109).

128 Dimce Koco, „Tri konhal ni crkvi vo Klimentovoto vreme“, in: Cl ovenska pi smenost . 1050-godi šni na на Kl i ment Ohridski, Nar oden m uzej, Ohr i d, 1966, 91-100; Cvet an G rozdano v, „Ohridsko i sl i kar st vo od H-VIII veka“, Kult ur-po-na Kl i ment Ohridski, OHR, Skopje, 1983, 199-228; Cvet an G roz danov, „Ohridsko i sl i kar st vo od HIV vek“, Kult ur-po-na Kl i ment Ohridski, OHR, Skopje, 1983, 199-228; Cvet an G roz danov, „Византийска култура на Областта на Србија и Македонија“ , Zborni k za l i kovne um et nosti i, 19, Novi Sad, 1984; Cvet an G roz danov, „Жи вопи сot на грчки на икономисли на Свети Наум Охридски“, в: Наум Охридски, OHR, OHR, 1985, 85-97; P et ar Mi q kovi È-P epek, „Nekoi pogledi na ar h eol oški i spi t uvawa na crkvat a na manast ir skat a crkva Sv. Naum kaj Ohridsko i d i s kv o i Ezereto“, in: Naum Ohr – idski, OHR, 1985, 65-82.
Of considerable significance were also the hand-written or printed texts and artistic representations in the subsequent centuries. Thus the appearance of, for instance, the *Gemmatográfia* by Hristoř Úefarovič from Dojran, with its special emphasis on Slavonic history and culture in Macedonia, was not accidental.\(^{130}\)

This was also reflected in the various historical manuals such as those by Mavro Orbini, Jovan Rajih or Paisius of Chilandar,\(^{131}\) which were certainly available to the literate Macedonians who maintained regular contacts with Mount Athos and could be found as far as Central Europe. Of no lesser importance were the numerous manuscripts kept in Macedonia, which were available not only to church and monastery people but also to others; they included a large number of historical texts, hagiographies, services, laudatory orations and eulogies which dealt with...

---

\(^{130}\)Izobraženi j oraoši j i l i ri vessi h — *Ct emat o'grafija*. Rezal i u bakr u Hristoř or Jče-f ar ovi h i Tomu Mesmer. Fot o ti pski i zdawa, Mati câ srpska, Novi Sad, 1961. In addition to the copper engravings depicting the holy Methodius, Archbishop of Moravia; Clement, Archbishop of Ohrid; and Naum, the Miracle Worker from Ohrid, Úefarovič grouped the following around the Ohrid Church: the holy David, Tsar of Bulgaria; and Theoctistus; Nicodemus the Fragrant (Myroblítis, ‘Myrrh-emuning’), buried in Berat, Albania; Arsenius, the Miracle Worker, the Archbishop of Bulgaria; Theophylect, the Archbishop of Bulgaria; John Vladimir the Fragrant (Myroblítis), buried in Elbasan, etc. It is interesting that Úefarovič, in accordance with the historical beliefs of the time, links Bulgarian tsars with the Ohrid saints; according to legend, they were connected with Ohrid and Macedonia, and there is not a single representation of a Bulgarian ruler or saint who is not connected with this Macedonian spiritual and political centre. Thus, for instance, according to the ‘information’ in *Hr i s t o r i j a S l a v j a o b o l g a r s k a j a* (Slavo-Bulgarian History) by Paisius (Paisij) of Chilandar, “the Holy King Trivelia, known as the Monk Theoctistus”, lived in AD 703 and was the first “to receive the holy Baptism, and the whole Bulgarian people was converted to Christianity in his kingdom”, but “after a while he abandoned the king’s authority and worldly glory, he built himself a monastery near Ohrid and in this monastery he received the status of a monk… and presented himself to God in that monastery” (Paisij Hile ndarski, *S l avònobï l garska i st ori ò*...). In the same fashion, “the holy Tsar David”, it is said, “relinquished his empire voluntarily to his brother Samuel, went into a monastery and received the status of a monk”, but soon died and “his imperishable relics were taken from there and moved to Ohrid” (*ibid.*., 108). “The holy Tsar John Vladimir, the son of Aaron” is said to have “ruled as a tsar in Ohrid for three years”, but he was killed by his wife and his brother-in-law and “his imperishable relics have hitherto stayed on Elbasan land” (*ibid.*, 108-109). “The Holy Nicodemus the Fragrant” is described as “being on Ohrid land”, where he lived and died. “His relics were later moved to Albanian Berat” where they “still provide great healing” (*ibid.*, 112), etc. Even though the *Gemmatográfia* of the “all-people’s fresco-painter” Hristoř Úefarovič was published 21 years prior to the completion of the *Histori j a of Paisius of Chilandar*, it is obvious that they used the same sources in drawing their historical conclusions. It is important, however, that Úefarovič was closely connected throughout his life with his homeland of Macedonia and made a number of engravings for Macedonian churches and for merchants. (A. Mat kovski , *Hristoř or Jče-f ar ovi n*, *Ist or i ja*, VIII, 1, Skopje, 1972, 149-150; A. Mat kovski , *Qrobni t e na Makedoni ja* (Prí o o kon typ k hronoskat a h r eal dî ka), Skopje, 1970, 124-125).

\(^{131}\)The cult of Cyril and Methodius is also reflected in a number of early printed books (Bon o St. Angel ov, „*Ki r i l i i M e t o道理 v sl avanski te pechat ni kni gi o t HV-HVII v.*“. in: *Xi l i vda i st o žodi ni s l avanska pî mestos* ..., 358-375).
the Slavonic Holy Seven Saints and in particular with the life and work of Cyril and Methodius.132

The romantic return to the past, which was also felt in Macedonia, in particular through people who had the opportunity of travelling outside the borders of Turkey, contributed significantly to the strengthening of the cult of the Slavic past and especially of the Slavonic Holy Seven Saints and their followers. In the Macedonian circumstances of the time this involved a return to the Slavic roots, symbolized by the continuity of the Archbishopric of Ohrid and the traditions of its Slavic founders, Clement and Naum.

The significance of folk tradition was substantial in this respect. Its full continuity was made possible primarily through physical monuments — churches, monasteries and, above all, the saints’ relics which were kept near the shores of Lake Ohrid itself.133 They have always kept the spirit of this people awake, and hence the large number of various traditions and legends connected with the lives and work of Clement and Naum and their specific cult, which has survived up to the present day, are not surprising.134 Even though Methodius is largely known as the Archbishop of Moravia through artistic representations, it is through the frescoes, in particular those of Clement and Naum, and also of the other Slavonic Holy Seven Saints, that the memory of the lives and work of the Salonika brothers, Cyril and Methodius, has been kept alive.135

132Prof. Ѓордан Василев, „Български старини и в Македония.“ Второ допълнено издание, София, 1931; Б. Конаски и О. Жванар-Настева, Македонски трактовки от 10-20 век, Скопие, 1966; Ст. Стойнева-Анти и Д. Копин, „Животът на Свети Евтимий“, и др.; проф. Радмил Угринов, „Традиции на средновековната архитектура“.


134Стефан Романски, „Климент и Наум в народните предания“, в: Хиляда и сто години славянска писменост …, 377-382; Стоян Стоянов-Анти и Д. Копин, „Свети Евтимий“.

135Асен Василев, „Окръг на Кирил и Методий и постъпки на нашието изкуство“, в: Хиляда и сто години славянска писменост …, 393-488; Ирина Вассева, „Клопогорска за обред на Константин и Кирил Философ“, в: Константин Кирил Философ …, 419-424; Светън Гоцлов, „Портрет на нейните портрети на Кирил и Методий и Ники възприемното от повечето на християнството“ по Никола Охридски, София, 1969, 75-94.

136See note 128.
On the other hand, the struggle for an individual church, which gained in strength particularly after the 1840s, turned the eyes of awakened Macedonians towards Ohrid and Salonika. The need was felt for a spiritual and cultural centre of a people which was still not fully aware of its national identity. A particular difficulty was the nominal confusion which was further emphasized by the newly-aroused interest in Slavonic studies, as in the old manuscripts and other surviving material the Slavic scholars most frequently found Bulgarian, and sometimes Serbian designations. This gave the Macedonians the impetus to look for facts confirming their individuality and distinctiveness from the neighbouring peoples, above all from the Bulgarians. Differences were primarily sought and found in ethnic origin, and the Bulgarians were often simply designated as “Tartars and who knows what”, whereas the Macedonians were directly linked to the ancient Macedonians who were considered Slavs, an ideology which was also extant outside Macedonia.

At the same time language was to prove in the most obvious manner the independence and distinctiveness of the Macedonian people. Hence shortly after the first contact with Bulgarian writings, the Bulgarian language was labelled Šopski; it was regarded with condescension, while Macedonian was designated as the true legacy of Cyril and Methodius, being the closest to the “Slavonic books” produced by the Salonika brothers.


137 P. R. Slaveàkovï, ,,Makedonskì ìat ï i pr oïï , Makedoniò, œ , 3, Carigradï, 18.á.1871, 2.

138 At least after the publication of Il Regno degli Slavi (1601) by Mavro Orbini from Dubrovnik the idea of the Slavic origin of the ancient Macedonians became extremely popular among many prominent Slav activists, although it had been widespread in Europe even before. The learned Serbian geographer Jovan DragaSieví, before becoming inveigled by Greater-Serbian ideas, at several points in his textbook Geografija za srednje škole (Geography for Secondary Schools, Belgrade, 1871), offers a detailed elaboration of the Slavic origin of the ancient Macedonians, which he considers to be a well-known truth, whose direct descendants are the contemporary Slav inhabitants of Macedonia. This was not only the result of the influence of the ‘Ilyrians’ such as GunduliS or PribojeviS, since similar beliefs were widespread among the people, so the views of Jordan HadoKonstantinov-Dainot, Gòrgija M. Pulevski, Isaija R. Majkovski and others in 19th-century Macedonia are not incomprehensible.

139 K. A. P. Šapkarëvï, Narvno sv. ël govoiist povanie i i Sborët ot ëv Evangélik skë t w xtania..., Carigrad, 1869, 3; BlaoS Koneski, Kon makedonskata a preroedba. Makedonski t e imevdni cí od 19 nek. Vtoro i zdani e, Skopje, 1959, 57 and 59.

140 Bor he M. P. ëv evski, ,Rečni k ot t pi jezi ka m. makedonski, arbaninski t i t urški, II, u Beogr adu, 1875, 42; Makedoniia, II, 14, 2. III.1868; II, 33, 13.VII.1868, 3, etc.
That is how the myths of the Slavic origin and culture of the Macedonians — as an individual and distinct people in the Slavic world — developed. That is how Macedonian national thought with Macedonian characteristics was conceived and developed in the 1840s; it came to prominence in the 1860s and 1870s, and was highly advocated towards the end of the century and in particular in the early 20th century. Yet Macedonia was to be constituted as a state only after what became known as the ‘National Liberation War’, or the ‘Second Ilinden’, in the Second World War.\(^{141}\) The process of de-mythologization of Philip and Alexander was slow and difficult, while the mythologization of Cyril, Methodius, Clement and Naum continued to develop and became even more established.

There were several reasons for these developments. As the homeland of the Slavonic script, and also of the Slavonic literary language, together with the aura of the establishment of the first Slavonic university and the appointment of the first Slavic bishop in the Balkans, as the land with the largest number of surviving churches and monasteries, manuscripts and other monuments that maintained the traditions of the Slavonic educators, Macedonia became the object of extensive studies — first by foreigners, and later by the Macedonians themselves. It is important to point out that there was practically no Macedonian Revival activist who did not take part in the search, discovery and collection of old Slavonic manuscripts and in the recording of old icons, frescoes and other monuments in our churches and monasteries. All this significantly intensified with the preparations for and the great celebration of the Moravian Mission as well as the anniversaries of the deaths of Cyril and Methodius (1863, 1869 and 1885). In this context we should mention the various foreign ‘travellers’ in Macedonia with “partly scholarly purposes, and partly with the purpose of becoming acquainted with the birth of the Slavic world”,\(^{142}\) such as Viktor Grigorovich or Aleksandr Gilyferding. Among them the comprehensive activity of Stefan Verkovih was of particular significance.

Thus the 1860s became the cornerstone of the organized cultivation of old traditions.\(^{143}\) The celebration of May 11th as the Day of Cyril and Methodius\(^{144}\) marked the start of the public events which were reflected in the periodicals of the

\(^{141}\) D-r Blaže Ristovski, op. cit., I, 119-280.


\(^{143}\) Vasi 1 S1. Ki sel kov, op. cit., 339-345.

\(^{144}\) Ibid., 349-357. The Bulgarian press in Constantinople published the requests and proposals for this celebration in 1857. Such events were already organized at that time, but they largely became a May 11th tradition in Macedonia after the 1860s.
time. Attempts were made at opening churches and schools bearing the names of Cyril and Methodius, as well as the names of Clement and Naum, moves which the Patriarchate of Constantinople strongly opposed.

The tradition of the cult of Clement and Naum was particularly prominent in Macedonia. This is confirmed, among other things, by the exceptionally large number of these names in the region of Ohrid. The celebration of the name-day of Clement (Kliment) and Naum has always been a celebration of the saints themselves. There were massive celebrations which were nourished uninterruptedly for centuries; they further strengthened the popular tradition and also aroused and maintained the people’s awareness of their Slavic past. Although the tradition of Cyril and Methodius had been alive even before, it was considerably strengthened after the start of widespread popular celebrations of Ss Cyril and Methodius Day, making the use of the names of these saints as Christian names even more frequent.

The public word was still another element. Solemn speeches were delivered on the occasion of all public events, accompanied by special programmes dedicated to the saints. How strongly these events were felt and how these speeches were

---

145 In Prilep, for instance, Ss Cyril and Methodius Day was celebrated for the first time on May 11, 1866 (Răko Žikzi i ov, Putil i ci st i ka, I. S ñt a v i li C veta U ndov s a i D ovo Lekov, S o i ña, 1964, 256); in Salonika this took place two years later (Makedonija, II, 27, 1. VI. 1868); in Bitola it was celebrated as late as 1871 (Makedonija, V, 21, 25.V. 1871), etc.

146 According to the journal Bvl tapis (II, 63, Cari g ad ña, 4.V. 1860, 147), guild members in Bitola wished to open a school and a church bearing the name Cyril and Methodius, but the Patriarchate prelate opposed this as these patrons were not included in the list of saints of the Patriarchate of Constantinople. Nevertheless, a marble inscription reading † U ì iliëe , , Sv . K ir. i M e t . “ Ko ñ iëa O h rid g . 1 8 6 1 . Maà 6-i à was to be seen above the entrance door to the school in the Košišta quarter in Ohrid (P rofa. Iv arov i, op. cit., 46). On the seal worked out by the Ohrid goldsmith Hristo Cvetku for this school, however, a print of which was found among Dimitar Miladinov’s documents upon his arrest in Struga on February 16, 1861, there were only the following words: òvd i l . Bvl gar. Ës, obr. ul i c. Koi ñu ì ña (Brat ña Mi l a d ñov i, Ëpp e i ska. Í zdr i ñ l , k o m e n t i r al i r edakt i r al N. Trañkov, S o i ña, 1964, 172 — a letter by Mitra D. Miladinova to the Robev family of March 2, 1861). That the school in Ohrid did indeed have these saints as patrons is confirmed by the icon by Divq Zograf dated February 20, 1863, which he painted in Ohrid, where Cyril and Methodius are portrayed as holding the Slavonic script; between them is Clement (larger in size, with a mitre on his head and a sceptre in his right hand), while the inscription of the fresco-painter mentions the school in Košišta, the Metropolitan Meletius and the citizen Hristo Zlatar (Kosta ñ a Bal abanov, op. cit., 46, and the attached reproduction of the icon).

147 Although the Patriarchate did not recognize them as saints, as a legacy from the synagorion of the Archbishopric of Ohrid the people continued the centuries-old tradition and regularly celebrated the days of Clement and Naum in Ohrid.

148 A report by “a Salonika citizen, one on behalf of all” („S o unec ed i n za v i t e“, Makedonija, II, 27, 1.VI. 1868, 3) mentions that after the festive celebration of Ss Cyril and Methodius Day in the Church of the Mother of God in Salonika and after “the test has been carried out in a pure Macedono-Bulgarian language, our school, newly inaugurated and humble; [and] after the girls clad in white had sung the song about the Sultan, the antiphons to our saints and various folk songs suited to the occasion”, the people enthusiastically prepared a request to the Salonika Metropolitan to be assigned one of the thirteen churches in the city. In addition, from the mid-19th century onwards a number of songs were composed (mainly in Bulgarian) which were widely sung at celebrations in Macedonia as well — in the schools and at church meetings (St o un P etrov, „D el o t o na bra t ña K i ri l i M et ði à i
received is perhaps best illustrated by Grigor Prlićev’s speech in the Ss Cyril and Methodius Exarchal Grammar School in Salonika in 1885. Of particularly great importance was the role of the press, which swiftly developed inside the borders of Turkey and was widely read in Macedonia as well. Although most of the periodicals were Bulgarian, Macedonian developments and events were also reflected on their pages, especially after the establishment of the Bulgarian state. There were numerous articles on Cyril and Methodius, and the idea of the Bulgarian character of the work of Cyril and Methodius was becoming more and more established.

Of special significance were the textbooks used in the schools throughout Macedonia, in which a place of honour began to be given to the Salonika brothers and their disciples. The textbooks “in the Macedonian dialect” by Partenija Zografski, Dimitar V. Makedonski and Kuzman Šapkarev also increasingly


150 Partenija Zografski was certainly the best informed Macedonian in Macedonia at that time concerning the question of Cyril and Methodius (H. P o l enaković, „Белешки за кирило-методиевското просветителство”, Гласник на ИНИ, VII, I, Skopje, 1963, 170-172). In addition to his famous articles in the Constantinopolitan press and praises in honour of the Slavonic educators, Zografski included some basic information on them in his textbook Кратка своята история за училище-та в Македония (на македонското наречие), София, 1867, where he undoubtedly relies on facts from Царят венцъ към История на Българската от П. Илия Илинчев, История на българската култура, София, 1869, K.A.P. Šapkarev gives the services for Cyril and Methodius in the months of May (p. 121), in June for St Naum of Ohrid (122), in July for the Slavonic Holy Seven Saints (125) and also for Clement of Ohrid and St Panteleimon (126), repeating the service for St Clement in November (109). Among the large number of writings affirming the history of Cyril and Methodius and their work and of the Archbishopric of Ohrid, in a polemical article of 1870, Kuzman Šapkarev writes that at one time Cyril and Methodius "translated the holy writings and established literacy not in the Moesian or Thracian B. dialect, but in their own, now despised [?] Macedono-Bulgarian dialect, in which they were born and brought up..." (Bl аже Копонски, Кон македонската преродба, 65).
dealt with these subjects, but they were presented mainly according to foreign
concepts or under the influence of the historiography available at the time. It was
only with the textbooks and other publications by Іорѓиа M. Pulevski that a
comparatively clear national position was put forward concerning the tradition of
Cyril and Methodius, leading to a more systematic building of the historical,
cultural and national awareness of the people based on a national ideology under
a distinct name.

Important figures in the field of literature (Jordan Hadќkonstantinov-D/ginot, Konstantin Petkovи, Georgi Dinkata, Dimitar and Konstantin Miladinov,

---

153 Іорѓиа M. Pulevski, Рееми к от т pi jezi ka..., 40-42. Pulevski deals with these questions in
greatest detail in his work (which remained a manuscript) Славио-македоноска орнит а и ст о-
рп ў... (Ризко сен от дел на Нар однат а би l i отека „Ки rl i i Методи а“, Соф и я, № 32/1958,
1.-11).


155 Studying in Russia, Konstantin Petkovи had the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the
history of the entire work of Cyril and Methodius, and this was reflected in his varied scholarly,
journalistic and literary work. In a letter to Stefan Verkoviш, dated November 28/December 10, 1860,
after thanking him for the collection of folk songs he had sent him, with a Misirkov-like accuracy he
points out to him that “Bulgarian songs and stories can be found in Macedonia, whose language might
be even purer around Bitola, Ohrid and Veles” (as the Central-Macedonian dialect) and that “[t]here is
no doubt now, after living in Macedonia, that the Bulgarians are the real descendants of those Slavs for
whom Ss Cyril and Methodius translated the Holy Scriptures” (Документи за българският о
спираляем от Архи епископ И. Веркови ш 1860-1893. Съставители и подготвители за
речит Дарин на Велев и н.с. Трифон Вилов, под редакцията и презедето от М.-Х. Христов, Соф и я,
1969, 19).

156 The work of Georgi Dinkata is still unknown to us in its entirety, although we know that he wrote a
large number of poems, textbooks (history, geography, etc.) and articles as well as abundant correspon-
dence. He revered in particular the work of Cyril and Methodius, as did his entire prominent family.
This can be seen in the verses he sent to Georgi S. Rakovski (1862), especially in the poem ‘Само вила’
(Sprite) (Проф. Ив. Симонов, Съвременният българският дълбок въг връзка с взаимодействие на
древните орнит и документи, Соф и я, 1937, 209-213), and in the document entitled ‘Позна се бъръг’
(Know Thyself) (Иbid., 213-215). As an advocate of the use of the Macedonian dialect within the basis of
the common literary language, Dinkata insisted that his article entitled „Свързуна та македонски тър
ст рани” (Македония, И, II, 1878, 3) be printed in “his own Salonika dialect, which if it did not fully preserve the beauty of Cyril’s language, was nevertheless older...”

157 Dimitar and Konstantin Miladinov had the opportunity of becoming acquainted very early on with the
various folk traditions of Clement and Naum and also with numerous written records, frescoes and
icons in their region. Viktor I. Grigorovich only strengthened their interest, and their contacts with
Mount Athos, and in particular with Partenija Zografski, made it possible for them to become closely
acquainted with these subjects. The question of the relics of St Clement of Ohrid was the subject of
Dimitar Miladinov’s published correspondence (Брат и Ми ad novi, Пепели ска. I задр и, комен-
tи р а ѝ редакториал на Н. Тра̀ков, Соф и я, 1964, 15), as well as of Grigorovich’s personal writings
(Очеркъс ри ени в ро Европейската Турсия. I здане в т о р не, Москва, 1877, 98-99). Miladi-
nov’s interest in the old Slavonic manuscripts was aroused “ten years” before the arrival of Grigorovich,
when the Russian consul in Greece, I. Paparigopoulos, found in St Naum’s Monastery “all the works
of Grigory” (Пепели ска, 43). Dimitar Miladinov was delighted with the introduction of ‘Slavonic’ in
the schools and churches of Struga. On November 28, 1859, he wrote: “You should know that the fire
was stirred in Ohrid, a strong party was formed that no Prelate can stop in any way. They officiated
with six priests wearing vestments and they celebrated on the day of St Clement” (Пепели ска, 99).
On December 25 he expressed his gratitude to Ivan Denkoglu on behalf of “the Guardians of the holy
family of the Reverend Naum of Ohrid" for the Shroud sent, which, Dimitar wrote, "reminds us of the devastated precious treasures of the once glorious but now impoverished fatherland. This sacred gift reminds every compatriot of the ancient Slavic brilliance and incites every sensitive soul to go back to his true mother and draw his mother’s sweet milk.” He informed him that “on this November 25th, when the holy memory of St Clement is celebrated, a dazzling and solemn service was held in the Metropolitan Church, and during the conveyance of the immaculate secrets the glorious names of the Slavic benefactors were mentioned, and one of the priests delivered an appropriate eulogy in the Bulgarian language during the service,” but “[i]n order to fulfill better the amiable hopes cherished by the Slavic saints, Clement, Naum, Cyril and Methodius, we appointed a teacher in our revived mother tongue…” (Препи ска, 105). Miladinov not only had close contacts among prominent figures in the areas of science, politics and publishing (Aleksand‘r F. Gilyferding, Viktor Grigorovich, Stefan Verkovih, Yakov G. Orel-Oshmyantsev, Aleksand‘r V. Rachinsky, E. Yuzhakov, Petr I. Sevastyanov, Pavel I. Sevastyanov, Mikhail A. Hitrovo, Aleksand‘r Egzarh, etc.), but he also maintained direct contact with all the more important persons in Macedonia at the time and with various institutions and organizations inside the country and abroad, which was of exceptional significance for the enhancement and expansion of his views and actions. On the other hand, Konstantin Miladinov, possessing a profound knowledge of the Slavic heritage in Macedonia, not only fought together with his brother, but also had the opportunity of attending Partenija Zografski’s lectures in the Zograph (Zographou) Monastery, and also of listening to the lectures of the most prominent Russian Slavic scholars of the time and of following numerous publications dealing with the subject of Cyril and Methodius. He was well acquainted with the work of “our educators, Cyril and Methodius”, he examined the old manuscripts in the Zograph Monastery, where he copied three bulls, one of which (on the Archbishopric of Ohrid) he published, reminding that the first “Bulgarian bishop, according to Theophylact’s testimony, was the Reverend Clement in Belica or Dremvica”, and that “His epitaph still stands in the cathedral church in Ohrid” (Константи Миладинов, Избор. Избор и предговор Гане Тодоровски, Скопие, 1980, 60-64).

Rajko Жинзов emerged as the most active Macedonian in the Slavic Committee in Moscow, but he had brought the traditions of Cyril and Methodius from Macedonia, in particular after his association with Dimitar Miladinov. His poems, articles and speeches (H. Поленаков, op. cit., 173-176) were not only well received among the pupils and students from Macedonia in Russia, but also had a significant impact on certain groups of people in Macedonia itself.

Grigor Prliев, having rejected his earlier Hellenistic views, embarked on a serious study of the old Slavonic culture in Macedonia, and it was not only with the popular poem In the Year 1762, but also through his orations on Clement, Cyril and Methodius that he made a tremendous contribution to the affirmation of that past and to the cultural and national awakening of our people, particularly in the struggle for the restoration of the Archbishopric of Ohrid. Having rejected his Greek orientation and unable to defeat Bulgarianism, Prliев started along a line of ‘Macedonism’, writing a short grammar, with obvious efforts to establish a continuity with the Old Slavonic era of Cyril and Methodius. It was certainly not by chance that Prliев gave the name Kiril (Cyril) to his only son.

Marko Cepenkov also acknowledged his debt to the work of Cyril and Methodius and contributed to its affirmation. In 1896 he published his ode to the Salonika brothers entitled Μονή Ρενετά (Од гръцките свещеници), and in his not completely known Περιγραφή Νεκρίσεως (О възпоменението), in: Прогресър бълъгарска екзархия, 1838-1938, 8), among other things, he wrote that in 1885 in Prilep “a garden [was made] specially for Ss Cyril and Methodius in memory of the 1000th anniversary of St Methodius’s death” (Марко К. Цепенков, Българският народни патриоти в Охрид през XIX и началото на XX век, София, 1980, 395).
In spite of the many difficulties in making their works accessible to people in general, a number of intellectuals managed to come into contact with this literary production, and it exerted its influence. The appearance of certain songs about the Slavic brothers, however, and their widespread distribution, in particular through the schools and public performances, was an important element in the process of national awakening.

Finally, the opening of the Exarchal Grammar School in Salonika which took the name of Cyril and Methodius played a significant part in this history. The birthplace of the brothers increasingly affirmed itself as the future centre of Macedonian culture and the prospective state, and was turning into a centre of events which marked Macedonian history. The nation needed this and created such ideas.

As a result of these cultural and national developments, it was natural for the revolutionary movement in Macedonia, from its very first days, to place the cult of the Salonika brothers as Slavonic and Macedonian educators high on its banner. Various societies, reading clubs and committees adopted the names of the Salonika brothers and their disciples. As early as 1872 we find the St Clement Reading Club, which later (in 1885) became a highly active society with the same patron, and in 1894 it notified the public that “the Ohrid Sunday School will be a continuation of the former ‘St Clement’ and ‘Arsenius’ and will be named

---

162Траянов Кирилнен, Софийска, София, 1898, 120-122; [Горчева Петрова], „Праздноването на Св. Кирил и Методий“, Балкан, 1, 23, София, 1. VI. 1883, 9-10.

163Some hymns, odes and other songs dealing with Cyril and Methodius were made highly popular through the Exarchal churches and schools in Macedonia as well (Стеван П. Василев, „Кирил и Методий а в балгарски пеене и стихи“, in: Хидол и сто години славянска писменост, ..., 383-390; Стоян Петров, „Делото на братата Кирил и Методий в балгарската музика“, in: Хидол и сто години славянска писменост, ..., 489-514).

164The Ss Cyril and Methodius Boys’ Grammar School in Salonika was opened in 1881 (Проф. Иван Стогаров), and the seal put on the 1870 letters from the Salonika Community (П р а в о, 12, София, 29. V. 1872, 4; 28, 18. IX. 1872, 4; Свобода, II, 52, Бугарска, 10. VI. 1872, 420).

165Петар Драганов, a teacher in the Salonika Exarchal Grammar School, in 1885/86 held a ‘private’ course entitled ‘The Activity of Cyril and Methodius’ (К. Л. Струкова, „Записки от дневния работен ден“, Балкан, 166 and 184), and the seal put on the 1870 letters from the Salonika Community (written by Veniamin Mavunkovski) shows only the words Българска епархия на Софийската Солунска, but in the middle of the seal there are engravings of the figures of the Salonika brothers (Смиловска библиотека, 235 and 237), Were not these seals perhaps added later?

166Петар Д. Драганов, a teacher in the Salonika Exarchal Grammar School, in 1885/86 held a ‘private’ course entitled ‘The Activity of Cyril and Methodius’ (К. Л. Струкова, „Записки от дневния работен ден“, Балкан, 166 and 184), and after his return to Russia (1887) he started preparing (in the Russian Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg) the first complete Vseobuch Kiyevskogo perioda enexb, but in the middle of the seal there are engravings of the figures of the Salonika brothers (Смиловска библиотека, 235 and 237). Were not these seals perhaps added later?

167А. Кесков, “Предвече на революционната организация в Охридско”, Илия Радескович, VI, I, София, 1934, 10-13; Охридската организация, който е означаващите организационни и така власт до края на правата в света която, Скопие, 1978, 177-179. The Society opened a Sunday School for Adults bearing the name of the latest Ohrid Archbishop, Arsenius.
There was a number of similar actions in the ‘Lozar’ period, and this cult was also adopted during the Ilinden period; it was not by chance that there were proposals that the Ilinden Uprising start on Ss Cyril and Methodius Day. Perhaps the best example of this is the patronage of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg. In his book Za makedonskite raboti (On Macedonian Matters), published in December 1903, Krste Misirkov writes that the Society’s name is ‘St Clement’, and Stefan J. Dedov from Ohrid says the following in his journal of November 21, 1904: “On 25th of this month, the St Clement Macedonian Student Society in St Petersburg will celebrate its patron’s holiday.” Yet in the ‘Constitution’ of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society, adopted by its members (in Misirkov’s absence) on December 16, 1903, and submitted for confirmation to the Council of the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society on the 20th of the same month, the last article, 21, expressly states the following: “The Society has the Holy Slav Apostles Cyril and Methodius as its patrons.” We find the same in other surviving documents. There were obvious disagreements with regard to the patronage between Misirkov and Dedov on the one hand, and Čupovski, as the president of the Society (and perhaps other members), on the other. It is interesting that the Slav-Macedonian National-Educational Society (1912) and the Russian-Macedonian Charitable Society (1913) bore the name of Ss Cyril and Methodius, and the journal Makedonski Golos bore the “activity of the holy brothers Cyril and Methodius”.

Even in June 1917, under the text of the Programme of the Macedonian Revolutionary Committee in Petrograd concerning the Balkan Federal Democratic Republic, the head Dimitrija Čupovski put the signatures of the three institutions: Macedonski Revolucionniy Komitet. Macedonsko-drugarstvo imeni Kirilla i Methodia.

---

168 Arhi v na Nar odni ot mazej vo Ohrid, F. Mitropolija: Izhodna kniga na Ohridskoto Nedelno uchitelno uchebnica „Sv. Kliment”, str. 14; Hodi ni, V, 19, Carigrad, 25.HI.1894, 4 (the same can be found in the following number).
170 K.P. Misirkov, Za makedonski raboti, Sofija, 1903, IV, 1, 45, 67 and 68.
171 Kari er, I, 14, Sofija, 21.HI.1904, 4.
172 Dr Bitole Ri stovski, Di ti ri pja Čupovski (1878-1940) i Makedonskot o nauka i vrednoten na srednoto i vrednata na pet i peti slavski i razni i vrednovi na makedonskata narodna na makedonski ucheni, II, 1, Skopje, 1978, 246.
173 Diodor, II, 16. We find the same title in the monogram on the emblem of this society (i.e., 17, and also on the colour photograph preceding page 289).
174 Diodor, II, 153.
175 D. Čupovski, „Makedonis i Makedonska (Kul ur no-i stori i veshki obzor na Makedoni i)”, Makedonski golos (Makedonski Glas), 1, I, S.-Petrovgrad, 9.V.1913, 7-8. All the numbers of the journal present “the first Slav teachers” as the symbol of Macedonian national culture.
Throughout the war years, when the fate of the Macedonian people was being decided, the Macedonians firmly insisted on the Salonika brothers and the Ohrid saints and educators in order to show the individuality and continuity of Macedonian culture and history to the world.

This cult, not without romantic ingredients, grew steadily in the period between the two world wars. Nikola K. Majski, Milan Ј. Vojnicalija, Radoslav Petkovski, Hristo Popsimov, Dimе Malенко and many other writers also expressed their feelings towards the first Slav teachers in verses written in their mother tongue. The indefatigable Misirkov demonstrated the same position in nearly all of his works. In his series of articles in the Macedonian and Bulgarian press (1923-1925) he pointed out that “the Holy Cyril and Methodius spread the Macedonian word and script among all Slavic peoples” and that they “are our prophets, saints, educators and representatives of the Macedonian national spirit, of Macedonian national culture”. Yet he did not forget to emphasize that “the Slavs in Macedonia, which laid the foundations of national education and culture among almost all the Slav peoples — both western and eastern Slavs — through the activity of the holy Cyril and Methodius and their Macedonian disciples, have seen nothing good or beneficial for themselves from these Slavs”.

This tradition was developed and supported in particular by the progressive Macedonian national, cultural and literary activists in the 1930s. The press of the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (United), and also the Macedonian People’s League of America (in the United States and Canada), copiously used and affirmed the work of Cyril and Methodius and their disciples. They

176 D-r Blӑе Ri stовски, op. cit., II, 262-263; Бол в народа, 43, Петраграда, 18.VI.1917, 2.
177 D-r Blӑе Ri stовски, Македонски от st i h 1900-1944. Истраживања и мат ери жал и, I, Скопје, 1980, 116-117.
178 His daughter Pavlina Apostolova, living in Skopje, had a large collection of 48 songs and poems by Milan Ј. Vojnicalija, dedicated by the author to Trajko Kratovaliev on November 21, 1938 (two months before his death), where the first poem, От евест ао (1927), has the dedication “to Cyril and Methodius”.
179 D-r Blӑе Ri stовски, Македонски от st i h 1900-1944, II, 207-208.
180 Илио, 230-231. Hristo Popsimov’s position on the work of Cyril and Methodius can be seen from his surviving preface to the unpublished collection of poetry entitled Луда крв (Bоld Blood) by Voislav Ilisk, dating from 1935 (D-r Bl ӑе Ri отовски, Проза и рофи лл е од македонскиат а ли т ерат и урна и ст от вр, I, Скопје, 1982, 230; D-r St оjан Ri стовски, Li t ерат урна и спи т швана, Skopje, 1983, 85).
181 D-r Bl ӑе Ri стовски, Македонски от st i h 1900-1944, I, 97.
182 К. Ми сирковъ, „Крали Марко”, Hl и идеи, III, 12, Соф ия, 25.III.1923, 2.
183 К. Ми сирковъ—македонесъ, „Ще успеят ли ? “, М и ри, ННН, 7147, Соф ия, 10.IV.1924, 1.
184 К. Ми сирковъ, „Македони я и пражки я конгресъ”, 20 ВО и и, I, 9, Соф ия, 8.VI.1924, 2.
were paid particular attention in the journal Македонски Вести (Macedonian News, 1935-1936) of Angel Dinev as well as in his prominent book Македонските словeni (The Macedonian Slavs, 1938). This was an important breakthrough in the contemporary awareness of the Macedonian, which led first to the National Liberation War and somewhat later to our free national development. Коко Рацин, Nikola Vapcarov, Kosta Veselinov, Vasil Ivanovski and many others only strengthened this cult into a progressive line of our development, with a vision not too different from that we cherish today. If in 1936 the writer signing himself as “Nik. I-v” called “the Macedonian educators of the new era — Димот, Theodosius of Skopje and the ‘Lozars’ — the advocates of making the westerm [Macedonian] dialect a standard, and others […] worthy followers of the first Macedonian teachers, Ss Cyril and Methodius”, there was nothing more natural than that the Provincial Committee of the Communist Party of Macedonia addressed the Macedonians, in its mouthpiece Искра (Spark) of January 1941, in the following way:

Brothers!

You have your own language, your own culture, your own traditions, songs, etc. You have a glorious history and past. Cyril and Methodius were neither Serbs nor Bulgarians, but Macedonian Slavs who gave literacy and culture to all the Slavs…

It must be underlined that the tradition of Cyril and Methodius was also cherished among other Macedonian organizations in the United States and Canada. As early as 1907 in Granite City, for instance, a church community and a church bearing the name of Ss Cyril and Methodius were established, and there has been a similar church in Toronto since 1910 (50-годишната година на Македонско-Българската Православна Църква в Торонто, 1910-1960).

In addition to other articles (published after 1934), Vasil Ivanovski is the author of the monographic manuscript „Македонския язик и неговото значение в сега и нещастие на национално възраждане и разрушаване“ which he wrote in the Skopje Central Prison in 1943-1944. Among other things, it pays special attention to the Salonika brothers and their disciples and followers. See: Vasi I van Ivanovski, Зашо о ни е Македонци и т е сега национално възраждане и разрушаване на националното значение на двамата братя и въздействието на тяхната работа, AV, Skopje, 1936, 257, 261, 263, 265; Vasi I van Ivanovski, Зашо о ни е Македонци и т е сега въздействието на тяхната работа, AV, Skopje, 1936, 257, 261, 263, 265; Vasi I van Ivanovski, Зашо о ни е Македонци и т е сега въздействието на тяхната работа, AV, Skopje, 1936, 257, 261, 263, 265.
Immediately after the Bulgarian occupation of Macedonia, the Ilinden proclamation of the Provincial Committee of the Workers’ Party in Macedonia stated: “Everything which is Macedonian and great in the Macedonian struggle and culture has been appropriated by Bulgarian fascists and presented as Bulgarian: Ss Cyril and Methodius, Goece Delîev, the Macedonian revolutionary struggle, the Macedonian language (our language was allegedly ‘sweet and melodious Bulgarian’).”194 This is repeated in the next year’s Ilinden proclamation,195 and a leaflet from that period protests: “They have forbidden us to celebrate Ss Cyril and Methodius as Macedonian and Slavic apostles and teachers.”196 The mouthpiece of the Macedonian Provincial Committee, Bilten (Bulletin), of March-April 1942, proudly writes: “Macedonia has borne two brothers, Cyril and Methodius, who have given the alphabet and written culture to all the Slavs. Every more cultured Macedonian knows that the disciples of these two brothers, headed by Clement, first went to Moravia (Bohemia), which groaned under the German yoke at the time, in order to preach in the Slavonic language.”197 Similar articles appeared in many other periodicals during the National Liberation War. Hence it was natural that Cyril and Methodius’s Day was proclaimed the holiday of education in free Macedonia, and it was no surprise that one of the first decisions of the Agency of People’s Education (of the Presidium of the Anti-Fascist Assembly of the National Liberation of Macedonia) was its decision in favour of “the celebration of St Clement of Ohrid’s Day, on December 8, 1944”.198 He “was one of the greatest disciples of the brothers Cyril and Methodius”, as “this son of Macedonia […] is still today, as he was 1,000 years ago, the protector of our national whole and the patron of our entire national culture”.199

Accordingly, the tradition of Cyril and Methodius is an indigenous tradition in Macedonia which has been constantly built up (by external factors as well) and has firmly evolved into a fundamental element of the process of affirmation of the Macedonian nation, culture and statehood.

---

195 Ibid., 247.
196 Ibid., 216.
197 Istorijski arhiivi na Komunistiska partija na Makedonija, t. II. Crat arhivski slet na Narodnoosloboditelna borba vo Makedonija 1941-1944, kn. prva, 1941-1943, Skopje, 1952, 81.
199 Ibid., 339-341.
Traditional Contacts and Relations between Macedonia and Russia

It is indeed difficult to study the roots of mutual relations between the Slavs in Russia and those in Macedonia, as most scholars believe that the Macedonians are a part that was separated from the main Slavic stock living beyond the Carpathian Mountains. Furthermore, the settlement of the Slavs in Macedonia took place over several centuries, ending as late as the 7th century, involving the southernmost regions of the Slavic migration wave, but there are no Slavic written testimonies whatsoever dating from that period. Hence discussion of this subject can start only with the Slavs’ conversion to Christianity and their literacy, which are linked with the mission of the Salonika brothers, Cyril and Methodius, and their disciples and followers.

Regardless of whether Cyril and Methodius, on their famous mission, found some “Russian characters”, meaning “Russian” literacy, which they could somehow use in their subsequent activity, it is important that they themselves came to the Russian regions towards the mid-9th century. But what has been known to scholarship for certain is the fact that by AD 863 at the latest, at the request of

200Klement Ohridski, Собрани јavnih његових, III. Прост ранњи жит и в на Кирил и Методиј, P ob gost in za pеčat Bono St. Angel ovi Hrist o Kodov, Sofия, 1973, 127 and 150.

201I. F. Oksi ok, „Перве столетия християнства на Руси и пагани запад”, Botoslovi osnov i od t п руды, 28, Moskva, 1987, 194. It is suggested that as early as the second half of the 9th century and the early 10th century there was already a “Russian Metropolitanate” in Kievan Russia, which was listed in the catalogue of Emperor Leo VI as item 61, and in the survey of Emperor Constantine Phrygyogenitus as item 60 in the list of metropolitanates of the Constantinopolitan Patriarch (ibid., 195; M. V. Levvenko, Очерк о свят ой пассо-ост ван и џьохно новени а, Moskva, 1956, 88).

Even Princess Olga, the widow of Prince Igor, was converted to Christianity in the 950s, and there was already a Christian community in Kiev (I. F. Oksi ok, op. cit., 195). The 967 Bull of Pope John ІІІІ to Boleslav the Czech decrees, among other things, that the religious service in the Bishopric of Prague “should by no means be carried out in conformity with the rites of the Bulgarian or Russian peoples”, but in Latin (ibid., 196-197). Some even allow the possibility that some of Cyril and Methodius’s disciples might have reached Russia (after their banishment), so it was with their help that Christianity in Kiev took root and stood against the pressure of the pagan reaction. According to Russian chronicles, towards the mid-10th century the Christians in Kiev already had a church of their own, St Elijah the Prophet, where the Christians making the agreement with Byzantium took an oath of faithfully abiding by it, whereas Prince Igor and other delegates took an oath on the hill, where the idol of Perun stood. The “Russian bishop” Adalbert arrived in Kiev in 961 as the representative of Otto I and Pope John ІІІ, even though he had to leave Russia soon afterwards (ibid., 196-197).
the Moravian Prince Rostislav, for purely political and strategic reasons, they obeyed the order of the Byzantine Emperor Michael III and, on the basis of the vernacular of the Slavs living around Salonika, created a special alphabet (Glagolitic) which was later adopted as the sacral and state script of the Moravian state and church. The foundations were also laid of general Slav education and culture which developed in the subsequent course of history to a great extent as a result of the establishment of Clement’s and Naum’s Ohrid Literary School in Macedonia, which became the principle literary centre where the largest number and the most important monuments and records of Slavonic literacy and culture have been preserved.  

The return of Clement and Naum to Macedonia, to the diocese which was still nominally under the jurisdiction of the Roman Church, provided a beneficial ground for the cultivation of Glagolitic literacy as a sacral script consecrated by the Pope and as the direct continuation of the traditions of Cyril and Methodius. Here we must not overlook the reference in Homatian’s Life of Clement that Pope Adrian (in Rome) raised Clement “to the bishop’s throne”, and later appointed Archbishop Methodius “as the bishop of the whole of Illyria and of the Bulgarian people who ruled the land”. Only in this way does it become understandable why Clement abandoned the Bulgarian capital almost immediately, in 886, and returned to his diocese, and why as a bishop he maintained contacts only with the Bulgarian state leader and not with the existing Bulgarian Archbishop, the head of the Bulgarian Church. It is in this way that it becomes clear why even after Simeon’s reforms in 893, the Ohrid Literary School continued to use Glagolitic as its sacral script, despite the “composed” Cyrillic in Preslav, which brought about certain differences in linguistic and orthographic norms.  

As far as our subject is concerned, of essential significance was the historical fact that in 972 Bulgaria came under the control of the Byzantine Empire, and the territories of the Bulgarian Patriarchate were once again placed under the direct jurisdiction of the Constantinopolitan Patriarch. Only four years later the uprising of the komitopouloi in Macedonia broke out, and Samuel established his vast empire in the Balkans with its centre around the Ohrid Literary School. In all probability he proclaimed himself the heir to the Bulgarian crown through the mediation of the Roman Church; he adopted Cyrillic as the state script, but showed tolerance towards the sacral Glagolitic written tradition. It is of essential signifi-

---

cance that he raised (again with the mediation of the Pope) the Archbishopric of Ohrid to the rank of a patriarchate; being an internationally recognized state, his empire established relations with nearby and more distant countries and peoples.

Of paramount significance was the fact that at the same time when the only Slavic Orthodox state was Samuel’s,\(^\text{205}\) in Old Russia the Russians were converted to Christianity and received Slavonic literacy (988).\(^\text{206}\) Hence in 1913 the Russian Slavic scholar M.D. Priselkov\(^\text{207}\) put forward the thesis about the role of the Ohrid Church in the constitution of the Russian church hierarchy. In the person of the said metropolitan John in the story of the canonization of the first Russian saints Boris and Gleb he sees the Ohrid Patriarch John who (later demoted to archbishop) died in 1037. So Blaće Koneski is right when he reminds the reader that Valery Pogorelov wrote that the Old Russian language was more influenced by the Ohrid Literary School than by the school at Preslav.\(^\text{208}\)

These hypotheses have found full justification in the research work of Vladimir Moshin, who has established, on the basis of concrete data from written records, that there were well-developed links between Tsar Samuel and Prince Vladimir I.

\(^{205}\)We suppose that Samuel’s state bore the Bulgarian national appellation because it was presented as a successor to the former Bulgarian empire, which was the necessary condition for receiving international state-constitutional recognition (by the Pope). Yet there is an interesting miniature published by Yeger Oskar (Всеобщая история четвертая, 5-е издание, Санкт-Петербург, 1896, between pp. 144 and 145), taken from the collection Евангелия четвертая, which belonged to Emperor Henry II (1002-1024), from the time when the only Slavic empire was Samuel’s Empire (existing up to 1018). This miniature shows, allegorically, four Graces (‘countries/peoples’) offering gifts of gratitude to the Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, dressed in imperial clothes and with imperial crowns on their heads, with clearly written signatures above their heads: Roma, Gallia, Germania, Sclavinia. This last Grace (Sclavinia) holds a golden globe in her right hand, which is a symbol of the sun and of light, and points with her left hand towards the sky. It is shown as a blonde girl dressed in white, with characteristic Slavic embroidery around her neck and bosom, and there is a dark-cherry (purple?) cape put over her dress — as a sign of imperial greatness. She wears a crown on her head in the form of a battlemented tower which differs from all other crowns in the miniature (П р о т о и е арх. Лев Лебедев, Крешение в Славиния, 988-1988, Москва, 1987, 8-10). Can we thus assume that Samuel’s state bore the name Славиния (Sclavinia)?

\(^{206}\)Although there are different views concerning the time of the Russians’ adoption of Christianity, it is believed that Prince Vladimir I himself was baptized in 988 in Chersonesus (Korsun), and that afterwards the whole of the country was gradually converted to Christianity.

\(^{207}\)M.D. Priselkov, ,,Очерки по церковно-политической истории Киевской Руси “. Записки Историко-филологического факультета СПб. университета, S P b., 1913, 23-76. We must note, however, that Priselkov’s opinion (that the Russian Metropolitanate was dependent on the Archbishopric of Ohrid from the very beginning and that it was as late as 1037, after the death of the Ohrid Archbishop John, that the ‘Greek’ Metropolitanate of the Patriarchate of Constantinople was established in Kiev) is bluntly rejected (as being unfounded) by a number of researchers (see: M.V. Levvenko, op. cit., 373, etc.; A. Poppa, ,,Руская митрополия Константинопольского Патриархата в ХІ столетии”, Библиография, 1968-1969; Mитрополит Минский и Белорусский Филарет, ,,Крешение святого князя Владимира Русской земли”, Библиография, 1987, 71, etc.).

\(^{208}\)Blaće Koneski, ,,Канони зација на словенски свештеници в Охридската црква “, Њело, MANU, I, 1-2, Скопје, 1976, 63.
at the time of the Russians’ conversion to Christianity and the organization of the Slavonic religious service in the Russian church. Moshin says: “In the widespread network of international relations at the time, of particular significance were the relations with the West over the question of the establishment of an independent Patriarchate of Ohrid, on the one hand, and the relations with the other Slav countries, on the other, especially those with the Russian Prince Vladimir at the time of Russia’s conversion to Christianity and the organization of the church there.”

Elsewhere Moshin points out that it was from Macedonia that “Slavonic priests with Slavonic books were sent to the Eastern-Slav brothers in Christ.”

Relying primarily on the oldest surviving Cyrillic musical document, the Novgorod (Kiprian’s) folios, in the words of Dr Sotir Golaboski, Moshin writes: “The Novgorod folios, as a Macedonian text from the end of the 10th century, still carry the tradition of the systematic use of the Greek cephonetic notation of the time, and in the Russian Ostromir Gospel, from the mid-11th century. Deacon Gregory uses only the signs written within the text as punctuation, with rare instances of the use of diacritical marks after the example of the Macedonian manuscript in red ink.”

Studying the oldest Russian records and determining their origin, Mikhail N. Speransky had spoken early of their “Bulgarian-Macedonian origin”. Moshin, however, goes even further, specifying that “the definitive affirmation of the South-Slavic influence on the Russian church coincides with the time of the conversion of Russia to Christianity and is connected with the diplomatic relations between Prince Vladimir and Samuel of Ohrid.”

Unfortunately, the relations between Samuel and Vladimir have remained as yet unstudied, as has the entire diplomatic activity of the Ohrid ruler. In connection with our subject, we would like to quote the highly provocative remark of Viktor B. Shklovsky in an interview that “the wife of Vladimir the Great was from Ohrid”. The corroboration of this account may shed more light on the relations between Ohrid and Kiev at the time, as this might have been one of the ‘political marriages’ of the Kievan Prince. Thus the act of Christianization and the organi-

---

209 Vladimir Moshin, S pomeni za srednovivesten i📝 stori na Makedonija (Predgovor), Skopje, 1975, 11.
210 Vladimir Moshin, Slovenski rakopi vo Makedonija, 1, Skopje, 1971, 7.
211 Dr. Sotir Golaboski, „Moumi na rusko-makedonski t’evski za vreme na pokrivaweto na Rusite“, Kul’turer, 1-2, Skopje, 1988, 14-16.
212 Vladimir Moshin, op. cit., 13.
213 Dr. Sotir Golaboski, op. cit., 14.
zation of the Russian church, and especially the introduction of Slavonic literacy among the Russians, become more understandable as both state-diplomatic and cultural-civilizational acts. Yet the sources from this period are neither clear nor accurate. Let us pose the following question: when, how and why was there such a ‘political marriage’?

Nikolay M. Karamzin points out that “even before Vladimir, polygamy was not considered illegal in pagan Russia”,216 and then goes on to write that this did not stop Vladimir from “manifesting a noble devotion towards the pagan gods”, erecting silver statues of the God Perun and offering blood sacrifice—perhaps to appease his conscience and pacify the gods “irritated by his fratricide”. “But,” Karamzin writes, “this piety of Vladimir’s did not prevent him from sinking into sensual pleasures. His first wife was Rogneda, the mother of Izyaslav, Mstislav, Yaroslav, Vsevolod and of two daughters; having killed his brother, he took his pregnant sister-in-law as a hostage, who gave birth to Svyatopolk; by his second legal wife, a Czech or Bohemian, he had his son Vysheslav; by his third — Svyatoslav and Mstislav; by his fourth wife, born in Bulgaria — Boris and Gleb. In addition, if we are to believe the chronicle, he had 300 hostage wives in Vyshegorod, 300 in present-day Belogorotka (near Kiev) and 200 in the village of Berestovo. Every pretty woman or girl was afraid of his passionate eyes; he scorned the sanctity of marriage ties and innocence. In a word, the chronicler calls him the Second Solomon in love of women.”217

These data, drawn from Nestor’s chronicle Повесть временных лет218 and his Сказание о Борисе и Глебе219 show that Prince Vladimir indeed had several wives and twelve sons by them; that these wives came from various states and nationalities; that he concluded and broke marriages just as he concluded and broke international accords with various rulers; that his fourth wife was “from Bulgaria”220 and that he had by her his sons Boris and Gleb, who became the first Russian saints in the church history of Russia. Of course, at least from the time of Vladimir’s conversion to Christianity (988) to his death (1015) there was no Bulgarian state or church, but probably it was Samuel’s state that bore that name (even though this question requires more detailed study),221 and in all probability the reference is to that wife of Vladimir’s from Ohrid, to use the words of Shklovsky. When and how did this happen?

216Н.М. Карамзин, „История государства Российского“, Москва, 2, Москва, 1988, 120.
217Там же, 121.
218Памятники литературы древней Руси XI–начало XII века, Москва, 1978, 94.
219Там же, 278.
220In the sources: „от болгар — Борис и Глеб“ (Повесть в., 94); „отъ болгар — Борис и Глеб“ (Сказание в., 278).
221See note 205.
There are still no known direct references, but we can draw some conclusions from indirect accounts. According to the Armenian historian of the time, Asohik, Samuel made unsuccessful attempts “at becoming related to Basil”, but failing to do this, in August 986 he attacked Byzantium and, in the battle near Ihtiman, Emperor Basil narrowly escaped, saving his head. Samuel’s enlarged state reached the shores of three seas and his contacts with Kievan Russia were now maintained easily. It is highly probable that the political marriage with Vladimir took place at that time. Engaged in difficult internal strife with Bardas Phocas, Basil II demanded help from Vladimir. Vladimir gave him 6,000 soldiers, but the Byzantine emperor had to give Princess Anne (Basil’s sister) as a wife to Vladimir, once the latter adopted Christianity. Prince Vladimir fulfilled his promise: he sent his soldiers and in the first months of 988 he was baptized, but the Byzantine emperor failed to abide by the agreement. Then Vladimir surrounded the town of Chersonesus (Korsun) and after a six-month siege captured it and issued an ultimatum to the Byzantine emperor, demanding that he send his sister as Vladimir’s wife. Under pressure from Samuel’s attacks and unrest in Asia Minor, Basil II fulfilled the agreement, and Vladimir married Anne in Chersonesus. Then Vladimir returned the town to Byzantium and went back to Kiev together with his new wife.

Regardless of the fact that the chronology of events is not clear nor sufficiently accurate, it is certain that the conversion to Christianity took place sometime in 988, and with the participation of Constantinople at that time. Vladimir Moshin, however, writes that after Vladimir captured Chersonesus, “he sent an envoy to Samuel of Macedonia with a proposal for an alliance and a request for the organization of a Christian church with a Slavonic service. All this was fulfilled by the dispatching of Bishop Leon to Russia, taking the post of Russian Metropolitan, who set off to take up this duty together with many missionaries — priests and deacons — and carrying a large number of Slavonic religious books. The Russian chronicle of the Novgorod prelates of 991 says: ‘The Beatific Vladimir adopted Christianity… and he brought the Metropolitan Leon to Kiev, and Joachim of Korsun to Novgorod’.”

This was certainly possible, but probably only after Vladimir’s adoption of Christianity. It is not insignificant that Prince Vladimir assumed the name Basil upon his baptism, and that the metropolitan in Kievan Russia were for a long time appointed by the Patriarchate of Constantinople. But it is still not sufficiently
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222 Всевобуча ит о рія С т епаноса Таранката, Асохі ки по розповідю, Москва, 1864, 175.
223 According to the sources, this ‘Russian’ unit consisted of Varangians.
224 Памят и ки л і т е р а т у р и д р е в н ої Русі XI-Начало XII століття, 124-126.
225 Ві аді м р Мощі н, „Novgorodsk i t e l i vni wa…”, 11-12.
226 П р о т о и е р е à Lev Lebedev, op. cit., 108.
clear what the relations between the Patriarchate of Constantinople and the Archbishopric of Ohrid were like in this period. Ioann Belevcev writes that the new “Russian Orthodox Church was subordinated, in terms of administration, to the Constantinopolitan Patriarch, and in terms of organization was one of the metropolitanates of the Patriarchate of Constantinople.” On the other hand, I.F. Oksiyuk points out that “the wise Prince Vladimir conducted a policy of his own and preferred to remain loyal to his alliance with Byzantium, through unity with the Slavonic Orthodox Archbishopric of Ohrid in Bulgaria”, as the church was still not divided at the time.

Another view which deserves attention is the highly disputed opinion of M.D. Priselkov, dating from 1913, that the Russian Church “received its hierarchy not from Constantinople or Rome, but from the Patriarchate of Ohrid”. In connection with this question, Lev Lebedev observes that “enlightenment in Russia started immediately in the Old Church Slavonic language, and that Byzantium sent to Russia, together with Princess Anne, not Greek, but Bulgarian clergy and religious books in the Old Church Slavonic language”. Lebedev also says: “there are even views that the Russian Church was canonically, in principle, subordinated to the Bulgarian Church”, although immediately afterwards he adds that “these views are disputable”. This, however, does not prevent him from pointing out that the newly-arrived priests in Russia could have been called “Greek” or “Tsaritza’s” “because of their canonical affiliation with the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and not in terms of their nationality”. In conclusion he writes: “Joachim’s chronicle and some hagiographies of Prince Vladimir say that the newcomer to Chersonesus and administrator of Russia’s conversion to Christianity, the Metropolitan Michael, was a Bulgarian, whereas in the Nikon chronicle he is called a Syrian, and in other sources — a Greek. But probably in the right are those who believe that he was a Bulgarian”.

The ‘Short survey’ of the History of the Russian Orthodox Church, an official publication of the Patriarchate of Moscow, also confirms the fact that “teachers of the Christian faith who had a good command of the Old Church Slavonic language” were invited by Prince Vladimir “from Korsun and the Balkan lands”, and thus
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“established sound foundations for the development of the Russian Church”.
Furthermore, the following is admitted from the most official instance: “Modern
historiographic data allow us to believe that the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of
Ohrid, the Bulgarian, was accepted under Prince Vladimir.” Here it is not so
important that the authors call the Patriarch of Ohrid a ‘Bulgarian’, as this indeed
was a part of his title (a historical relic), but it is much more important that there
is another confirmation below: “In 1037, under Yaroslav Vladimirovich (the Wise),
owing to the vacancy of the Bulgarian Patriarchate, the Russian Church came
under the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Constantinople as one of its Metro-
opolitanates.”

Thus at the time of Tsar Samuel the diocese of the Archbishopric/Patriarchate
of Ohrid included the Russian church (even after the conquest of Macedonia by
the Byzantine Emperor Basil II). The demotion of the Patriarchate of Ohrid to the
rank of archbishopric, and in particular the vacancy of the Ohrid see, was used to
incorporate the Russian church under the direct jurisdiction of the Patriarchate. If
we do not know precisely when the jurisdiction of Ohrid over Kiev was extended,
it has been firmly established that its jurisdiction was revoked in 1037. This means
that the relations between Macedonia and Russia were very strong and compre-
hensive for about four decades. Vladimir’s marriage with the woman coming from
Samuel’s court in Ohrid could only facilitate and encourage these relations.

In conclusion, there is no doubt that Slavonic literacy was brought to Russia
through the Archbishopric of Ohrid, because it was impossible to bring it from
any other place at that time. The influence must have been strong even later, but
it was prominent from the very beginning. Ioann Belevcev writes: “The conversion
of Russia to Christianity — it was the day of the birth of the Russian Orthodox
Church, for whose establishment all the necessary conditions were fulfilled: a
large flock was formed, bishops from Byzantium appeared here headed by the
metropolitan, priests came from Bulgaria with religious books in the Slavonic
language, churches were built, religious schools were opened.”

Examining the religious and educational activity of the missionaries and the
Novgorod School of Russian literacy, where precisely this ‘adaptation’ of South-
Slavonic manuscripts into the North-Russian variant was carried out, and analys-
ing Speransky’s arguments concerning the two Novgorod copies of the South-Sla-
sonic Psalter (the Evgenii, 11th century, and the Tolstov, 11th or early 12th
century), Vladimir Moshin concludes that “palaeographic linguistic and ortho-
graphic analysis has undoubtedly established the origin of their example as being
the Ohrid-Macedonian literary school. This analysis also confirms the Macedo-

233 Russkii Prawoslavnaia Cerkov, I zdani e Moskovskoi P atr h i i, Moskva, 1980, 9-10.
234 Professor protopri et e I oann Belevcev, op. cit., 78.
nian origin of the Novgorod folios, which are thought to be the remainder of a Macedonian imperial codex from the late 10th century, which in 991 was sent together with Joachim of Korsun to Novgorod and there, towards the mid-11th century, helped the deacon Gregory and his associate in the preparation of the Ostromir Gospel". 235

Blaje Koneski quotes other examples illustrating the Macedonian influence on old Russian literacy. He points to Ohrid as the first religious and cultural centre of the southern and eastern Slavs at the time of Clement’s Ohrid Literary School, whose activity became particularly strong during the time of Tsar Samuel, when the Patriarchate of Ohrid was instituted with the help of Rome (it is not incidental that the frescoes in the Church of St Sophia in Ohrid include the portraits of six Roman popes,236 which is a unique case in Slavonic fresco-painting), when, at least according to tradition, there was already the Zograph Monastery on Mount Athos, founded by Samuel, as the first Slavonic monastery in the “Monastic republic”. 237 This was undoubtedly the second religious and cultural centre in the Slavic Balkan south, which was also significant because of its relations with Russia and Russian literacy. The Russian skite monastery of Ksilurg (Xylourgos) was built there (sometime after 1016) “which is traditionally connected with Yaroslav the Wise, and even with Prince Vladimir”.238 Considerably later, in 1169, the second Russian monastery, St Panteleimon, was founded on Mount Athos, and it was as late as 1198, after the strengthening of the Serbian state in the Balkans, that the Serbian monastery of Chilandar was founded. This established an entire Slavonic Orthodox community maintaining all kinds of contacts which were not limited only to the areas of religion and culture. After the collapse of Samuel’s state, the reputation
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235 According to D-r Sotir Gelaboski, *op. cit.*, 15; Vladi mir Moni n., „Novgorodski l i stih i i Ostrorni rovo jevanqeq e”, *A rheografski pri l ozi*, 5, Beograd, 1983, 7-14; Vangel i ja Despod ova – Li d i ja Slaveva, *op. cit.*, I, 62. There is an interesting view proposed by Cvetan Grozdanov (Cvetan Grozdanov, „O r nameni kat a k a ra p c s a et a 1 i sja vo umet nost a na Ohr i d vo HI-HII ve k”, *Li hui d*, 6, Ohr i d, 1988, 11-20)) that the ornamentation of blossom and leaves could be a relevant element in the determination of monuments and records, but only as a possibility, without specific answers. The absence of such ornamentation is still not a proof that it was not present in Ohrid during Samuel’s rule, especially when we know that Cyrillic was the state script in his state as well, and yet there is no surviving document from that time.
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of the Russian monastery of Ksilurg grew substantially as it enjoyed the support (material and political) of the by now powerful Principality of Kiev. This was already a period of reciprocal Russian influence in the Slavic south, although earlier links in the areas of language and orthography continued. A well-known historical situation was gradually created where Glagolitic records were being transliterated into Cyrillic, and, as these were mostly from Macedonia, they exerted a significant influence as basic patterns in the establishment of the Old Church Slavonic standard, which was to become the general Slavonic literary standard in the East Orthodox Slavonic world over the coming centuries.

In several of his works, Blaže Koneski points to the presence of monks from Macedonia in the Russian monastery of Ksilurg, and also to the fact that the monks of Mount Athos had closer contacts with the Sinai monastery of St Catherine — starting from the earliest centuries. Koneski quotes the example of the arrival of the Serbian religious figure and educator St Sava at the same time as the Georgian poet Shota Rustaveli was staying in the monastery. Such “monastic itineraries” were still frequent in the subsequent centuries; hence it is no chance that we find Hristofor Žefarovič from Dojran there in the 18th century, and the first Macedonian printer, in the 19th century, Teodosija Sinaitski, was even the abbot of St Catherine’s Monastery on Sinai (from which he received his surname).

Accordingly, Sinai was another centre of mutual Slavonic contacts — not only in the spiritual sphere — lying relatively close to Mount Athos, i.e. to the Macedonian cultural region. In the course of time many Russian manuscripts came to the monastery libraries on Mount Athos, which certainly exerted an influence on the writing activity in the Macedonian cultural and literary centres. This closeness between Russia and Mount Athos is also confirmed by the fact that the Monastery of the Annunciation (Blagoveshtensky) near Bialystok was built in the late 15th century for monks coming from Mount Athos.

There are already serious research works dealing with the Russian influence on South-Slavonic texts from the 12th to 14th century. In Macedonia it is once again Blaže Koneski who pays special attention to this question. He points not only to the attractiveness of Mount Athos for Russian monks when the Russian state was still powerful, but also to the large-scale forced emigration of monks and literate Russians following the Tartar invasion in the first half of the 13th century. There were Russian monks who came not only to the court of Stephen (Stefan) Nemanja and his funeral on Mount Athos, but they were to be found in what was
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then Sredec and in eastern Macedonia, in the already well-developed literary and transcription centre in the monastery of Lesnovo. The Kratovo hagiography of St Gabriel (Gavril) of Lesnovo from the Stanislav Prologue (1330), and also a longer text dealing with the life of this saint in a late transcription (1868), even though referring to tradition, speak of migrants from Russia to the monastic environment who “could have also contributed to the spreading of Russian influence on South-Slavonic literacy at a period when there was need to fill the stock of books in South-Slavonic lands.” Koneski demonstrates this in a highly illustrative manner by quoting examples drawn from the Macedonian Gospel of Priest John (Pop Jovan) and from the Stanislav Prologue.

Finally, the specific cult of saints is not without significance for the Slavonic cultural affirmation. There is a vast and representative gallery of Slavonic saints from Macedonia — in the period between the 9th and 18th centuries. In this respect, of particular interest is the canonization of the first Russian saints Boris and Gleb. M.D. Priselkov points out very early that Metropolitan John, who is mentioned in the story of the canonization of these first Russian saints, was actually the Ohrid Patriarch (later Archbishop) John (of Debar) who “also came to Russia in the line of duty.” All this makes us re-think some aspects of Macedonian-Russian relations in the 10th and 11th centuries.

First of all, it is striking that Prince Vladimir’s sons by his “Bulgarian wife” from Ohrid bore the Christian names Roman (Boris) and David (Gleb), and these were names taken directly from Samuel’s family, perhaps on the insistence of the children’s mother. Thus, in the light of this fact, it now becomes more clear why Metropolitan John was present at their canonization after their death, when they were killed by Svyatopolk — the son of Yaropolk and the Greek nun — who was full of hatred towards Vladimir I because he had killed Svyatopolk’s father (his own brother) and taken his pregnant widow as a hostage. It would certainly not be insignificant (if supported by additional historical facts) that the first Russian saints were related by blood with Ohrid and Samuel, and spiritually with the Ohrid church as a Slavonic (and already Orthodox) church.

243 Ibid., 176-177; Blaže Koneski, „Ruskot o jazi ño vl i jani e v rz nukedonski t e tekst ovi od HIII-HIV vek”, in: Referat i na makedonski t e sl avi st i za IX mëunaroden sl avi st i ñi konferenc ña Ki en, Skopje, 1983, 25-28.
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Making certain comparisons within the general Christian history may also be relevant for our subject. For instance, St Clement of Ohrid is not only connected with the character of the activity of the Apostle Paul — who spread Christianity in Macedonia — but links may also be traced back to the Apostle Peter — through the activity of his brother, the Apostle Andrew.

It is known that the Macedonian tradition abundantly uses the Apostle Andrew not only in written monuments, but also in sacral places of historical interest. We now know that Naum of Ohrid wrote a service for the Apostle Andrew, and we cannot forget that Cyril and Methodius served a liturgy in the Slavonic language in the Church of St Andrew in Rome. This is also reflected in the oldest fresco-paintings in Macedonia. For example, in the 13th-century Ohrid Church of the Holy Mother of God Peribleptos (Sv. Bogorodica Perivlepta, Sv. Kliment Novi), on the right side of the altar, the Apostle Peter is depicted as supporting Christ's Church on his shoulder; beside him is his brother, the Apostle Andrew (opposite the frescoes on the other side of the altar), and there are the figures of the Ohrid Archbishop Constantine KabIsilas (as a counterpart to the Apostle Peter) and of St Clement of Ohrid (as a counterpart to the Apostle Andrew), emphasizing the significance of those who were active in Ohrid, and strengthening the early Christian heritage and tradition in Macedonia.

That the cult of St Andrew was also alive in Macedonia in the course of the ensuing centuries is shown by the Church of St Andrew (Sv. Andreja) near Matka, erected by Andrejaš — King Mark's brother — in the 14th century. According to tradition, however, the Apostle Andrew spread Christianity not only in Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly and other regions of present-day Greece, where he was crucified, but he also appointed the first bishop of Constantinople, as a result of which his relics were moved to this city in the 4th century. Yet it is of particular importance for us that, according to Povest vremennyh let, the Apostle Andrew preached on the shores of the Black Sea, in Sinope (Sinop) and Chersonesus (Korsun), along the Dnieper up to the location of the subsequent Kiev, and "he came to the Slavs, where Novgorod now stands", in order to arrive in Rome, where he spoke of his achievements, and then returned to Sinope. This account of
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Nestor’s has been the object of recurrent debates over the past centuries, and special attention was paid to this question at the International Scholarly Church Conference in Kiev held July 21-28, 1986. In his extensive discussion entitled *Ustanovlenie hristianstva na Rusi*, the Metropolitan of Minsk and Belorussia, Philaret, quoted new information which indicates that the Apostle Andrew did indeed preach on Russian soil, introducing Christianity at the time of its inception.

Of course, it is now very difficult for serious scholars to rely on such arguments, but tradition has nourished certain ideas among the people for centuries, creating cults which have played an important part in history. Therefore it was not mere chance that as early as the 11th century the grandson of Prince Vladimir received the name of the Apostle Andrew as his Christian name, while at the time there were at least three shrines in Russia (in Kiev, Pereyaslav and Novgorod) bearing the name of this apostle.253 Hence these words ascribed to Ivan the Terrible may become more understandable: “We received the Christian faith at the commencement of the Christian church, when Andrew, the brother of the Apostle Peter, came to these regions on his way to Rome; in this manner we in Moscow received the Christian faith at the same time as you did in Italy and since then we have kept it sacrosanct.”254

Accordingly, it was not only Cyril and Methodius, and Clement and Naum, connecting the Southern Slavs and the Russians by way of their cults. In many respects, Macedonia was the focus of Slavonic literacy and Christian culture, and its more comprehensive and more profound study may open new horizons to scholars in getting to know the ancient history of Slavonic culture and its civilization better.

But while we are still on the ground of Macedonian-Russian contacts at that important period of development, we must also mention the relatively little known Cyril’s Church in Kiev, built and painted in the 1170s with the participation of fresco-painters from Macedonia as well. The ensemble of frescoes in the northern apse, in the words of N.B. Sal’ko, are “closely connected with the South-Slavonic fresco-painting school in the Balkans”.255 In fact, this composition in Cyril’s Church consists solely of “Macedonian saints”, including Cyril and Methodius, Clement of Ohrid, John of Macedonia and Joseph of Salonika.256 The citizens of

253Иbid., 36.
254Блаш Копешки, „Kul to na sveteltite…“, 8 — according to Д.С. Линачев, *Наситването на християнството в древна Русия*, М.–Л., 1945, 100.
255Н.Б. Салъко, „Живопис Руши XI–начало XIII века. Мозаики – Фрески – Икони“, Лениград, 1982, 105-109. The author underlines: “In the 1170s the church walls were covered by frescoes. A clearer figure of Archangel Michael was depicted in the northern apse, and in the three zones there are the figures of twenty-five Balkan saints” (108-109).
Kiev called this apse *Makedonski\u0107 zal* (Macedonian Hall) for centuries, but when we visited this church in 1983 there was a sign reading *Balkanski\u0107 zal* (Balkan Hall), and the chief guide explained it to us as *Bol\u0445arski\u0107 zal* (Bulgarian Hall). This is just another example how some realities have been revised over time which now obscure our perspective of the past!

Unfortunately the fresco-paintings in Cyril's Church have still not been fully studied and presented to the public, and its significance is yet to be assessed in a scholarly manner, particularly from the aspect of Macedonian-Russian and Macedonian-Ukrainian cultural links.

One thing is, however, certain: the Russian and especially the Ukrainian people maintained an extremely clearly defined awareness of Macedonia, and also of the Macedonians, which was reflected in their rich epic folklore — in Ukrainian words which can still be heard accompanied by the bandora.\(^{257}\) Of special significance in this respect was the formation of hussar regiments in Ukraine, which included the Macedonian Regiment in the 18th century, reflected in the toponomastics of a fairly wide belt in Ukraine up to the present day.\(^{258}\)

The links of Ohrid and Mount Athos with Kiev, Novgorod, Vladimir, Suzdal, Zagorsk and Moscow were maintained without interruption for centuries. It was not by chance that in 1905, in his journal *Vardar*, Krste P. Misirkov singled out the role of Slavonic studies in the identification of the Macedonians and the national awakening in Macedonia,\(^{259}\) and the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg, as early as its second session, on December 29, 1902, with a visibly strong enthusiasm in thought and action, passed a protocalar decision to work on the writing of a parallel four-language dictionary, with a view to informing the Russian public not only that Macedonian was an individual Slavonic language, but also that it was even closer to Russian than to Serbian or Bulgarian.\(^{260}\)

With these few extracts from the history of Macedonian-Russian links and relations in the early mediaeval period we only wish to point to the significance Macedonia had in the history of the Russian church, of the Russian state and in

\(^{256}\)Dr Kosta Balabanov, „Kievska Rusija i kulturni centri vo Makedonija vo XVIII vek. Kul'tot na slovenski tprosvetitel Kiril i Metodi i ni vnite uchenici“, *Glazni\u0107 na UNESCO*, April, 1982, 40.

\(^{257}\)The versified speech of the Zaporozhians to the Turkish Sultan of 1679, among other things, mentions *makedonski kolosnik* (Volodomir Golovych, *Gomi\n gom podiv\niv*, Kyiv, 1968, 174).
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particular, of Russian literacy and culture. All this resulted in the establishment of a common standard of all Orthodox Slavs, which, with negligible variations, was long cultivated in the churches and monasteries, and not only there. This, in turn, can only help and facilitate the understanding of the role Russia played in the historical evolution and cultural development of Macedonia in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Alexander of Macedon in the Historical Consciousness of the Macedonians in the 19th and 20th Centuries

The essential question of the historical consciousness of the Macedonians has as yet been insufficiently studied from a scholarly point of view. Still less has it been studied in terms of the consciousness of Macedonian writers, particularly in the 19th century. Yet in the development of the historical consciousness which was built among the Macedonian people there appeared two tendencies of fundamental importance which ultimately merged into a single idea of the historical past of Macedonia and which moulded Macedonian national consciousness: the ancient Macedonian and the more recent Slavonic tradition. The first was handed down chiefly by oral tradition and was sustained indirectly or by way of external factors, amply drawing on various manuscripts and, later, printed texts dealing with the ancient Macedonian rulers, in particular those dealing with Alexander of Macedon (circulating at certain periods outside the institutions of the church) and mainly covering the period until the arrival of the Slavs. The second (Slavonic) tradition reflected the Slavic period; it spread and was maintained mainly through the churches and monasteries (in written form, but also by oral tradition and folklore), presenting the historical past of the Slavs through outstanding figures and significant events (Cyril and Methodius, Clement and Naum, Samuel and Mark; Ohrid, Prilep, Belasica, Marica, etc.).

Although chronologically of later date, it is interesting that Bulgarian and Serbian mediaeval state traditions in Macedonia were much less common. In fact, it was only as late as the 18th century, chiefly under external influence, via personal contacts and writings, that certain folk-coloured tendencies of Greek, Serbian and Bulgarian folk traditions began to penetrate Macedonia. This was the period of the initiation of modern historiographic thought in these regions: the history of Jovan Rajiç, and even that of Paisius of Chilandar (Paisij Hilendarski), were
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already creating ideas which were to have a significant role in subsequent developments; the *stemmatographiae* (particularly that of Hristofor Žefarović) revived powerful symbols, while the swift development of cartography delineated ethnic territories which, together with the Macedonian tradition, gradually outlined the historical, cultural and geographic features of Macedonia.

The beginning of the 19th century, however, saw Macedonia with the process of building an awareness of its own ethno-cultural physiognomy uncompleted and, moreover, without a single and generally accepted appellation of the people. At the same time, oral folk tradition constantly handed down reminiscences of the Macedonian historical past. The printing of the Slavonic versions of the history of Alexander of Macedon further intensified the development of the Macedonian mythology which evolved side by side with the awakening of interest in printed books.

Among the external factors, of particular importance were European scholars who encouraged a strong awareness of ancient Macedonia with a gradual but notable tendency towards ideas of the ‘Slavonic character’ of its population. This was particularly the case with the disciplines of history, geography, ethnography, philology and cartography. Illyrian ideology and Balkan heraldry differentiated the Macedonian coat of arms, and the formation of the Macedonian Hussar Regiment in Ukraine clearly set the Macedonians apart as a distinct Slavic ethnicity.

The struggle against Phanariote supremacy encouraged exploration of the history of the Archbishopric of Ohrid and of the Slavic past. Macedonian aspirations towards writing in their native tongue cleared the way towards the study and

---


understanding of Slavonic literacy, literature and culture, which were determined by scholarship to have originated from Macedonia, and the borders within which this language was spoken were gradually defined.269

The social, political and confessional status of the Macedonian people in Shariah Turkey further reinforced the contrast between the oppressed raya and kaurins, on the one hand, and the “true-believing” aghas and beys, on the other. This in turn aroused interest in the question and history of the Ottoman conquest of Macedonia, and animated the cult of King Mark’s kingdom in oral folklore. It was in the spirit of this mythology (developing not without outside influences) that Philip and Alexander of Macedon were presented as Slavs (also encouraged by the subsequent mystifications by Jovan Gologanov270 and Stefan Verković).271 All this merged with the representations of Samuel, Strez, Volkanin and Mark, and was naturally connected with the ajduks and comitadjis, who had already been fighting for freedom.

This process became particularly apparent from the 1840s onwards. It was not by chance that Џорђija Makedonski, a teacher from the village of Radibuši in the Kriva Palanka region, said: “I learnt the Slavonic script from my father, Dimitrija Makedonski [Macedonian], who calls himself so because we are Macedonians, and not Greeks. […] I also took the surname of Makedonski, and not that of my father or grandfather, so that it may be known that we are Slavs from Macedonia.”272 The priest Dimitrija from the same region spoke in like manner in 1848: “Mr Mihail Makedonski was the one who interceded most in favour of my appointment, because I am a Macedonian by birth and hold the services in Slavonic. Such was the fate of my fatherland Macedonia, to suffer from the Greeks,

269Krste P. Misirkov saw these processes and explained them in his article „I zni knuvaíet o i razbor na bugarskata i srpska teorii za narodnost na makedonci te“, Вардар, I, 1, Odesa, 1905, 5-16; D-r Blagoje Рostovski, „Вардар“. Начин-йт ерат ако и орет е камб- полит и и чо спи сани е на К.П. М ср беков, I MJ, Политики списки на К. П. Мисирков, I MJ, Pособни и здани яkn. 4, Skopje, 1996 (photographically reproduced edition).

270Гане Тодоровски, „Osmi sl uvawe na mitot (Za m i t if i kaci i te na nar odni pesni vo Make doni ja)“, Razgledi, III (III), 10, Skopje, 1961, 955-958; Гане Тодоровски, „Jovan Gologanov i Veda Slovena“, Спомени 1967, 63; Гане Тодоровски, „Veda Slovena“, Skopje, 1979. 
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and they are giving us no peace even today, although everyone knows that Macedonia was an older state than their kingdom.”

That “everyone” did indeed know this “truth” is testified to by the Russian Slavic scholar, Viktor Grigorovich, after his travels through Macedonia in 1844-1845: “In all the areas I have visited I have heard no other names than those of Alexander the G[reat] and King Mark. Both are alive in the memory of the people as fairly generalized characters. The memory of Alexander the G. seems to be more deeply instilled into the people, because those who uttered his name could often not explain his character other than by referring to the instructors (teachers) who have books about this subject.”

At approximately the same time, in the testimony of Rajko Жинзифов, Dimitar Miladinov had a dispute with a Greek in Kukush Macedonian ethnicity. Жинзифов writes: “The Greek remained silent before Miladinov’s arguments; he claimed from the Greek not only the present-day Macedonians but also the ancient ones, with Philip and Alexander; he also brought up Homer, and Demosthenes, and Strabo, before the Greek; he almost, in the eyes of the Greek, made even the present-day Hellenes Slavic…” And precisely because of this interest, the first legend to be printed in the collection by the Miladinov brothers is that of Alexander of Macedon.

The same idea was promulgated by the Ohrid correspondent of Константинопольский вестник (Constantinople Herald) of March 3, 1860), who writes: “This land is Macedonia; if we look at the nature, temper, customs and character of its inhabitants, their demeanour and their physiognomy, we will recognize the very same men who in ancient times formed the phalanxes of Alexander of Macedon.” Hence the teacher from Ohrid who was hired in Salonika, in place of the expelled Bulgarian teacher, proudly declared: “I am neither a Bulgarian, nor a Greek or a Vlach; I am purely a Macedonian, as Philip and Alexander of Macedon and Aristotle the philosopher once were.”

Somewhat later Venijamin Мачуковски demanded from Verkovи “stories about Bela and songs about Alexander and Philip” (February 16, 1865) and had a
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275 Раякo Жинзифов, Публицистика, Ставици и Девот Леков, София, 1964, 53-54.
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dispute with the Greek as to whose Macedonia was, on the basis of Alexander’s coins (August 19, 1865).  

The Bulgarian national figure and writer, Petko Rače Slavejkov, in his well-known article ‘The Macedonian Question’ (January 18, 1871), states with authority: “We have heard many a time from Macedonists that they are not Bulgarians but Macedonians, descendants of the ancient Macedonians, and we have always waited to hear some proof, but we have never heard it. Macedonists have never even explained the grounds for their view. They insist on their Macedonian provenance which they can never properly substantiate. […] If the ancient Macedonians lived in this same territory, why should not its present-day inhabitants be of Macedonian blood? They are complete Macedonians, conclude the Macedonists, relieved by their great discovery.” Replying to Slavejkov, in an article with a similar title, ‘On the Macedonian Question’ (February 16, 1871), Dimitar V. Makedonski, among other things, writes: “The Macedonians have not disappeared from the face of the earth as some people allow themselves to claim, because, as far as we know, they have never sinned so greatly that the earth may have gaped open and swallowed them.”

This was an ideology which indeed fascinated Pulevski’s generation and inspired the insurgents of the Macedonian Kresna Uprising (1878-1879); it was not foreign to the Ilinden revolutionaries either, and continued to be popular even in the 20th century. In the circumstances, national romanticism proved highly beneficial for Macedonia. Every layer of society was affected in some way and to a greater or lesser degree.

We shall here quote an illustrative example from the writings of Jovan Dragasheviñ, Serbian Professor of the Military Academy. In 1871, in Belgrade, he published a textbook entitled Geography for Secondary Schools, where he describes in great detail and most specifically the history and ethnic borders of Macedonia, including the ethno-cultural and linguistic characteristics of the Macedonian Slavs. Dragasheviñ underlines that “the Macedonians are the oldest Slavs on this Illyrian peninsula, and perhaps in Europe”, and that “even now they have a distinct character and remain in the middle between the Bulgarians and Serbs” as “a separate Slavic group”, with a distinct language and history;
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then he gives an elaborate account of the history of Philip and Alexander of Macedon.  

In the beginning of the following year, 1872, in Svetozar Marković’s journal Radnik (Worker), a bitter debate began concerning this text dealing with the Macedonians. Professor Svetislav Niketić strongly opposed Dragašević, emphasizing that the prospects of the Serbian idea for expansion to the south were thus being undermined and that what Dragašević had written was not true. Dragašević’s reply is very important for us, because, among other things, he says: “I do not even believe your mistakes if I indeed did not know or do not know whether the Macedonians are a separate Slavic group. But, Sir, I have not sucked this out of my finger, but for each word I have asked people who actually know more than you and me.”

Who were these people in Belgrade who “knew more” at that time? We believe that it is not far from the truth if we assume that they could be the future ideologists and chief activists of the Kresna Uprising and of the Macedonian League. Special legions were also formed at that time in Belgrade, where the Macedonians had special tasks as part of Serbia’s longer-term plans for the future of the Balkans. Among those who were active there were Dimitar Popgeorgiev Berovski, Iljo Markov, Štefan Vezhenkov, Spiro Crne and others who expressed Macedonian aspirations.

It was then, in 1874, that Pulevski prepared his Dictionary of Three Languages, which was published in Belgrade in 1875, where the author very clearly stated that “Our fatherland’s name is Macedonia and we call ourselves Macedonians,” and that “the Macedonians, too, are a people and their place is Macedonia,” that “Macedonia was praised at the time of Emperor Alexander the Great,” and also that “the Macedonian language is most closely related to Church-Slavonic books, and it is Old Church Slavonic”, and that hence we “call ourselves Old Slavs.”

This was the voice of the Macedonians themselves which Dragašević had to respect. It is not surprising that at that time, in connection with Pulevski’s dictionary, Ivan Aksakov writes: “Mr Pulevski’s dictionary is of great interest in one’s becoming acquainted with the language of the Macedonian population which
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the Serbs so tenaciously make a part of the Serbian people. In general, we should say that, for Slavic scholars, Macedonia is — if we can use that expression — an unknown land which awaits its explorers.” Only if we bear in mind this reasoning of Aksakov’s can we understand his address to the Macedonians in Moscow: “Why should you not choose your Macedonian dialect as a literary language, which is richer than Bulgarian and closer to ours? This will bring us closer to each other and link us more strongly.”

So, in spite of the wave of powerful propaganda, the Macedonians persistently built and affirmed their ideology. ÏorÒija M. Pulevski appeared only as the best-known (to us) advocate of that idea which had a long and strong tradition among the masses of the people. It is no chance that in one of his manuscripts he recorded the traditions that the Mijaks in Macedonia were “the guardsmen of A. of Macedon”, while the Brsjaks, i.e. “Brzaks [according to popular etymology] were the swift army of Alexander of Macedon”. In the Mijak region even the celebrations of Ilinden (St Elijah’s Day), Petrovden (St Peter’s Day), etc., were connected with the time of Alexander.

Hence the words from the opening paragraph of the 1878 Rules/Constitution of the Macedonian Insurgent Committee sound so natural: “We rebelled as advocates of freedom. With the blood we shed all over the Macedonian fields and forests we serve freedom, as did the Macedonian army of Alexander of Macedon, with our slogan ‘Freedom or Death’.”

We must not neglect the fact that Pulevski was one of the members of the uprising’s General Staff which worked out and adopted this text. And this ideology was particularly reflected in the Protocolar Decision of the Interim Macedonian Government (May 21, 1880) and its Manifesto of March 11/23, 1881, as well as in the Constitution of Macedonia and the Military Instructions of the Macedonian League from 1880.
It was in this insurgent and revolutionary turmoil in Macedonia and among the 
émigrés that songs were sung about Europe as the “Babylonian whore” and about 
the fighters as the “glorious descendants of Alexander”. But as far the literary 
form is concerned, the most authentic example of this ideology was contributed 
by Ïorìija Pulevski himself, who as early as 1878, in his poem ‘Samovila 
Makedonska’ (Macedonian Sprite), full of revolutionary pathos, describes the 
traditions and aspiration of his people:

Have you heard, Macedonians, the elders saying: 
There were no braver men than Macedonians —
Three hundred years before Christ Tsar Alexander of Maced
With Macedonians ruled the whole world.

(In a footnote, Pulevski states precisely: “It is shortened for the sake of the verse; this happened 338 years before Christ,” and then continues:) 

Our King Philip was a Slav, Tsar Alexander — a Slav,
Our Slav grandmothers gave birth to them.
Macedonians, remember the Macedonian heroism,
and now follow the example of your ancestors!

We can find the same assertions in the first part of the poetry anthology 
Македонска резарка (Macedonian Songbook, Sofia, 1879), where the poem 
‘Македонцим ув прилог’ (To the Macedonians) starts in this way:

This dear place is the fatherland of Macedonians,
it was a kingdom under King Philip,
it was the ancient empire of Tsar Alexander,
our tsar, a Macedonian, famous throughout the world, Alexander the Great.
He has left our empire on the Balkan Peninsula
to all mountain Slavs.

Reacting against the decisions of the Congress of Berlin, when Macedonia was 
once again left under Ottoman control, Pulevski declared:

Hear us, brothers, European Christians,
we’ve had enough of this fate of ours
and we, too, want a fatherland for ourselves.
Today our brothers in the Macedonian kingdom complain
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because it is only we who are being left in slavery, so we, too, want a fatherland for ourselves.\textsuperscript{303}

Hence Pulevski addresses his compatriots:

O, brothers, Macedonians of the Orthodox faith, let us unite and fight bravely, as our forefathers did under Tsar Alexander, and leave a new memory of our name behind us! Let us revive our ancient history, and carry out this task now.\textsuperscript{304} Etc.

In this same spirit, on December 7, 1878, Pulevski wrote from the “Macedonian front” to his old acquaintance and compatriot Kuzman Badović (in Serbia) about the plans for the Macedonian Uprising and, inviting him to join them, said: “With God’s help, this spring we are going against Turkey with all our Slavo-Macedonian sons. We shall either all die or restore the empire of Alexander of Macedon.”\textsuperscript{305}

This ideology, reflecting the historical consciousness of the Macedonians of the time, is expounded in the greatest detail in the extensive \textit{Slavjansko-maÎedonska opšta istorija} (Slavonic-Macedonian General History) by Štorija M. Pulevski (begun in 1865 in Belgrade and completed in 1892 in Sofia, but remaining a manuscript). There the author deals in great detail with the Slavic origin and language of the Macedonians, and with the history of the “Macedonian tsars”, which comprises one fourth of the whole manuscript.\textsuperscript{306} In Chapter IV, ‘On the Slavonic language (dialect) and its date’, Pulevski reacts to Jovan Rajić’s writing and, among other things, says:

He mentions only Russians, Poles, Moravians, Illyrians, Serbs and Bulgarians in his history, but where are the Czechs, Slovaks, Kranjans [Slovenes] and Macedonians? At least he should not have called his history ‘A History of Diverse Slavonic Peoples’. And as the Macedonians are indigenous inhabitants of the peninsula and hosts to the Bulgars, Serbs and Greeks, and also to other nationalities, as well as neighbours of the Hellenes, therefore we have called this history a Slavo-Macedonian History, so that we may know when each one of the existing newcomers to the peninsula came.\textsuperscript{307}

One of Pulevski’s close associates, and certainly not the only one, was Isaija Radev Majovski, who, on July 18, 1888, delivered in Kiev a patriotic speech based
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on the same ideology, and went into great detail about the ideas of the Macedonian past among the Macedonian people, and also among the Albanians. Grigor Prličev must have had personal contacts with Pulevski, as copies of both Pulevski’s *Gložnica rečovska* (Reka Wordbook) and *Makedonska pesnarka* have been found in his library. The learned “second Homer” (in the surviving manuscripts) writes in great detail about questions of ancient Macedonian history as a cultural-historical heritage, while in his ‘address’ on Cyril and Methodius delivered in Salonika in 1885 he said the following, among other things: “Our mother Macedonia is now so weak. Having given birth to Alexander the Great, having given birth to Ss Cyril and Methodius, our mother Macedonia has ever since been lying in bed seriously ill and deathbound. Who knows if the mother who has given birth to so great a son will be able to bear another?”

Another man who was very close to Pulevski was Kuzman Šapkarev, who even reprinted the whole of ‘Samovila Makedonska’ as early as 1882, and the aged Marko Cepenkov in a song which he wrote in 1889 said:

Think you, my dear children, of the great Tsar Alexander
whom we celebrate to this day.

This historical consciousness was also cultivated by the ‘Lozars’ in the Macedonian movement. In Kosta Šahov’s journal *Makedoniija* a certain G.K., in his extensive (untitled) article, among other things, writes:

[N]o doubt, our fatherland — *Macedonia* — also has a history of its past, where one can see its power, its greatness and also its political subordination under the authority of the then powerful Ottoman Empire.

[...]
Today, for instance, every Macedonian, when mentioning Alexander of Macedon, says: “We had Tsar Alexander the Great.” With these words he reminds himself of the glorious period and the greatness of the Macedonian state. Alexander of Macedon stands as a national pride before the face of every Macedonian. That national pride today is of intellectual significance in the achievement of the idea of independence.
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The great Macedonian state, in the person of Alexander, has done a great service to scholarship…

At a secret meeting of the Macedonian ‘circle’ around the journal Македонија, held on June 19, 1889 in the Concordia Hotel in Sofia, where 12 or 13 prominent Macedonian activists of the time were present (Kosta Šahov, Dimitar Makedonski, Georgij A. Georgov, Ivan Šumkov, NoÔarov, the Ivanov brothers, Кузлиев, Мандуров, etc.), while discussing ideas for “organizing broader activity”, they also spoke “about Alexander of Macedon”.

Therefore, when the Young Macedonian Literary Society in Sofia was founded (1890) and when the very first number of its mouthpiece Loza (Vine, 1892) stated that the fatherland of the Macedonians is Macedonia and that it was “a separate Slavic state whose past is full of glory, in particular during the time of Philip and Alexander the Great, though it declined under their successors”, the reaction of the Bulgarian press was the strongest up to that moment; one newspaper, among other things, wrote that the Macedonians “are gradually preparing Bulgarian public opinion for Macedonia’s separation from Bulgaria and will gradually introduce words from the Ohrid sub-dialect, which is to be the literary language of the future greater Macedonia headed by some of the editors of Loza in the capacity of Philip or Alexander!”

The 19th century ended with such a historical awareness of the ancient Macedonian state and the ancient Macedonians. Slavdom in Macedonia was believed to extend far back before the new era, and the Macedonians were considered to be the oldest people not only in the Balkans but also in Europe. But even when it became clear that the ancient Macedonians had not been and could not have been Slavs, when the ancient history of Macedonia was already known, as was also the history of the arrival of the Slavs in Macedonia, the phalanxes of Philip and Alexander and the glory of the ancient state and culture continued to play the role of an integrative factor in the Macedonian national development.

Anastas Jankov was not alone when he exclaimed in his 1902 proclamation to the Macedonian people, urging them to rise:

Macedonians! Remember the world victor, the world glory of Macedonia — the great Alexander of Macedon; remember the brave Tsar Samuel, the great Macedonian man, the wonderful King Mark, the glory of all the Slavs — that Macedonian blood
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flowed in their veins; they keep vigil from the heights of heaven and bless the cause we have initiated. Let us prove ourselves to be their worthy descendants.³¹⁷

Even Krste P. Misirkov, in his memoirs, writes about “the original and true Macedonia” and about “the capital of the ancient Macedonian state of Amyntas II, Philip and Alexander the Great,”³¹⁸ and shortly before his death, in his article ‘King Mark’, Misirkov summarizes:

King Mark is the son and pride of Macedonia and one of the three great conquerors who spread the name of their land far beyond its territories:

1. Alexander of Macedon spread the glory of Macedonia as far as the Central Asian rivers of Amu Darya [Oxus] and Syr Darya [Jaxartes], and also to India and the Indian Ocean;
2. The holy Cyril and Methodius spread the Macedonian word and script among all the Slavic peoples, and
3. King Mark placed under his authority and under that of the Macedonian muse all popular singers and peoples on the Balkan Peninsula, including you, the descendants of his sworn enemies.³¹⁹

³¹⁷ Rad makedonski h kom e t e a”, Бранки, ХVIII, 131, Нови Сад, 26.II/9.II.1902. 2. Hence during the days of the Ilinden Uprising, the unsigned author of the editorial of the journal Автономна Македони ò (№ 9, Софи, 30.VIII.1903, 1) states: “When they say to us that we should protect the oppressed Macedonians, we should gladly do so. We are here delighted to recall that Alexander the Great, that tsar of the universe, bore witness to the virtues of the Slavic tribe when he said that the Slavs had heroic hearts and hence deserved to bear the great name Slavs, that is slavni [glorious]. Before his death this man who has endowed us so greatly said that he cursed anyone who would ever speak ill of the Slavs. In recognition of their military abilities he bequeathed to them all the lands from the Adriatic to the ocean of eternal ice. Besides, he besought his heavenly patrons to protect them from ill fortune and always aid the twelve princes, descendants of his twelve friends. Now, if the Macedonians are in a situation to stop their extermination with their own hands and improve their destiny, then the Bulgarians, Serbs, Montenegrins and other Slavs are bound to help their brothers in blood and faith, those who are born of ‘majka doina’ [nursing mother] (Macedonia), from where, too, the most famous principles and luminaries have originated.”

In his poem ‘Tam!’ (There) (Автономна Македони ò, № 9, Софи, 13.III.1903, 4), Petar Zagorov exclaims:

There, near Pindus and Šar, near the Struma and Vardar,  Worthy descendants of the Great Alexander Are bravely fighting the age-old tyrant!

These journals were read with particular attention by the Macedonian people in the days of the Ilinden achievement, and the writings about the former glory and greatness of Macedonia met with a tremendous response. These legends played a positive role in the strengthening of Macedonian national consciousness and in the spread of the struggle for liberation.

³¹⁸ Krst e P. Mi si r kov, Одбран ћ ст а ћ и . П р и р еди 1 Бл аће Ri st овски , Скопје, 1991, 483. In connection with the traditions of Alexander of Macedon in the Aegean part of Macedonia, see: Georgios Spyridakis, „Die Volksüberlieferung über Alexander den Grossen in Nordgriecheland (Makedonien und Thrakien)“, Zeitschrift für Balkanologie, III, 1-2, München, 1973, 187-193, and the literature referred to there. It is not surprising that the Archives of the Skopje Institute of Folklore (м. И. 977 and 1755) have records of traditions connected with Alexander from the Voden region (Танас Врањовски, „За некои пар але в македонскат а усна пр оза и пр озат а н а некои и ст оми нар оди за Александар Мakedонски — paper read at the congress of the Union of Associations of Folklorists of Yugoslavia, Hvar, 1982).
And finally, the president of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg, Dimitrija Чуповски, who was also a poet (writing in Macedonian and Russian), held a similar view concerning the question of ancient Macedonia. He also had the opportunity of meeting his compatriot Пuleвски in Sofia, and he kept Пuleвски’s Слогниса революция in his library with particular devotion. On more than one occasion he referred to the glory of Alexander of Macedon. When in 1913-1914 the “Macedonian flag” was worked out (published in the Macedonian and Russian press), there was Alexander the Great’s horse, Bucephalus, standing as the symbol and basic emblem on a red background, while Чуповски himself carried a silver piece with Alexander’s image attached to his watch-chain until the end of his life. Even his brother Нace Димов, in his prominent book on Macedonia (1913), quotes the writing of the British historian Јacob Аbbot on the ancient “Macedonians” (Македонијане) and their “Macedonian language”, “ unintelligible to the Greeks” (неразјатното дълга Греков), etc.

These were the ideas prevalent in Macedonia concerning its history after the partition of its territory and people in 1913. Even the organizers of the National Liberation War, who won the present-day freedom, did not ignore the significance of Alexander as a major figure in the mobilization of the people’s consciousness. A good example is the letter from Dr Тrifun Grekov (Гревков) in Geneva (October 11, 1922) to the head of the Macedonian Federal Party in Sofia, Јикола Јуруков, in which he writes: “I have sent an article to Автономна Македонија on Alexander the Great to be published as a series; I am earnestly appealing for its publication. It is of paramount importance to link our cause with the ancient history of Macedonia.” And indeed, the journal Автономна Македонија published several articles on these subjects written by him, and the Vienna journal Македонско Сознание (Macedonian Consciousness, 1924) published a Бъдещ история на Македония (in instalments) by this same Dr Grekov.
The Alexandrian tradition was also very much alive among the Macedonian people in the 1930s, in all circles and in all regions. It was not by chance that ‘Komitski’, a Sofia ÉmigrÉ in a letter to the Macedonian National Committee of December 27, 1932, recalls, among other things, that “once there was a glorious land with a brave people who gave birth to world rulers such as Philip and Alexander of Macedon”.327

In general, these ideas among the Macedonian ÉmigrÉcommunity in Bulgaria were widespread and were often reflected in printed works. For example, Vasil Ivanovski (Bistriški), in his article ‘Why We Macedonians are a Separate Nation’, among other things, writes that “the Greek chauvinists” actually “falsify history proclaiming the tribe of the ancient Macedono-Illyrians, together with the leaders of that tribe — Macedon, Philip of Macedon and Alexander the Great — as a constituent part of the ancient Greeks”.328 This was analysed in greater detail by Angel Dinev in his pamphlet Македонските Слави (The Macedonian Slavs), where he writes that “After the death of Alexander the Great the universal Macedonian state collapsed,”329 and, relying on Dr Grekov’s writings, says: “It is known that Macedonian art, even at the time of Philip of Macedon, surpassed Hellenic art. The triumph of Alexander the Great over the Hellenes was not only the result of fighting and technical power, but also of the power of a civilization which gave rise, in Alexander’s consciousness, to the remarkable idea of organizing a world school, of a single world doctrine and the peaceful unification of mankind into a single whole. These were undoubtedly also the ideas of his teacher, Aristotle, who was not a Hellene, as alleged by some, but a Macedonian from the Chalcidice Peninsula, who lived in Athens as a passer-by, and only at the time when the Macedonophile party was in power. After the death of Alexander the Great and following the collapse of the Macedonian state, the Hellenes appropriated their art, and what could not be falsified was later destroyed by the Byzantines.”330

The ‘Reply to Professor Nikola Vulih’s Article’ (1940) also demands continuity from the ancient state and culture: “The geographical position of Macedonia is not a thing of yesterday, it dates back to the time before Christ, to the time of Philip and Alexander of Macedon.”331

326Д-р Т. Греков, „Кратка и стогръм на Македония“, Македонско съзнание, I, numbers 2, 6, 7 and 9, Vienna, 1924, 4.
327Дошко е и за борбата с Македонски от народ…, II, 272.
328Чет вирт и конгрес на Македонския и Народен Съюз в Амери ка. Резолюции и, Извложения. I, здраво на Македонския Народен Съюз. Дейт го 1, 1934, 51.
329Angel в Диневъ, Македонски и в сла ви, S of i я, 1938, 30-31.
330Иде, 56.
331Д-р Вярко Ристовски, Кочо Рацик. Ист ор и ско-лит ерат архив и ст ражан. Пролоз на разви и око н и на пакедонскат а ал т архив и с на оти на са Скворе, 1983, 130.
The cult of Alexander was cherished with particular reverence, for instance, in middle-class circles in Prilep. Here is the testimony of Dime Adımìtreski: “We had an old book on Alexander of Macedon. It was locked in a drawer and my grandfather would often take it and read to us about the feats of Alexander of Macedon. That is how we were brought up. We considered him our king and we dreamt of such a kingdom as he had once created.” This ideology was also popular within the MORO organization in Skopje, whose head was Adımìtreski himself. One of the members of its leadership, Blagoja Dimitrov, in his recollections of this organization (1932-1934), says: “The main task was to speak Macedonian, to buy books; cells were formed of three members each, and every cell formed its own library (I remember, we also had books on Alexander of Macedon, and we considered all that as ours).”

Progressive young people in Prilep also believed that they were descended from Alexander of Macedon. But when Borka Taleski delivered a lecture before one of these organized groups in which he shattered the myth of the direct descent from the ancient Macedonians, there was disappointment. The same happened in another progressive Prilep group, when in 1939 Dime Bojanovski-Dize, who had just returned from the Lepoglava prison, delivered a similar lecture on the Brdo (a hill in Prilep).

Prilep was not an exception. Goce Miteski from the Ohrid region tells us that, before the Second World War, “the young intellectuals” from the Debarca region were fascinated by their ancestor Alexander the Great. “No one has ever contradicted me about this,” he says. In his poem ‘Robina’ (Slave), written in Ohrid on November 8, 1942, Miteski sings of Alexander and ends his poem with this call (as did Pulevski):

Rise, brothers, against the tyrant
and revive the glorious Macedonian name.

In his poem ‘Goce Deliev’ (written in Ohrid on November 25, 1942), Miteski does not forget to link his legendary hero with the famed Alexander:

Alexander presented him with a ring
and told him he was now a worthy fighter.
Miteski was greatly disappointed when at about the same time an older Ohrid student told him: “We are Slavs, and not direct descendants of the ancient Macedonians… For a whole week after that I was ill,” remembers Miteski.

And this was already the time when the National Liberation War was in full swing, when the foundations of the Macedonian state were laid. This tradition, however, is very much alive even today in some circles, and our overseas expatriates still worship the images of Alexander of Macedon in their churches and clubs.

In conclusion, in the historical consciousness of Macedonian writers and national figures of the 19th and even 20th century, Alexander of Macedon was a symbol that genuinely and essentially contributed to the Macedonian national integration and helped its affirmation considerably. Even though our modern scholars treat Macedonia’s past with the necessary scholarly objectivity and only register the deposits of national romanticism of the past century, we cannot overlook the fact that ancient Macedonia gave us its name, outlined our borders, bestowed a culture on us and without doubt poured some part of its blood into us. In the veins of the present-day Macedonian flows not only the blood of the Slavs, but also that of various other peoples and tribes that lived or crossed the Balkans over the centuries — in the same way every other people or nation has been created, and not only in Europe at that.

---
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339 The tradition of Alexander the Great was not only popular in Macedonia, where physical monuments continue to maintain and encourage the consciousness of its former glory and greatness (A.S. Š of man, Истори она Македони, Dokuljiste i cehskaj Macedonija, састъ пер вая, Izdatelstvo Kazanskogo universiteta, 1960, 19), but we can also find it among the Albanians and Vlachs, as well as among the peoples of the Middle East and Asia. With his inclusion in the Koran in particular, legends and traditions dealing with Alexander have spread much more broadly and are widely reflected in literature and folklore (E.A. Kostohin, Aleksandr Makedonski v literaturno i folklornom traditsion, Moskva, 1972).